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EDUCATION AND NATIONAL OBJECTIVES (QiAFTER I)  

liecoiTimendatlon No . 1 : Agreed.

RecoKimendntlon No,.2 ( 1 ) s Agreed.

Recommendgttions No .2 (2 )  & 2 ( 3 ) ; This Government 

is unable to agree wholly v;ith the viev^s of the 

Commission. I give below the reasons for this 

disagreement, in brief:

(a) The Commission in para 109 of Chapter V III  

of their Report have expressed the view that no one 

stage of education should henceforth be designated 

as ’ Basic E d u c a t i o n o n  the ground that most of the 

rindamental tenets.,.of Basic Education have been 

approved by the Commission, and incorporated in their 

general scheme , as guidelines of the entire educational 

system,f4i*/herein they have reconsTiended the'inclusion of 

work experience anC vocationalisation. This sounds 

gratifying, but I would point, out that many-of the 

activities which 'are giv<en in the supplementary note 

at thp end of Chapter V I I I  and suggested for providing 

the work experience to pupils of primary and secondary 

schools, have in fact been employed in  the past in 

large numbers of schools,, and. hav^e already'been 

discarded since they .were found to .have little 'to  do 

with the production of useful .articles of more than a 

transitory existence. Moreover, the Comrdssion in 

other parts of their Report have said that the 

majority of the pupilst w il l  get their i'7t)rk experience 

by going to the fields or ‘ by'working in their' 

traditional or family trades etc. during the interim 

period, till regulai^ly organised and properly equipped 

workshops come to be attached to schools. (Para 77 - 

Chapter V III ) ,  Elsewhere, the Commission have also 

said that workshops should be provided in bigger
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schools. and polytechnics should also be located near 

the industry concerned. As a result of these measures 

it is very possible that large proportions of rural 

areas would be left out altogether and consequently 

in those areas their vork experience would presumably 

be gained by the son of the farmer through working in
✓

the fields, the soh of the cobler through working with 

leather, and-the child of the carpenter through doing 

elementary carpentry work etc. v Such a course of 

events.is likely to be both misunderstood as well as 

resented, by large sections of the people, since they 

might regard it as an attempt to perpetuate the caste- 

system, or a trick to deny them a chance at getting 

out of their hereditary calling and thus denying them 

opportunities of bettering their social lot.^

(b) I would also point out here that the 

experience of this Government with Basic Education, 

both at the primary as well as at the secondary level, 

has been fairly satisfactory and the methods of Basic 

Education, and particularly the imparting of education 

through a craft, have by now come to be widely accepted 

in the Gujarat State. It can, therefore, be said that 

in our St»te the average pupil is able to get work 

experience as envisaged by the Commission, thrpugh the 

existing type of Basic schools, in a satisfactory 

manner and thereby to imbibe that respect for physical 

and manual labour, and the change of heart towards work, 

which the Commission themselves have advocated. This 

Government, therefore, is of the view that Basic 

education at both the primary and secondary levels as 

practised so far, should continue as the principal 

source of providing work' exp'erienco to the pupils at 

these stages of education until such time as we are in 

a position to provide workshops to groups of secondary
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schools, or to individual high schools. This Government 

is , therGforo, able to agree only in principle-to 

Recom-iendations No. 2 (2 ) and2(3) and is in favour of 

continuing the existing type of Basic Education.

Hecom^iendat'ion -Np..2 (4 ) ; I would/draw your 

attention to certain remarks which were offered by 

Shri Ifemrajani of the Planning Commission during a 

recent Seminar at Delhi on Sept. 16, 17 and 18, wherein 

he had pointed out that the present requirements of 

industry appoar^ to be more than adequately met by the 

output of ITIs and Polytechnics etc. If such'is the 

actual position today, there is every possibility of 

glut being causcd .if 50 per cent of secondary pupils 

'and a further 20 per cent of upper primary schools are 

also added to'the technical stream in addition to the 

..^expansion ’of technical education per se which has also 

been proposed by the Commission elsewhere# As against 

th:(.s, a diversification to the agriculture 'Sid-e would
/I. >1 , * . f

appear td' me'fit greater attention.

Recommendation N o .3 (l ) ; This Government, is in 

. ^agreement with the motives behind this•recommendation 

but would point out that it is necessary to examine' 

whether it would be legally feasible to compel all 

children to attend .only their ’’neighbourhood school" 

and thus deny the parents’ the right of sending their 

children to any school of their choice. " Even .if  such 

compulsion is feasibft^, this Government would suggest 

that the scheme of ’neighbourhood’ or ’’common schools” 

may first b.e tried on a pilot basis in .some parts o-f 

bigger cities and towns, since as far as the rural 

area is concerned a system of ’’common schools" -appears 

to be already in force due to the circumstances 

pr^evailing in such area. It must also b e ‘remembered 

th;fbt the common school concept cpn work only after
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well-established prejudices have been undermined, or 

removed altogether. This process w i l l  take some time

and considerable/^aution appears necesspry in the matter.
/

Recommendation Ifo«3(2): As already mentioned

earlier, Basic Education is working satisfactorily in 

the Gujarat State and besides providing ’’work experlmce’* 

it also gives opportunities of social service to the 

pupils of this State, in an adequate manner, through 

activities pertaining to community l i f e  etc* As regards 

the secondary stage, the Commission’ s recommendation to 

compel all secondary pupils to offer 30 days of social 

service- at the lov;er secondary and 20  days at the higher 

secondary level does not appear to he feasible when it 

is remembered that there are not many projects which 

can be taken up by secondary pupils,- Again, the numbers 

of secondary pupils would go into lakhs ar*d it may n<̂ t 

be feasible to find meaningful acti-vities through which 

a means of rendering social service can be provided to 

such large numbers of pupils- By and large, therefore, 

it would be desirable to explore the possibility of 

adopting the: techniques of Basic Education even at th^ 

secondary stage/ This might provide continual 

opportunities even for secondary pupils tc do some 

social service by participating in conumunity life  

activities, either individually nr in  groups,

. As regards the undergraduate stage, we agree that 

a continuous programme of activities of some 60 days 

may be evolved, and when such alternatii^o ^orms of 

social servicdLEa^^.been developed, the N. C. C. 

activities may be made voluntary instead of compulsory 

as at present, as recommended in Re,commend at ion No# 3 

W P h  These remarks also dispose of sub-sections (4) 

and (5) of recom'nendation No .3 on page 613 of the 

Report.
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Recommendation.^ No.3 (3 )~(12 ); Since these 

topics are discussed at length in a separate 

comTnimica.tion from this Govornmont, no remarks are 

offered in the present letter.

Recommendation N o ,3 (1 3 )g This Government 

fully r-grees vith the sentiments of the Commission 

in this matter, and also agrees that all necessary 

steps should be tpken for creating ? strong driving 

fpith ajnongst the general public, in the development 

of our own future for which we a-11 aspire. I would, 

hovrever, add here that besides emphasizing a 

knowledge of the Literatures, Philosophy, Religions 

and History of India which the Commission mention, 

it is also necessary to emphasize the Indian V/ay of 

Life, particularly thfe family- l ife  of the average 

Indian, where each member is not a separate entity 

and egotistically concerned only with his ovm better

ment, but thinks also of other members of his family 

and strives for their 'betterment as well. On a 

higher plane-, this 'kind  of sentiment easily leads on 

to the concept of Sarvodava. where the uplift ajid ' 

betterment of all one's countrymen and not only of ’ ’

one's ovrn self, becomes the desired goal which is to 

be actually striven for. Subject tb'-these observa

tions, this i^vernment would agree *tb. the recommenda

tions contained in sub-sections (a) and (b) of 

recommendation No.3 (13 ) .

Recommendations No. 3 (14 )  (f: ( 1 5 ) :. Agreed. ■ 

Recominendations No. 4 (1 )  & (2 ) i 1 would .point

out that it would appear rather too ambitious- to 

attempt to raise the percentage of the population 

who have received secondary and higher education from
I

the existing figure of 2 per cent to at least 10 p.c* 

in the next 20 years. Such a project would entail
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tremendous expenditure and thus the aim cpn only be 

approved in theory at present. We agree also that a 

changc of empnasis is desirable regpraing the different 

fields of specialisation and the skills attempted to 

be gainedo

RoGommendations No. 5 and_6 s This Government 

agrees that it is very necessary to give to our 

students a proper appreciation of the right values and 

standards, and also to give them training in the 

exercise of such values. We agree that the detailed 

suggestions mpde by the Shri Prakash Committee to the 

Central Advisory Boprd of Education in 1959 may be 

considered as u s e fu l .guidelines by the secondary 

schools and colleges. HoiA/evor, I would point out tha\. 

in our opinion a mere acouisition of information 

regarding the major religions of the world, or of our 

own country, may not have much useful effect, because 

of the possibility that the information may be learnt 

only in a parrot-like manner, and may not have much 

effect on the learners’ actions. However, this 

Government concurs in all measures which might promote 

mutual tolerance and general respect, for other 

religions, and would advocate their adoption i n ’ schools 

and colleges*

11

VQGATIQNALISATION OF BDUCATION- 
( qiAPTEHS VII and X IV )

(1) Recommendation No. 2 (4 )  based on narp 32 of 

ChaDter I s This Government agrees thpt secondary 

education should be increasingly and largely 

vocationalised, and also that at the stage of higher 

education, a greater emphasis should be placed on 

agricultural and technical education, Hov/ev’er, I'" 

would point out that any expansion of vocationalisation
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would hpve to be very carefully correlated with the 

ultimate manpower requirements, after taking into 

account the output of the existing polytechnics, the 

I . T . I s ,  and technical schools. ■ If  this is not taken 

care of, there is every possibility of serious problems 

having to be faced, arising out of the discontent 

consequent on unemployment of the trained technical 

personnel, which may be even worse in nature than ^ny 

likely problems arising out of unemployment of those 

who have have received only a general type of education. 

Here again it must be pointed oi^t that it would be 

dangerous to depend solely on manpower-.data for 

determination of enrolments. Providing’ persons 

qugilified to f ill  available vacancies cannot be deemed 

to be the sole object of education, particularly the 

more liberal education.

In this connection I would point iout that the 

Commission has assumed that some 20% of the pupils 

from the UTjper primary stage will be siphoned off on 

account of entering life . In our opinion the drop in 

the enrolment from Standard IV to V is not only because 

of a large number of children have "entered l i fe "  but 

because of lack of provision for further education 

either in a primary school or in a secondary school.

facilities  for higher primary schools and secondary 

schools get augmented, more and more children vrould get 

enrolled in upper stand?5rds. The demand for opening 

higher standards is constantly on the increase*

(2) Recommendation No. 86 based on T^ams 47 to 49 

of Chapter V I I ? This Government stronglyj^pport the 

Commission's view that the Central Government must 

provide special grants to State Governments in the 

Centrally sponsored sector, for the vocationalisption 

of secondary education. Indeed the laree qr'oio
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prograramG of vocational is at ion envisaged Iby the Commission 

can only succccd if  such help is given lilbcrally, as was 

done in the United States - whose example the Commission 

hps specifically auoted.

(3) Recommendation F o .89 (4 ) ; This Government agrees 

that vocational schools should be large in  size in order 

to be economical and efficient, and should also be located 

nopr the industry concerned.

(4) Recommendation Fo.l71 bpsed on Daras 44 to 49 of

Chapter XIV: The Commission hpve given e.xpression to some

very frank views regarding the vocational schools modelled 

on the Manjari type in Kphpr^shtra, and also on the multi^ 

Durpose schools with agriculture streams, and even on the 

agricultural schools themselves. In the Commission’s view 

none of these courses hrve succeeded in imparting the 

necessary vocational competence or training, to young 

persons which would enable them to go back to the land as 

practising farmers. Here it is necessary to remember that 

one important factor which prevents the children of farmers 

whether trained or not, from going' back to agriculture is 

frequently economic one - many farmers.' children do not 

go back to the land becpuse the possibilities of earning 

from agriculture are relatively' less compared to the 

certain other vocations. ' It would therrfore not be quite 

fair to denigrate the degree of competence imparted by the 

Manjari type of school, particularly when it is remembered 

that agricultural schools often take only the children of 

farmers, who can be supposed to be familiar with many 

techniques of f?^rming from their childhood and who could 

normally be expected to get a fairly high degree of 

competence after expert training for some years in these 

types of schools.

' Even with these cautionary remarks, we feel from our
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eXDeriencG ' r.
^ 'so  far of these types of agricultural schools, coupled 

with pcdagogie considerations, ‘that .on the v/hole it is 

d' Sirable to postpone specialisation to a later stage , 

and to give a general type of education up to standard X. 

even in these schools. Here it may be added that the 

agricultural polytechnics which are elsewhere .proposed 

by the Commission, are not more likely to fu lfil  the 

desired objective of making the children of agricultur

ists go bpck to the land - such a desired result could 

only be achieved if  the economic status of the farming 

profession as a whole is raised, either by circumstances 

such as higher pTevailing opportunities, for agricultural 

produce or through deliberate efforts made by the States, 

et c.

(5 ) Rocom’Trentiat-ion• - , 1-761 : Her.e. the Cpmmi ssion

r ecnmmerid'”certOTn--tiaf*-ge-t̂  namely-, that_ 2p^_ of .> 1 1

enrolment p.t the lower secondary level and 50% beyond 

Class X, should be provided in vocational and professional 

courses of a full time'or p^rt time nature.; ’These 

targets appear rather‘ov&r-ambitious and I would state 

that whatever expansion ■ is'planned, should be in  strict 

relationship with the manpov/er requirements'and hot in 

excess thereof. PUrther the nect:}ssary finance for any 

programme of expansion of vocationalisaticn^ should ' 

necessarily be found by^the* Centre''. '''Subject to these 

considerations, we agree to recommendation No.17 6 (2 )  

which could best be achieved by having two channels' of 

technical high schools. ' The present pattern and' curriculum 

could perhaps be retained and in addition, certain 

specialised courses could be'devised for one or- two 

specific trades, for those pupils who leave the school 

and join a profession immediately thereafter - that is 

to Say, these specific courses o f 'a  terminal nature, could 

run parallel with the exist.nncr
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(6 ) RecommendPtion F o ,1 7 7 (l )s No particular com^nents 

are called for, since in the Gujarat State a craftsman 

training scheme is being given all the importance due, 

and is beinp continuously expanded. This Government, 

however, agree that the age of admission may be. lowered 

to 14 by making necessary and suitable adjustments in 

the courses,

(7) ~Rer!omTnendation No. 177 ( 2 ) ; We agree v ith  this 

recommendation except to the extent indicated against 

Recommendation No. 176 (2) above.

(8 ) Recommendations No. 177 (3 ) .  177(4)' and 177 (5ls 

Generally acceptable to this Government, though they may 

be quite difficult of im.plementation.

(9) Recomnendation No.178 concerning Training of 

Technicians and its sub-sections (1) to C l2 ) ; This 

(jovernment agrees generally with these recommendations 

subject to the following remarks!

(i )  The proposals to modify the existing structure 

of the Diploma Engineering so as to make the trainee a 

more channelised technidanin  a particular branch of 

engineering rather than a general technician who could 

handle either civil, mechanical or electrical engineer

ing branch, deserves to be considered very Urgently. 

Indeed suoh a proposal iw already receiving attention in 

the (}ujarat State, and certain electives have been 

designed which cpn be offered to the trainee in a few 

groups of his choice, whereas he could leave ‘certain 

subjects at the third year level of the course. ' The 

syllabus in the first two years of the course would be 

more or less common for each of txhe branches of engineer

ing, It is hoped that these modifications will result 

in turning out technicians who are more fitted  to'tr-Lke 

up a practical job in some particular br^anch at the end 

of their course^



( i i ) With regard to the suggestions made by the 

Commission for including industrial experience during 

the last yepr of the course in the diploma curriculum, 

I would spy that though desirable, this xvTould properly 

require that the total duration of the course be 

lengthened which in turn would result in greater 

economic strain on the State and public and might 

therefore occasion resentment,.

( i i i )  We are unable to agree that the Principal 

of every Polytechnic may be authorised to make changes 

in the courses in order to conform to local needs.

Such a measure would cause a number of serious 

problems. The proper level for determining the extent 

to which latitude may be given in certain courses 

would, in our opinion, be the Directorate of Technical 

Education of the vStpte. Subject to these remarks, we 

agree that the courses offered in Polytechnics should 

be designed as far as possible with local requirements 

in mind, while pt the same time keeping a watchful eye 

on the total national needs,

(iv) This Government feels that the introduction 

of certificate courses .for girls at the G irls ’ 

Polytechnics may wait for some time, t ill  more 

experience has been gained with Girls ' ‘ Polytechni cs in 

different. States.

(v) Subject to these remarks and subject-also 

to various safeguards spelt out in detail in the 

foregoing par.'pgraphs, this Government would agree to
. >

the vocationalisation of education at different stages 

in order to conform in a realistic manner to the 

genuine manpower needs of the country in 'different 

sectors.
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III

Tllii; EDUCATIONAL SYSTEi-I : STRUGTUR3 & STANDARDS
rCHAPTSR I I )

(1 ) Recorriinend?tion No. 7 (1) s IVhile we agree generally 

with this r e comm end pt ion, we ^re not quite able to 

accept that it is neither necessary lior desirable to 

impose a uniform pattern of school and college classes
«

in all parts of the country. While we^ppreciate that 

a certain element of flexibility in thfe educational 

structure is inevitable in vievr particularly of the 

vastness of the country, we still feel .thpt consijdering 

the limited resources ve have a certain degree of 

uniformity in syllabus and textbooks may bring about 

not only a considerable saving of resources, but also • 

help in raising more quickly the s.tandprds in the earlier 

stages of development. VJhat we have particularly in mind 

is the effort that is being made by the NCERT‘to evolve 

a model syllabus and model textbooks. 'If these'haVe to 

be of real use on a large scale, a certain amount of 

uniformity would have to be insisted upon. T®'“ expect ' 

that these syllabii could be modified and the model 

textbooks adopted and then translated into the' regional 

languages is , in our view, a difficult proposition and 

may never be implemented. The syllabii and books evolved 

by NCERT could with great advantage be adopted by schools 

^ther than '*outstanding” vrho v^ould have the necessary 

flexibility in any case. ■

(2) R:^commendation No.7 ( 2 ) : Agreed.

(3) Recom^endption No.7 (3 ) : The recommendations of the 

Commission appear to be in close conformity with certain 

recommendations made about a year ago by the Central 

Syllabus Committee set up by the St a te\.Government a copy 

of which was also sent to the Co^jnis.sion at the timei

In para 16 of Chapter II , however, the Commission seems to



recommend th^t in those States vrhich hpve an eleven ye?rs‘ 

course, it would be advisable to regard Class I as a pre

primary c I p s s  and later on to add two more years to the 

entire course and thereafter parti.tion it into a lovrer 

secondary of 10 years and a higher secondary of 12 years.

I am afraid this may not be feasible it- the Gujarat State, 

where we have already an eleven years' course and going 

dovTiward by one year will mean an additional enrolment at 

the primary stage of b tween six to seven lakhs of 

children which would be a very large burden indeed.

Subject to this reservation, we would agree to the 

recommendations of the Commission.

(4) Recommendation No.s 7 (4 )  and 7 ( 5 ) : Agreed.

(5) Recomiendation Fo.7C6); Agreed. Here I would 

mention that this Government so far has not started any* 

higher secondary schools and therefore no question will 

arise of downgrading any of them in this State.

(6 ) Recommend ration No. 7 ( 7 ) : /,greed, subject to 

finances being available.

(7) Rocommendatioja''Fo‘s.~7'(S'y^'andTC9 ):' Agr ead.

(8 ) KecommRndation Fo.8 ; In full agreement with the. 

desirability of transferring the Pre-University class, from 

the Univer.sities to the higher secondary schools when they 

come irto existence. This is because the lecture method, 

and other advanced technirues of study,’which are employed

, in col.loges’and are expected from the student on roll, are 

beyond the capacity of immature boys and girls of the age 

of 15+ or so, who find entry into colleges today. It is 

possible that some universities, who today find the Pre-
• »

University class as a significant source of income, may 

resent this move but in the larger interest of education 

they should be prevailed upon to eschew any such ideas. 

Similarly, we agree’ to all the’̂ i f f  erent sub-sect ions 

numbered (1 ) to (4) of Recom-nendation No. 8 . The Gujaia.t
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S. S, C, Expmination Boprd would h?ve to be statutarily 

entrusted with the further responsibility of running 

the Higher Secondary Examination.

(9) Recommendation No.9  ̂ Generally agreed. There  ̂

should, however, be no objection to. making a start during 

the current plan if  resources permit. In our plan we 

hrve m?de some provision for. it .

(10) Recomnendat i.on Fo .lO : In general agreement.

Since the first five sub-sections of these recommenda

tions mainly concern the Universities, their views will 

need to be obtained in the matter, I would also point 

out that the Three Years’ Degree Course is already in 

operation in all the Universities in  this State, and 

logically therefore it is for the universities to 

consider to what extent they can,intensify their Degree 

Course or the Masters' Course. It may only be added that 

vrbile the advantagesof a 3-years' Master’s Degree Course 

pre obvious, it may be difficult to find necessary 

resources to cover the additional expenditure.

(11) Recommendation No. 11 (1 )  to ( 4 ) s This Government 

agrees that the matter of full utilisation of the avail-- 

able resources is one of the great importance. To 

achieve this, a sustained drive would be necessary to ’ 

obtain the willing cooperation of several agencies, -and 

to motivate them with a sense of urgency in  this direction. 

We also agree that efforts should be made to procure as 

much uniformity regarding the school calendar and school 

terms etc, as possible,

(12) Recommendation No. 11 ( 5 ) ; We concur. As regards" 

providing more facilities  at the University stage, we 

would say that this is desirable, but the universities 

should be exhorted in the matter.

(13) Recom-nendation No. 11 (6 ) ; We agree that students 

of Humanities do not seem to work as much as students on*
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the Science side, ?nd therefore should be provided with 

more institutional facilities such as library seats etc» 

and also that once these are Drovided, fullest use should 

be made of them.

(14) Recommendation No. 12 (1 )  and 1 2 (2 ) s Tigreed. Vie

a.lso agree with the views expressed in para 44 of Chapt.II.

(15) Recommendat ion Fo.12 (3  ) (a ) : Wg have some doubts

reg='rding the usefulness of the association of universities 

with secondary schools. Whereas university teachers may be 

of use from the point of view of the ''Content of the Course" 

it is to be rememb'red t h a t ’most of them lack pedagogic 

qualifications.

(16) Recommendation N o .l 2 (3 ) (b )s Remarks offered separately.

(17 ) Recommendation, Fo. 1 3 ;' Agreed.

(18) Re'comm end a t i on Fo, M i ' '̂igr • - ed. We hav e , how ev er,

some doubts whether M . a n d , ; M .  Sc, degree could really be 

designpted as .professional degrees, also feel that the

terms ’’Basic" and ' Po-st-Basi c ’ .should be par mitt eo. to be used

optionally, for the lower and. higher stages of primary 

education and for lower and higher, primary stages/tespectively.

(19) Public attitude will have to be trained to accept 

degrees obtained through part-time or own time ( i »e.private) 

studies as beinf eauivalent to qualifications obtained 

through full time studies. Different universities in the

country and the Government as the principal emiployer will 

also have to be pursuaded to 'give equivalence to such degrees 

for all purposes. Unless this is  done, any provision which 

may be made for part-time and, private"studies is likely to be 

wasted. ^Subject, however, to this note of caution, this 

Government agrees to the desirability of increasing fadlLties 

for private studies as well as for part-time studies'^ except 

for courscs like primpry teachers training where we consider 

community life  of.the school and hostel as an essential 

ingredient of training and do not favour such courses for 

their training.



H

WORK .IXPZRONQE (CHAFTH'^S I & V III)

General Remarks on the concept of *''7ork :?xperience” , 

and its likely impact vis-a-vis Basic Education, which 

uptil nov/ has been accepted as a matter of policy at 

the primary stage, and is also being more and more 

widely adopted even at the secondary stage as far as 

the Gujarat State is concerned.

(l) In para 25 of Chapter I , the Commission have 

defined ’.York ILxperience as "participation in 

productive v/ork in school, in the home, in a 

workshop, on a farm, in a factory, or in any 

other productive situation". They go on to say 

in para 28 of Chapter I that their concept of 

".vork Experience" can be described as "a redefini

tion of liahatma Gandhi’ s educational thinking, in 

terms of a society launched on the road to 

industrialisation". The Commission hold the. view 

that "7ork Experience" is "a method of integrating 

education v^ith work", (para 27 of Chapter I ) ,  and 

state that in addition to being an effective 

educational tool, "'vork experience" can serve 

other important purposes such as rubbing out the 

distinction between intellectual v/ork and manual 

v/ork, and removing social stratification based on 

such distinction. The Commission hope that in 

this Way Work Experience would help ^ocial and 

national integration, and create, bonds of under

standing between educated persons and the masses 

(para 29). The Commission also say that their 

concept of manual work is "dynamic and forv/ard- 

looking" and is intended to overcome certain 

inherent weaknesses of the traditional type of 

education which tends to perpetuate traditional

-16-
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(2) This Govt, is unatle to subscribe to the 

Uommission ‘ s viG’vs regarcline'^ the expected 

beneficial results of the type of '■•ork ^xp;^rience 

advocated by them, since it is clear from a study of 

other parts of the Heport that in practice, a 

large number of school pupils^ partJ.cularly in 

the rural areas, wiJ.l be required to get the 

proposed Vvorl: i^xperience by spending some part 

of their school hours5 though being compelled 

to engage in  "chose very "traditional patterns of 

behaviour and activity" which the Gommission 

speak of in denigrating terms in para 26 of 

Chapter !<. The Oomniosion have said clearly in 

para 28 of Chapter I. that ■'7,'ork IXperience" is 

V' ĥat has been called "manual Work” ,

and that ideally  conceived, it should be obtained in 

the technological y/ork~shop, which the Commission 

wish to bej/supplied to as large a number of 

schools as possible. Nov/, para 62 of Chapter VII 

of the Commission’ s Report makes it clear that 

rural areas are not likely  to get poljrtechnics 

and technical v/orkshops etc ,,  because it would 

be wasteful to locate them away from, the 

concerned industries. A minute’s reflection, there

fore, would suffice oo show that the "V/ork 

Experience" envisaged by the Commission will be 

available, only through working on the nearest 

available f ie ld  or in the t^raditional ”'/^orkshop" 

of the village cobbler,, potter, sm.ith, carpentt^r, 

etc* The consequence would be that a pupil vvill 

probably be rec^uir^d to undertake as a part of 

his schoo"' . the..’ ? v€'ry y - 3 which lie

was performing in his attempts to help his parents



practice, the so callod ’’work experience'’ advocated 

by the Commission, w ill merely ten!to compel 

large numbers of pupils to engage perforce in 

their hereditary and communit.y occupations. Such 

a compulsory measure for providing the desired 

”7/ork Experience", is likely to be strongly 

resented, particularly in the rural areas, and 

perhaps even in the urban areas. This is 

because the poorer section of our people are bound 

to regard such compulsory engagement in  ’’work 

Experience", as a subtle attempt to perpetuate 

their station in l i fe ,  and^hus to prevent them 

from educating themselves for a different calling 

or occupation, and perhaps for a different 

station in l i f e .  Here the remarks made by the 

Commission in para 64 of Chapter XV are also 

pertinent they point out there, that today nearly 

30io of the nerolment in the existing I . T . I s .  comes 

from urbans areas. Now i:§^he proposed workshops and 

polytechnics e tc .,  are either locat^^d in  tovvns or near 

some developed industries, there is every chance that 

mostly the pupils of an urban origin only, will get 

entry into such institutions, and not the rural pupils.

( 3 ) This brings me to another aspect of the 

question of "'.vork Experience". It is advocated by 

Commission, as desirable for those countries 

which are launched on the road to industrialisation .

The question arises whether our country can be said 

today to be already launched <̂ n that road, or 

whether we are only indulging in wish fulfilment? 

3 '^condly, the activities which should bo selected 

for ’’-'/ork Experience" ought to be/such as would 

provide the maximum number of pupils with the
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greatest amount of benefit and 7/hich also possess the 

greatest educational potential or educative value.

It must be mentioned that the majority of the 

activities enumerated in supplementary Note No. 1 

at the v:nd of Chapter V I I I ,  do not by any means 

fu l f i l  those re.quirements - many of them in 

fact have been tried out in the past, and discarded 

as being unsuitable for inclusion in the educational 

Gui*riculum. It does not appear proper to ■ readopt them, 

A large number of these activities, again, can only 

be.pursued in  a vvell equipped and organised workshop, 

and therefo re■they would be automatically ruled out 

for rural areas, that is to say^ for the majority 

o f . o m ^cho o ls . Many of them would also involve a great 

deal of expenditure on contingencies, and laust therefore 

be considered as unsuitable lor adoption in a poor 

country like cur own, even though they have some 

educational merit.

( 4 ) In viev/ of the- position outlined above, it 

appears to this Govt, th&t the only suitable 

alternative v\?hich is left open, would be to continue 

the basic crafts that have stood the test of time 

in our Basic primary schools, and indeed to 

introduce them progressively in an ever increasing 

number of secondary schools as well. In fact, it was 

for these considerations that the Gujarat State 

in its  draft of the 4-th Five Year Plan, has proposed 

that the number of post basic schools should be 

increased from the present 40 or so, to 250 in the 

next five years. Ln increase '.f Post Easic High 

Schools v7ould be a very considerable progress in our 

opinion, ia  providing the right type of "Work 

Experience’' through, Basic 3ducation<.



(5) few remarks regarding the targets constituted 

by the Commission in para 78 of Chapter V III  of 

their Report would also be relevant here - the 

Commission desire that by 67-68 at least one per cent 

of all educational institutions at each stage of 

education, should be covered by their proposed 

programme of |'V/ork Jxperic-nce", and go on to say 

that the coverage should be raised to '20fo at the 

end of the 4th Flan, and 100^ at the end of the 

5th Flan. They have, however, also said that the 

schemes may be left flexible and may be modified 

and improved in the light of experience from year to 

year. Now in the Gujarat State thure are 19600 

primary and 1500 secondary schools. Some 5,760  

of the primary viz. nearly 27fo, have already been 

converted into Basic Schools. As far as secondary 

schools are concerned, we have nearly 170 Multipurpose 

High Schools where some sort-of "Work Zxperience” 

is a part of the curriculum. In addition, either* 

wood-work or some type of hand-work is also 

compulsory in a large number of second=>.ry schools 

even though they cannot be said to be practising
I

Basic Education or undertaking any systematic

schemes of ’’Work Experience". ?/hen however .,a

further 250 of the secondary schools are converted

into Fost Basic 'Schools, or even if  that number

of nt.w Post Basic Schools are opened during the

next Flan, v/e shall have some 420 out of a total

of about 2,000  schools which will b̂ * given systematic

Fost Basic Education in addition to the Iviulti-

purpose High Schools. Thus the targets set by
i ‘

the Commission will have been more than met in the 

Gujarat State both at the stag^ of primary education 

as well as at the stage of secondary education within
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five years.

(6) In the light of the facts detailed above it 

does not appear necessary for the Gujarat State

to adopt the programme of "Work I^xperience" of the 

kind which has heen recommended by the Commission 

since alternative and more satisfactory means 

are already in existence in our State for providing 

’’Work Experience” , through Basac Jiiducation at the 

primary stage and through Post Basic Education at 

the secondary stage,

(7 ) It might be interesting to know that some sort

of technical education has already been introduced at 

the secondary stage in  an experimental manner at the 

Post Basic High School at Ambla• in Saurashtra, where 

the preparation of tools etc. needed by a rural community 

has been introduced as a part of the curriculum.

(8) Our study of the extracts sent 7/ith your 

letter under reply, as well as a study of the 

different Chapters ccnccrning Vocationalisation

of 3flucation etc., have led us inevitably to conclude, 

that the thinking of the Education Commission in 

the matter of "Work Experience" is not so realistic 

and clear-out as might have been expected. You 

will therefore forgive me when I say, that this 

Government sees no reason to modify its proposals 

for opening more Post Basic Schools during the 

next Five Year Plan, or for giving up the system 

of Basic Education either at the primary or at any 

other stage. In fact it is our firm view that 

Basic Education according to Gandhiji’ s idea is a 

system to be preferred, to the vague type of "Work 

Experience" that has been discussed in the extracts 

under consideration. This is because the educational
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potentialities of Basic 3di,ucation are much greater 

than those of mere "manual work” , that is to say of 

the "Work Il'xperience'* of the limited kind envisaged 

by the Commission.

(9) In  view of these general opservatioris I would 

state that parts of recommendations ;i!.os. 2(2) and 

9 6 (l ) ,  (2) and (3) are acceptable to ^this Government.

only in a very general manner, and .subje'ct to the 

condition that the "Woik ITxperiencc" proposed is 

to be imparted through a firm adherence' to the 

Sasic type of Education advocated;by &a n d h iji , 

while parts are not. acceptable at al-1. . .

(iQ )' The views of this Government on the recommendations 

in question may be summarised in the following table

No. of
recommendation Remarks

2(2) Agree,

E(3) po .not agre.e, except as far

as such experience arises 

from the Primary Grafts 

accepted in 13asic 

Education.

2 ( 4 ) Agree in a general way,

as far as secondary education 

is concerned, subject to the 

above remarks. .As far as 

higher education is 

.concerned v̂ e agree.



No. of
recomnienda'ticn Remarks

96(l) . , . . ',7e do not agree, ^ince the

substitution of Basic crafts 

■ in the existing system of Basic

Education, by simple hand-work 

at the primary stage, and by the 

practice of ’’some crafts" in the

■ . upper primary classcs, would in •

' ‘ . our view be a retrograde step

rather than a progressive one, 

Sven'at the secondary stage,

.. ,, any workshop-training etc.-, Y/ould

be possible only in a limited 

number of schools, and-hence, the 

' ■ Basic type of Education -would be

‘ more desirable in our view.

9 6 (2 ) Te do not" agree, as the. mere

provision of some kits and tools 

. would not have much educational 

value, and the ancillary cost of 

contingencies would al'Bo be 

prohibitive.

96(3) V/e agree, that the training of

teachers, the mobilisation of

local resources, and provision of

literature etc. v/duld b e ‘an

essential requirem'int to any

programme of ”'.7ork lixperience’''»

Hov/ever, the available resources

would be better employed in •

concentrating on the production

of suitably trained Basic 
Education Teachers, and in 
equipping a sclect number of 
schools rdth the rt:c[uiremcnt s of
+ "Dvi-i mo v»-rr o C; Kl Q Y’'tr Or'Q'F'hc?.



I
T^.AOH^R W.TQATTCN (CHAPTER I V ^

(1) of the recommendations regarding teacher 

education find general approval of this Government, 

though it must also be pointed out that the feasibility 

of some of the recommendations may be in doubt, because 

of the very considerable financial implications both

to the State Goveinments as well as to the Centre. As 

far as the Gujarat State is concerned, the remarks made 

below will be strictly subject to the over-all under- 

Gtanding that ’’very generous help” will be forthcoming 

from the Centre for the implementatior. of the recommenda

tions made in this Chap-^er*.

(2) Recommendation No«29; Agreed.

(3) ' Recommendation Nos. 30 and 31(1) >and 31 (l )(a )

( b ) ; Agreed

(4) Recommendation No .31(2Y ; Agreed.

(5) Recommendation N os .3l(3 V( a) and (b ) ;  Agreed

(6) Recommendation No. 31( 3) ( o') : This measure does not 

appear to be necessary in view of the fact that 

ultimately the responsibility for teacher training at 

the primary level is to devolve on the universities,

as recommended by the Commission. For the interim period 

until this happens therefore, it would be more pragmatic 

to allow every State to strengthen its Directorates of 

Education as needed, so as to undertake the functions 

related to teacher education at all levels and in all 

fields, in a satisfactory manner. In the Gujarat State 

we have a State Advisory Council for ^.ducation, which 

has experienced teachers and members of the public 

interested in education, as its members alon/?- with high 

Government o ffic ials , and this Council could also give 

J3uitable advice where necessary, for efficient and speedy
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at different levels. An independent 

' examination board is also being set up -«7hich wetJld

be responsible inter-alia for primary teachers training

exami na ̂ ion as we11.

I wou'ld also point oii.t here that the Corarnission’ s 

recommendation advis^'.ng i:iniversities to undertake the 

work of t-:’aining primary school t e a c h e r v o u l d  be a quite 

a new approach, since no Universi ty b .) fa:' has concerned 

itself \"ith the training of teachers at the primary level. 

However, the recommendation of the Commission appears a 

desirable one.

(7) Recomm.endation No. 32 . and its seven sub-sections (1 ) 

to f7) ;  Agreed. The revision of the curriculum advocated 

in sub-section (7) could be done by a sub-committee of 

departmental experts and university teachers and no 

separa^-e Board of Teacher Education would be needed even 

for doing this work.

(8) RecomiTB ndation No. 3 3 : Theoretically a very desirable 

measure, but its feasibility  appears to be very doubtful 

to this Government when we consider the very large numbur 

of teachers involved. For example, in the Gujarat State

alone the annual intake of teachers for m“ eting vacancies 

arising out of retirements and deaths as well as out of 

fresh recruitment, would number some seven or eight 

thousand per annum and to make provision for a two-.year 

tourse for all the»e would not be feasible besides

involving very large expenditure. A a i n ,  this State has a

large proportion of non—matric teachers in service as the 

practice of recruiting non-matriculates as well as matri

culates has been of long standing, particularly in the rural 

areas, and it may be difficult to put a sudden stOTD to it

as matriculate teachers either may not be available in

sufficient numbers, or even if  available, they may not

areas. This Government



therefore is unable to agree ’to this particula^eoommenda- 

tioiij "thoua;!! we would a,diiii.fc 131119,1; it is a d6sirable idoal 

t j give two years training to all teachers at bhe primary 

levelc Ve agree with the recormmendation mad-B in respecx; 

of of graduate teachers,

(9) Rocommendation No«.Ml G-^mnot be agreed to In view

of the sta-̂ -ement na^.a above ':lhat a State Board of Teacher 

:Sducation is not .necessary, Hcowever, the survey of teacher 

education programmes and cuj^rlcula.,, could be carried out 

by the existing administrative machinery in the Directorate 

of differen'c States, ±f necossary by ,a temporary 

strengthening of personnel,

(10) Re c omme nd at ion No. 3 ̂  Agaree d .

( H )  -R*̂ conin:iOnda-ti on 'Ao o 6 :■ Agrreed in principle, but 

would point ..out thatj since thie runiversitie s are cniefly 

concerned here.^ it is-they who should he exhorted to take 

suitable action.

Recommendation Noso 37f 1) a~f) These recommendations 

are mostly on right lines, and are.generally agreed to 

subjsc’; to the follOTr-'ng cautioTiary remarks» They apyr.c.-ir 

appear rather ambitious and may be difficult of implemen

tation in general. I would therefore ob :̂^erve that the 

course of action re commended. ;̂..:!! these different sub-sections 

will require careful phasing. Taku for example the matter 

of adopting a rule that teache its in secondary schools should 

ordinarily be permitted to teach.only those- subjects in 

which they have taken a degree,. (ITo. 3?( I K  e V I t  has to be 

remembered here that the existing freedom ,ia Gujarat State 

in this matter as well as elsewhere, is a result of the 

sheer pressure of numbers, and not because- of any 

unawareness o:k' onr part of the .desirability o f having such 

a rule. The hunger for Beconda:ry education is so great 

th .t a large aumber oi schools lis be^ng opered every- .h -.̂ .6 

inspU e  of the fact that teacher's with adequate qualifications
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are not available in sufficient numbers. Indeed the 

Commission themselves have remarked on page 782 of their 

R-port t^.at there is "’acute shortage" of teachers in 

subjects like Mathamai:ics, Sci . .ice, and English, In view 

of this situation ‘.t would surely be unrealistic, and 

certainly impracticable, to introduce ah absolute rule 

throughout India as advocated in 37(1) (^)» ^*0  ̂ such a rule 

would soon become a dead letter because of the inumerable 

exceptions that would necessarily have to be made to it.

'̂̂ e can therefore only exhort managements of secondary 

schools to recruit teachers with this rule in mind, and 

also attempt at its gradual adoption and implementation 

in consultation with tihe universities which would have to 

provide for the 'teaching of many subjects, some of which 

are not very popular today, before the required number of 

teachers begins to come out of the universities and becomes 

available for  employment in schools. It  may even be necessai 

to evolve a special scheme of scholarships for the 

unpopular subjects subject to a guarantee as a service of 

a teacher for a fixed p-eriod of time after the completion 

of the study. The recent rush for admissions into 

science colleges, however, is bound to result in a freer 

supply of science graduates for the teaching professioa 

in a year or two> and thie position is likely to become 

easier, as trends have begun to show already.

(X3) Recommendation Hos 37(2'H'a1to out of

f'^aster*s degree—holders will need to become much greater 

than It ie today, before we can begin to hope to emplov 

Waster's degree-holders in primry training institutions. 

Similarly the requirement of a uniform p eriod of two yearg 

Of training for all primary school teachers would not be 

practicable for reasons mentioned elsewhere. The Gujarat 

State has a large number of non-matriculate teachers and 

the necessity to recruit them will continue to be operat

-27-
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for a long time to come. This Government is therefore 

not al^le to agree to recommenclation No .37(2)(e ) that 

qll moxric-uaates should uniforraally receive two years 

t r a i n t h  -oi?f'-li ot©p to PecO’̂ "oc-'ndation ’''To. 37( 2) Co) ,

37(2)( c) , and 3 7 (2 ) (d ) .

(14) Rc-cornri'end̂ tioa m .3 7 (3 )  fa) : While agreeing that

liberal rjtipenis and loans should be introduced, this 

Government is not able to agree to the total abolition 

of fees in training institutions. ,

(15) Recom.uen'dation Noso37(3UbV to fd) and 37(4) : Agreed.

(16) Recommendation No.38(l)~(4) : Agreed ei[Oept to 38(2) 

as far as it pertains to primary sc ool teachers. In

our ,o.pinion it is- not feasible for primary school teachers 

to be trained by correspondehce courses, particularly because 

'bsijif- education at the primary level has been accepted as a 

p.Qlicyj and no teacher can get a proper 'idea of basic 

educatio:. T:;j..leL’S he undergoes an experience of community 

] i fe p:rc?onally. and also does a goad deal of craft- work - 

n: Itxier of tneL:"o' a. v:;.qu j... could ever be fulfilled by

any c.cirrv'spondence course, and therefore no question 

should -'.rise, oi primary teachers getting trained by such 

a courG'?.« . ■ ■ -

(17) R?c.:mnondation.^NQSr39 ^ d  4 0 r l n  general agreement, 

.̂{ould; however., point out that "the willing co;>peration

of ccth the managements and private affiliated colleges 

as well as cf the universities would require to be sought, 

before o:-\Lentation course; s and a<>climatizafion methods 

reooma-3;:ded '.Eder 40(1)- Snd 4c(2) could^ be adopted at the
Vf

collegiate stage. -This vrould be a more realistic approach 

of -u. o -JO ~revy desirable meaeures advocated ■

by Gsion. It is in fact very necessary t0:-give

some T-r .entat ion and induction, as well as a little  ■ 

groi'nc’ in.- in pedagogies and the psyoholocy of th e  learning 

pro;e:-,c enix'anta of the teaching profession, and
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also demonstration lessons by experienced professors and 

teachers, as tliis is sure to be most benefice to students] 

and teachers ^like. Inciden’cally I would add here that
%

during Christmas vacation in 19^5, the Gujarat G-uvernment

conducted two courses for teachers of Science and of

■ i '
Arts respectively, where demonstrators and junior 

lecturers with a teaching experience of less than three 

years participated, and where induction courses and 

demonstration lessons were given by senior experienced 

professors' etc. These coursts were found very useful 

Iny the participants,

(18) Recommendation N o .4 1 ; Though this Government 

s in general agreement wi th the proposals contained 

in 41(1) to 4 1 (3 ) ,  in view of the fact tha+ the 

examinations are actually held by the universities, 

it is ultimately the universities which must 

evince concern with the maintenance of higher stand?^rds, 

and it "s the universities which should shoulder the 

resr)onsibility of raising standards in teacher 

education.

(15) Recommendation ITo.41('4'); Agreed.

VI

ENROLMaTvT AND MANPOWER (CHAPTER V)

(1 ) This Government is  in general agreement with the , 

recommendations of the Commission that enrolment policy 

at the level of secondary and higher education should, 

in future, be based on a pragmatic combination of several 

factors, including, inter-alia, the capacity of the 

society to provide the educational facilities necessary, 

and the manpower needs of the country as a whole. I 

would, however, point out that the Comniission do not 

appear to h?ve spelt out any>/here in detail the manner 

in which such a policy would be implemented in practice.
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It hrs '-Iv̂ pys to be remGmbored that several pressures 

arc; C'^nstantly at vrvork on p popular Government, ?s far 

''S the opening of nrvr schools and colleges is concerned, 

‘̂ nd these pressures do not take into consideration the 

question of the actual need of the institution proposed 

in pny vrider context, and some times they do not pay due 

regrrd even t** pre-requisite considerations of possess

ing adequate resources for mpintlining the optimum 

stanrl^rds in the institutions proposed to be started.

The C'^mmi^sion in different pprts of their Report have 

als^ noticed the existence of these pressures, but they 

do not seem to have appreciated the formidablen ;sj? of 

the problems which ^̂ re, generated by such pressures^ for 

popul.^r Governments in differer'*' States,

(2) In f?ct, the position at nresent is that the need 

for a selective policy of cnrolrLent, , ¥ M - c K b e  

based on, and linked, to, the manpower' hee'’  ̂ in different* 

sectors, hrs been reali:sed- and anpi’eciated for a long' 

time i:i quarters. ■ However, the difficulty ell along 

has been to devis.:; suitable and successful mi’tho'ds" of- 

impl''mentation and particularly/ in  setting up a machinery 

strong e"^ough to resist pressures strair-in ,̂: to counteract 

the selectiV':'' policy. It appe-' .̂ ŝ to me that it is more 

necess^^ry in many respects to .evolve more' stringent 

legislation of a national natur - which will make it 

possible for the country to : conc entr ,̂ t e upon the' 

objectives of basic unrelment on a consider^^tion of 

manpower needs alon,-. thus enabling proper selections to 

be m-de at different levels. However, unless and until 

suitrb.le methods hav first be .„n evolved for arriving 

at realistic and proper estimates of the states' manpower 

needs, it would hardly be feasible  to go ahe-d and plunge 

for the ndoption ef a policy of  giving enrolments solely 

on a selr-ctive b-sis. ..ctually, the Ce^-mission themselves
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hpve S'^unded a note of crution in paragraph 12 of the 

Chapter wherein they point cut the need for ranking 

continuous efforts f*or improving the collection of 

necessary data ^nd for refining the techniques of 

forecasting. This Government also agrees that it is 

very nocesspry to evolve proper and sensitive techniques 

which will lead to realistic  estimates of manpower needs. 

Unless and until thi-s is done, vre would not be in a 

position except in a theoretical manner, to agree to any 

immediate adoption oT methods of selection at both the 

stages of secondary and higher education.

(3) A.certain measure of selectivity, however, would 

automatically come into existence i f  education is 

vocationalised to a greater and greater extent, both at 

the secondary as well as at the. higher education level, 

since nsny prospective pupils and students would, in 

that event, themselves- be attracted to technological 

studies in greater numbers because of a chance of find-
«

ing emuloyment. In this manner an element of selectivity 

would come into play, ^nd would gather momenturriin course 

of time. Till this happens, hov/ever, it w ill be necessary 

to continue the facilities  for the lower secondary school 

pupil to receive education of a general kind, particularly 

i f  he is willing to pay fees for such education. Similar 

considerations would also apply at the collegiate stage.

(4) Briefly, the view of this Government is that the 

question of selective enrolment based on manpower needs 

of the country may be accepted I n ‘principle, but the 

greatest caution should be exercised in implementing the 

principle of selection. All attempts should be made to 

realistically introduce vocationalisation at both the 

lower secondary as well p.s the higher secondary and 

collegiate stages, so that the employment potential is 

increased - this would be a positive approach to the
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problem of selectivity even th'^ugh an indirect one. 

Till W0 pre able to achieve such realistic voca.tional- 

i sat ion, it will be nrc^g^srrv to continue tho 

fpoil i Gs for gehernl education for which the' demand 

ir l ikely to continue almost unabated.

(5) I •Bummarise below the vievrs of this Government 

on Recommendoti^ns Fo.42 to 44 ;

-32-

Or, No. of 
Rec^m'nendption

Remarks

No.42 . Agreed in -general.

44 (1 ) Agreed in principle.

44 (2 ) ‘ Agreed in general only, subject
to remarks offered above.

44 (3 ) ^  . Agreed as a desirable goa.l.

44 (4 ) y^greed only partially, since'
public demand cannot be bluntly 
negptived by any popular 
government.

44 (5 ) Agreed  ̂subject to' the note'of
caution sounded by the Commiss'ion 
itself.

(6 ) Recommondption No.4 5 : Agreed in general 'except .

that it remains to bo seen how' fpr it will be-possible 

for p democratic Government to resist public demand
I

for secondpry and higher educ?^tion on considerations ' 

cited by the Commission. Even though they may be ' ••• • 

unexceptionable in theory, we doubt greatly th e ’ 

feasibility of implementing these principles in'- piractice.'

(7) Recommondption No.4 6 8 As the Copnission them

selves hrve very carefully pointed out, the ISI/LSE

f
estimptes will need to be continually revised and kept' ’ 

up to date. It is clear, therefore, thpt the
;

'educational implications of these estimates can only 

be dealt v^ith in a very general mpnner and that any 

decisirns we might take will necessarily have to be 

modified in consequence of more rC;fined methods of , 

forecpsting pnd estimation being evolved*



(8) Recommendation Fos, 47 and 4 8 s With the above 

safeguards in view, the Gujarat Government are in 

general concurrence with the policy implications of 

the ISI/LSE estimates 0)utlined in recommendation No,47.

It must be pointed out here, however, that the 

vocationalisation of secondary education and develop

ment of profes^'ional - education at the university stage 

cannot be allowed to entirely stifle demand from the 

public for the general type of education, particularly 

when the public are willing to pay fees to receive such 

education. We must also realise that the only aim of 

education cannot be to provide employment. Liberal 

education would ,also be resorted to give reasons other 

than that of employment,

(9) It is also a debatable point hov/ far it will be 

advisaihle to develop vocatiohalisation. Unless carefully 

correlated to manpower requirements, which, is implied 

in the observations of the Commission themselves, are not 

very easy of accurate determination and would need 

continual revision, there is a possibility that the over 

emphasis on vocdional and technical education may 

actually result in a level of the employment potential

in excess of the capacity of industries, (The views of 

the Government on the topic of ’’Work Sxperience" which 

are being sent to you separately would also' be relevant 

here), I would reiterate that unemployment among this 

section may prove more harmful to society than unemploy

ment among those who have received the general kind of 

education. Unless it is assured that every technically 

trained person would be able to find a job suited to his 

training, it may be better to satisfy the widespread 

demand for a general type of education.
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d o )  Recommendation No.4 9 ; W.o particular

remarks are called for except on sub-section (2)

v^here it ir rcoc’rJiiei'.aoa that a State Committee of 

Manpower Needs may be set up. In this connection 

I would state that this Governrment already has a 

small com'aittee for estimating manpower needs 

which functions in  the General i^dministrative 

Department of this Government a.nd which tries to 

prepare realistic estimates of the requirements, 

both governmental and private, In  certain key  ̂

sectors some of vrhich are the following : Education^ 

Health, Animal Husbandry, Industry and iigriciilture. . 

It must, however, be said that i'requently the 

information available from the .private sector Is 

scanty and, therefore, the. estimates also are not- 

as refined or realistic as may be  desired. If  

necessary this Committee would be enlarged, but 

this Government would welcome thie findings of the 

Central Standing Committee for Manpower which may 

come to be set up, and would als;o like to profit <by

its experience and expert advice.

(11) Recommendation Nos. 50 (1) and (2 )t Agreed*

(12) Recommendation ]̂ fo. 5 0 ( 3 ) : Remarks offered 

elsewhere.

(13 ) Recom'Tiendation No. 5Qr4'.Kd )i If  the -Plve , 

Year Plans formulated by the universitlsB ar,e very 

ambitious, adequate grants might have to be • 

specifically paid by the Centre or the UGC, though 

the State Government will in general try to examine 

how far the developmental plans of the universi,ties 

can be accommodated according to the usual procedure 

of giving matching grants etc.
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(14) Rc comm end a t ion No» 50 (4) ( c ) |rpuld ■■

agree that it may be necessc?r'y to revise tar’gets 

from time to time in accordance with the latest 

estimates of manpower reauirements. It would, 

however, be helpful- if  all' States are given as 

much notice as possible of any-revised targets so 

that they can fit them in and i»e~model their own 

targets so_ as to accommodate the Centre's 

requirements in, addition to 'meeting their own 

local needs,

(15) Recommendation F o .5 Q (4 ) (e ) : It may

perhaps be too early to transfer the question of 

planning of all school, education to some 

authority at the district Level, In our view, 

some more experien.ce needs to be gained by the 

District Panchayats or Z illa  Parisha<is in the 

handling of primary education before they can be 

entrusted with the w^rk of planning other 

categories and levels of school education, such 

as general secondary education, higher secondary 

education, or vocational education. However, it 

may be left open to the States to get realistic 

estimates through some ^  hoc machinery to be 

devised by every State; The Commission themselves 

advocate that Local studies of manpower needs etc. 

must be carried, out" ,  and these can be analysed 

and evaluated by the ^  hoc body proposed aboveo 

"What is important is to obtain realistic estimates 

and not the machinery through which they are 

obtained, at the district level.

(1^) Recommendation N o .S l i This Government
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considers this to be an ambitious recommendation

and we.do not think that it would be feasible to

make an offer to every graduate turn^rd out of

ruT colleges, which are increasing at the rate

of 10 prr cent evrry yepr and may increase faster

in the future. Naturally, some use could be made

of the output of graduates for social service 
\

schemes or for removal of illiteracy etc. during

the proposed *’one year of internship*' but there

are limitations even to such use being made of

the output of graduates. We consider the

recommendation imprpcticsl in the context of

avpilable resources,

(17 )  Recomnendption No.52t This Government

is in general agreement with the voider perspective

and its three-fold aspects v/hich arc enumerated.

Wo woul’̂ , hovrever,'' state thpt the question of

reducing the birth-rate to about half is  a matter

that is outside the purvi'-̂ w of the Education

Department alone and concerns several cther“......

departments, though we generally agree with this

objective. We also agree generally that ^11

attempts should be made to increase the educated
at

proportion of the Labour Force cohort snd^the

Same time to decreav^e its overall size, 

integrated plans of development which will fulfil 

this twin objective, should receive^ the utmost 

encouragemont at all levels, since they will 

ultimately bring pbnut a rise in th.; General 

^-ducational and economic standard of the vj’hole 

country.



VII

EOUAIISATION OF OPPCRTIJNITY (CHAPTER VI)

(1) This Government agrees v/ith the general trend of 

the first seven paras of Chapter VI, v/herein it is pointed 

out tha+ strenuous efforts should be made to identify all 

factors which tend to create significant forms of 

inecuality, and further to adopt measures which will  

minimise them or help to eliminate them altogether. This 

is a very laudable principle to adopt,

(2) I v/ould hov/ever point out that these 

recommendat.ions have very large financial implications, 

and. would mean enormous expenditure to the States, V/e 

are doubtful how wise it would be to strive to attain a 

goal where all  education would be tuition free. In viev/ 

of their limited resourc-es,- it would hardly be justified 

to deny the States.the income that may arise from fees, 

particularly in the higher stages of education, from 

those v/ho can afford to pay. Even some of the most 

affluent countries have not a.imed at such a goal. On 

the other hand^ we agree that we cannot escape the 

responsibility of free education up to the age of 14 as 

envisager in the directive principles of the Constitution, 

and perhaps stretch it to the secondary stage in due 

course when resources so permit. But it would be utopian 

to lay down a goal for free education beyond that stage.

Vve note that the Commission have recommended that the 

burden of a ll  the additional scholarships etc. at the 

university s tage should be borne by the Centre on a 

permanent basis (Para .26) of Chapter V I ) .  They have, 

howeverrecommended that the entire burden ot the 

additional scholarships etc. up to the end of the 

secondary stage should be borne by the respective 

States. Considering that the Commission reconmend
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that the top 15 per cent of the af^e-group of the 

secondary stage, should get scholarships, you will 

agree hat this will be a very big additional burden 

indeed, particu].arly in the Tujarat State where 

Universal conpulsion has been introduced, and where 

in conseouence the nur.ber of secondary sclhools is 

also ve-j laige. 5\jrtherinore, nearly 20 per cent of 

the population of Gu;‘arat State consists of Scheduled 

Tribes, and Scheduled Castes, and special measures 

will also have to be evolved for bettering their 

ecucational facilities in the Gujarat State, as the 

Commission themselves have recommended in paras 59 

to 73 of Chapter VI of their Report. Further as you 

are :aware, we already have a- programme under which no 

■tuition fees -are charged upto the secondary stage in 

the case of a ll  those, whose guardians income is less 

than Es. 1200/- per annum, and a sum of Rs. 61 lacs is 

alrey.dy being spent for this purpose.

(3) Recoriiriendation No. 53 ( 1 ). Vi'e have already given

our views in the foregoing para regarding the proposed 

goal of free education at all stages. ■ The present■ 

position in this State is that no fees are cherged at 

the primary stage in any Government or local authority 

schools in the •'"-u ;iarat State-. There are, however, a 

limited number of private aided primary schools which 

charge some fees, and fees are also levied, in Std.V,

VI , and VII when these classes are attached to 

recognised secondary schools v/hich are conducted by 

private managements. The total number of such fee- 

paying students however, is relatively quite small.

.(4) Recommendation No . 53 (2) and ( 3 ) » ^̂ e feel that

a goal of free education at the lower secondary 

stage could be kept in view. It may, hov/ever, be
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re iters ted here -yhat under the prograninie of B .B .C . 

frceehlps 1 ,5 5 ,7 5 ^  out of a total enrolment of 

6 lacs of studejits in Stds, VIII-XI were given free- 

ships, involving an expenditure- of Rs. 1,43 orores, in 

the year . 1965-66 . Freeships are' also given to college 

students if the income of their guardians is less than 

P% 90C/- per annum. This State spends an amount of 

fe. 64 lacs for. this purpose. We, therefore, agree 

with the- principle more precisely enumerated in 

recommendation I'lo« 55(3*) . to extend tbis facility  to 

needy and. deserving students, rather than with the aim 

stipulated in the preamble of this Recommendation, 

viz= that a l l  education should be tuition free, 

f 5 ) Recommendation ITo_, 5 4 ( 1 ) , Vv hile this Government 

’maĵ  be in broad agreement with the desirability of 

making.efforts to reduce such "Other Costs" on textbooks, 

stationery, f=̂ tn̂ „ to the mlninnm, v/e consider the 

adoption of this aim impracticable. A very lim_ited 

scheme for giving free textbooks in some languages which 

are printed on gift paper received from the Government 

of Sv.^eden and o'f' Australia , ’ however, is. in force in the 

Gujarat State.

Reg at ion No_. 54.(g^). I would point out that

a pilot scheme of having book-banks in certain colleges 

is in operation in Gujarat, and certain private schools 

also have started such banks v/ith donations etc.

However, this Government fully agree to the desirability 

of spreading this activity on a wider scale through 

subsidy from the U .G .C . etc.

Recpmmendation Nos . 54 (3 ) &, 54 (4 ), Broadly 

acc-'ptable.

(S ) Recomriendation Nps_.__55.( 1) to _( 5j . This Government

is in general agreement with the reorganisation of the



pro/::ramme of scholarships v/ith the purpose of achieving 

a more egalitarian "basis of distributi.ig them- v/e aldo 

af^ree that the scholarships programme needs to be 

strengthened at the school stage, which in many ways in 

the most crucial, since talented students need help r,r, 

this stage in particular. The aim. of 2-g- per cent of 

the higher primary stage being covered by the sc' cl.ar*- 

ships mentioned in Recomm^endat' on K o ,1 6 (l )  appears, 

however, to be extremely ambitious. But we agree thiat 

a start could be made in this direction,

(9) Re c ommendat ion No, 5 6, The percentage of scholar-- 

ships advocated at the secondary stage as a v;hole in 

Recom^endatl^n^ N o ^ , i s  also far too ambitious, mid 

be;̂ , end the means available, Conseauent ly , unless 

liberal assistance from the Centre is provided for the 

proposed scheme of scholarships which Is advocated in 

the different sections of Ke c ommendat 1 on IIo. 55 , it may 

]'6 difficult for the States to implement it . SimiJarlyp 

the -prograr.me of scholarships advocated in recom-mendation 

Fos. ^6(lJ to 56(7) can alto only be agreed to in

prlnc iple,

(10) Eec ommendat ion IFo_. 57j( 1) . Agreed.

(11) Re c ommenda 1 1on No.5 7 ( 2 ) . While we agre e t ha t t he 

adoption of a new basis for a,v/ard viz. , on the basis

of pch^ool_Clust^£S for 50 per cent of the scholarships  ̂

and the rest according to the existing systemi, may 

result in g better recognisation of native capacity 

instead of, merely reflecting Socio-economic backgrounds, 

the details of the Idea jWill have to bf carefully 

worked out to ensure^achievement of the objectives 

in view. V

(1?) Para 21. This G-overnment welcomes the rem.arks 

of the Cormisslon regprd ing t.he desirability  of 

d scover;; and development of talent at the school
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str''ge-.' 'I a lso  a g r b e 't h a t ,  the adminis'tr.ation of the 

sc' eme-''of' Matlonkl’ S'ch orarsh ips should be furthc.r 

decent-ralis^d, and the“ ac'tuaI’ awards of such scholar- 

ships ehoul'C' be left to the respective State Covern^ents 

after the rTu.les have been framed bv the Centre. The
'■A ' ] ,

pro'^osal to delegate the 'powers of issuing Knt i t , ,

Cards to the authorities wh-ich hold the examinations, 

is a v/elcome' one, rnd has greatly slm.plified^ the,-, 

method of granting scholarships.,. . ^

( 1 3 ) Recommendation Mo. 59* The .Question of

delegating powers in th is ■ c-annect ion to different , 

Universities may also be considered-, in order to 

achieve rs miuch decentrali-sation a-s possible,.

( 1 4 ) Re c ommenci at 1 on Nos. 60 (1) to 6C (3 ) . W e ag re e 

in general that more egalitarian elements should be 

■introduced in admission, and further, thf-t as many 

scholarships a s • possible may be given;both at the 

school stage and also at the collegiate s t a g e H o w e v e r , 

the targets of. 20 per cent and 5Q per cent mentioned in 

recommendation No .60(3) appear to be excessive, and 

would depend on resources- available. .

( 1 5 ) _R_e_c.omin.endation N0 61 . Agreed but the number

of 500 for such a large country as India, appears to be 

too small, as it means only one scholarship for every 

one million people. But perhaps, the programme would 

be suprlem.ented by scholarships made available^by ... 

foreign agencies,

(^6) Reconniendat ion N0 . 6 2 This G-overnmen̂ t is in ■ 

general agreem nt Vvith the programme outlined in 

Recom.mendation Nos. 62 (1 ) , (2)' and (4 ). This 

Government is unable^to agree to the suggestion in 

62(3) that a.favourc'd treatment should be extended to » 

those who_ join the profession of teaching". This would



be obviously discriminatory, '-̂ 'here are several other 

professions as vital for the country's development as 

teachers♦

I would further state that the recommendation 

No*62(2), to the effect that there shoi;ld be no upper 

limit to the numberof such loan scholarships in this 

sector, and. thr t an attempt should be made to provide 

financial assistence to every nj edy student, is agrdji 

over ambitious, since It irapli.es that a very large 

number of students "would have to be given loan scholfir- 

ships, involving a financial strain which the State 

ma3' not be able to bear,

(1 7 ) P-ecomm.endation N o ,6 3 ( l ) » This CTOvernment is not

able to agree to this recommendation. Even an Incian- 

r_ade c;̂  cle would cost at lej^st T?, 125 the scheme

if it is to have any app'f ciable impact, would be too 

costly in practice. It miay be adopted on a voluntary 

bp.sls by teaching institutions if they so wish.

(10) ^gQminendat i cn iio', 63 (2) • '̂ <e agree that Study

Centres '^fould be very useful, particularly in the 

crowded* towns but may'also'*be useful in centrally 

situated secondary'schools- in rural a r e a s . ' *I'h is 

scheme, however, will need'to be accomm'odated in the 

Centrally sponsored sector, ■since even'a single 

Day Stud'y Centre, would irobably involve!; an investment 

of Pi. 5 0 , 000/- or more. *

(1 9 ) RepQmmendatlo-n Eg ,*64(1)/ Agreed

(2 0 ) p - 5 ' . p ^4 (2 ) . The 'C’ori:ission

recommended that at the' school st*age the responsibility 

"or providing sch olarsb Ips should vest in the State

Cove‘inm.ents, tiiough-the bulk of "he responsibility 

for providing schC'l'. rshi higher education

should be taken up b, the Covernment of India. This
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would mean qivite a, haavy burden on the States, but 

since the Coinni'^::ion recoiPTiended ttir-t for the

next two plans the C9n'!;:r:e should "oear the entire costs

of scholarshl’ps oi: xrio seooncary stage by accornrr'.odating

th‘:̂: expense in the Centrally sponsored sector, this 

Tovernrnent agrees to the proposals laa'.e in this 

r;a"" 1;ioular re co n m e n c .• on. so far a:: 't-:e nent v n o  

are concerned. The whole matter however, v^ill need to

be reviewed at the ena of tr.e fifth plen. and the

States w ill  have to examine hov/ far they are then in a 

position to bear the expenditure arising out of the 

scheme of scholarships at the school stage, and to 

vvhat extent assistance from the Centre v/ould st ill  be 

necessarj^,

(21) Recommendation Nos, 65 to 6 8 r This Goverranent 

agrees'that expansion of facilities for the blind, 

deaf and orthopaedically handicapped children, needs 

to be provided on an increasingly generous scale in 

every State, but v̂ e cannot agree that every district 

should have one good institution for the education of 

the handicapped, we are in favc3ur of having a few 

v/ell-equipped and w(̂  11 staffed institutions of large 

size, located in selected parts of the State, v/here 

handicapped, children could be brought and kept for 

education under the idance of experts. In the 

Gujarat State we have about twentyfive schools for 

the blind, the deaf-mutes, and for other types of 

retarced and handicapped children* These are 

situated in the bigger townships, like Ahm.edabad,

Surat, Rajkot, Barcda and other District Headquarters. 

It is our experience that facilities for educating 

such handicapped children are better and more easily



available in therefore, the plans to expand 

facilities for such children should be confined to 

the bigger cities, where the existing centres should 

be expanded and developed as much as possible. We 

would add that the teacher pupil ratio of 10 to 1 for 

the Blind, Deaf, and irientallj  ̂ retarded children, is an 

excessive ideal, and difficult of fulfilment ^ the 

foreseeable future not only because of lack of 

candidates "or the profession, but also because of 

lack of teacher educators and even of training 

institutions. A more realistic ratio such as 20 to 1 

w^ould be desirable. It is also a question v/hether 

the education of orthopaedically handicapped children 

is strictly a matter for the Education Department of 

whether it pertains more to the Social V'/elfare 

Department, as is the case in some States today. The 

provisions for the purpose should be diverted to one 

Ministry or Department, uniformly, in every State^ 

as well as in the Centre, in order to ensure that the 

available funds are not dissipated through duplication 

of efforts.

(22) Recom.mendation No. 69. This G-overmnent is in 

general agreement v/ith the desirability  of removing 

differences, by giving all possible help, but would 

also point out that several causative factors are 

at v/ork behind the differences in r-uestion, and the 

more ^''rovision of additional funds according to the 

principle of eoUc?,lisation,. which is mentioned by the 

Com.mission and discussed in some detail in Chapter XIX. 

of their Report, may not suffice to meet all the needs 

of the case.. In fact, if the principle of 

eouglisation which is described in Note~I of Chapter 

XIX is opposite to the desired one, in as much as, the 

nett outcome might easily be one of lowering the
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ex tsting level in a state cr district as the case ma  ̂

be j instead c.’P raising it to that prevailing jn some 

other State or d ot , k crucial concept here is,

"V7hat is the optimunn level of equalisation which has 

to be fixed beforehand, even before the whole scheme 

can begin to -Cuncticn? (para 5 of note I to Chapter 

XIX)''. Furthers, is it sufficient to fix this level of 

equalisation in term.s of expenditure per capit? per 

annum only, or are certain "intangibles” also involved 

which cannot be reduoed to monetary termsT In a wider 

context^-, the problem of equc.lising regional imbalances, 

involves a.large number of socio-economic and other 

factors, and in our opinion, will have to be tackled 

by a multipronged attack for bringing about a balance.

It would be a mistake to assume too easily, that 

educational inequalities have been levelled out, merely 

because v/e have succeeded in spending equal amoints 

per capital in the formerly ''unequal” regions.

Subject to the above' remarks, however, we 

agree to the desirability  of reducing imbalances in 

different areas, and particularly to recommendation 

No ,69 (4 ) ,  w'htre the Commission state that the securing 

of equ. lisation of educational development in the 

different States should be regarded as the responsi-. 

b ility  of the Central' Governmf;nt. This v/ould be . of*̂ '- 

particular interest to the Gujarat Government which, 

has a large -nroportion of Scheduled Tribes and further, 

has large tract or areas declared as "Back^yvard Ar^a^"- 

or Bad climate areaso ' It would be necessary to ensure 

that those States, who under developmental expenditure, 

should not. suffer neglect cr for delayed payment of 

Central grants.

(23) Eecommendat1 on Nos. 70 to 7 3 . Agreed.

(24) Recommendat ions Nos_> 7 4 (1 ) to 74(3)
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of the Baclward clasees and hce education of the 

Tribal people. As already po)imted out above,, this

State has a large proportion oif Tribal people as well 

as Scaeduled areas. V e are already running a very 

large number of Ashram Schools for the children of 

Tribals ( oi r num_ber is the largest in the whole 

country, namely 88 ), As alre;ac3-:̂ , mentioned above,

'^2.2'^ of the entire secondary school-going 

population is in receipt of etconomically backward 

class freeships and an amount of 1 .43 crores per annum 

s being spent on such freesh ip s , and a further sum 

of F$. 64 lacs on E.B.Cs to college students. However, 

it must be said that no special, provision has so far 

been nade for acquainting tbe teachers in Ashram 

schools vjith the triloal lang\Aag;es. For the present, 

a continuous service in the tr ib a l  area, or the 

selection of a teacher who c ome.s from the Tribal area 

v/here possible, are the sole means of ensuring that 

the +eachers get to know the tr"il)al language. Unless, 

therefore, a special school for the study of the 

tribal languages is set up, it may not be possible 

for some time, to supply teachers to Ashram schools 

v̂ ho knov.̂  the tribal dialect bef ore they go to the 

school, I am. glad to be able^o say, hov/ever, that 

the Guiarat Vidyapeeth has lately  set up a 

Department for the special study of Tribal languages 

and Dialects, and in part icu lair the Bhil dialect.

They have also undertaken the preparation of a pilot 

set of Readers of a progressive nature in certain 

tribal dialects, v\̂ h.ich are expected to be out 

shortly.

We also have a considerable number of 

hostels for Tribals and for scheduled caste children,



over and above the Ast^raim schools mentioi.ed in the 

foregoing ppra. The (Children in these hos els riostly 

study in seconc’ary sc h o o ls .  As regards higher 

secondary, and Universi.t:y educationj we agree that, 

a more generous prograrninie of scholarships on a basis 

of reservation will  ha.v̂ e to be made for Tribals.

( 2 5 ) Recommendat ion F o .« 73 (3 ) (b ■, Vv'e are not 

auite convinced that evolving a special cadre would 

be the best means of seccujring the best people for this 

important work. There is a danger that such a cadre 

ma3' be filled b\ third z'ate persons, defeating the very 

object of its creation. We, however, do agree that 

certain unorthodox methcDd s will  have t o be adopted in 

order to attract larger niumbers of highxy'': qualified 

personnel to serve^ in T r ib a l  areas, and further that 

some special allowances a.nd privileges w ill  feeed to

be offered to such person.s for a long time to come 

t i l l  these areas secure r^easonable parity with the 

developed parts of the State . It is, however, debatable, 

how far the Commission’S5 re commend at ion made in para 71 

for ’’setting aside several of the formal rules of 

recruitment” can be adopted in practice. Rules of 

recruitment etc. are ge rue rally, made for a State as 

a V'^hole, and any exceptions made could have unexpected 

repercussions.

(26) The Commission in. the concluding sentence of
)

Chapter V I, have stated that ”No expenditure is too 

great for the purpose of improving the lot of the •
' ^

Tribal people.” This Go'vernment would- wish to point 

out that the ouestion perhaps, is not merely of 

expenditure, but is also a. sociological one, vizc 

one of a feeling of concern amongst the more 

educated and the more advantageously placed sections
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of the Community vis-a-vis tliie Tribal people. The 

more the educational peorle of this country feel that 

the 'Tribals are also our own "brethren, the more they 

v/ill be attracted to make sacrifices , and to undergo 

some hardship, for improving the lot of the Tribals, 

As is well knovvn  ̂ one Verrier Elwin was successful in 

bringing about a trem.endous change in the lot of the 

G-pndj and the l.'Urlas . and the expenditure involved 

in his work was nc.t great. Fortunately, the Gujarat 

G-overnm.ent can also boast of having a large n^imber of 

devoted and selfless v/orkers who have made their work 

with the Tribals a life long mission - people like 

Gu,iatram Dave,, I.'Jama Saheb Phadke, Takker Bapa, 

Dahyabhai Faik, etc. can be mentioned, and more 

will no doubt be forthcoming. We f*an, therefore, be 

hopeful that the education of the Tribals in the 

Gu^iarat State w ill  receive the full  attention that 

it deserves and would hope that the Centre w ill  

do its share in placing all the funds required at 

the disposal of this Government,

VIII
SCHCCI EPrCATICN (CHAPTER VII)

Pre^primary Ediacat ion,

Para 3 ° Agreed in principle. Pre-primary 

education can make a very important contribution to 

the emotional and intellectual development of a 

child, and a child who has received pre-primary 

education is certain to show much better progress 

in the primary school. It is because of these 

considerations that this State has already agreed 

to pre-primary activities being undertaken by 

voluntary agencies by starting Bal Mandirs in as 

many villages as possible, by appointing a
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separate teacher for the purpose. The expenses are 

to be shared by the Panchayats and the State in the 

proportion of 2 ;1 , the contribv.tion of the State not 

exceedi'ig Es, 10/- per arinum per boy or Ê . 12/- per 

annum in the case of girls and Backward Class pupils, 

but limited to deficit and the rest to be borne by 

the volujitary agency. Some Bal liandirs receive grant 

fron the Social elfare Board also.

(2 ) Regarding the work to be done by the State 

Institute of Education for promoting pre-primary 

education, vie would state that refresher courr 'T for 

teachers of p'e-primary schools in different parts of 

the State as well as seminars for them are already

•being undertaken by the Gu;iarat State Institute of 

Education.
I

This Government is not able to agree to the 

starting of pre-rr.imary education development centres 

in every districts, fiijstly because too great an 

expenditure v/ould be involved, and secondly because 

pre-primary education is not uniformly spread over the 

whole state and* therefore there is no need of such a 

centre in every district.

(3) As fat as-the grants to colleges preparing 

pre-primary school teachers are concerned, I state that 

all pre-primary training colleges in Gujarat are in 

receipt of grants at the rate of of the approved 

expenditure. Thus the reconmendations made in 

sub-para 2 of Ohapter VII of the Report that the '

State should give grants on a basis of equalisation, 

a re ’al'^eady being met in Gujarat State.

(4 ) J*91. - ) (a.).'t0̂  (g ) : Agreed.

(5 ) Para. 7 .07 — ( 7 ) . Agr e ed.

Such coordinaue action v/ould jjiter^alia, 

ensrre thr t no party would be able to do any



prcfiteering by getting grants from different 

sources in excess of expenditure or needs.

(6) Pprp 7 .0 7 - (8 ) ; Thi :S Government is  not able 

to agree to the targets suggested bcc?use of the 

very large numbers involved- The first proposal 

woul^ imply thpb the Stpte would enrol 4 5 ,5  thousand 

children in Pro-primary schools every year. The 

second proposal would imply that 50% of about 6 lakhs 

of children.^ or some 3 lakhs, should be enrolled in 

primary schools in addition to the existing numbers. 

The Gujargt State has widespread compulsory primary 

education and a practice exists today of promoting 

pupils who are one ytar below the age of compulsion 

to go and attend the school with their siblings 

whenever they so wish. This practice appears to 

meet the existing neo^s fa ir ly  adequately ajid may 

com:inue.

(7),;. ;The recommendation about the starting of 

Balbha\/an-cum-Sducation Development Centres would 

involve consi '̂1 erable expenditure. The seminar on 

Bplbhavans which v/as held in Delhi sometime back had 

recommended that a large proportion of the incidental 

non-recurring expenditure shoul.:^ be met by the centre, 

and some sizeable proportion of the recurring 

expenditure should also be met by the Social Welfare 

Board or the Community Development Department of the 

Centre, This Government, the-ofore, would prefer to 

keep an open mind on this qU':stion of starting Bal 

Bhawans t ill  the details of the help that might be 

made available by the Centra for both recurring’ and 

non-recurring expendit;ur3 are m^de available to’ this 

Government.
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CS) Recommendation Iv^.76s Agreed.

(9) Recommendation Nos.79 (1 )  to (5 )y ?nd 81 ;

This Governm'';'nt brop^ly pgrr-o with the objectives st?ted.
(10) Re commend pt i ô n No. 82 ;

Of the vpri'^us measures advocated for

achieving this objective, the treating of Glass I and

II as one integrated nhit  v/ill have a very salutary 

effect as also the adoption of play^^ay techniques in 

Class I. Is regards introduction, of one-year pre

school education, h'^wever, I would state that though 

this is unr^oubtedly a good measure in itself, it 

cannot be introduced on a compulsory basis, primarily 

because of the costs involved. Igain, education at 

the pre-primary stpge must necessarily remain a 

voluntary activity. However, the Gujarat uovernment 

has '"Introduced a scheme of grants to help the develop

ment of pre-primary institutions, as .has been reported 

to you separately.

(11) Recommendation No. 8 2 ( 3 ) ; The number of drop

outs in the a>?e-gr-'Up 11-14 would appear to’ be quite 

large in view of the figures given in Tables 71 and 72 

of the Report. Even on a modest assumption the 

recommendation would require that literacy classes will 

hoVe to be provided on a compulsory basis for at least 

one year for an appreciatbly large number of children. 

Nevertheless, depending on the resources a.yailable, we 

agree that it would be desirable to adopt these measures 

hut on an optional basis in as many district' as" possible.

(12 ) Reeommendation No. 82 (4 ) ; Accept able 'in  

principle, . * - '

(1 3 ) Recommendation Nos. 83 and 8 4 ; Agi^eed.

(14 )  Re c omm end a t i on No, g 5 g This Government "agrees 

in general thpt the principle of selection will n'eed to 

he adopted gradually at the higher secondary level which, 

however^ must be accompanied by an increasing provision



for alternp.tlve types of education through vocational 

courses, etc. We also agreo that the selectivity 

priiaciple at/'-the higher secondary stage should 

preferably operate through a combination of external 

examinations vith internal assessment through school 

records, Cummulative Gprds etc» So far as admission 

to lower secondpry stage is concerned, we are in broad 

agreement with the ideas propounded in para 5 .27  of 

the Report,

(15) Recommendation F o .8 6 : "Oealt with separately.

(16) Recommendation No»8 7 s This Government agrees

in a generrl Way to the desirability  of making provision 

on as largo a scale as possible for part-time education 

in both general as well as vocational courses for. • 

pupils of the secondary stage who happen to be '’ea^^ner ' 

learners” . The targets of 210 per cent at the Iqvrer j  ̂

secondary and 25 per cent at the higher secondary 

stage, however, do not appear to be realistic and are 

too, ambitious in our view. The remarks offered else-- • 

where on ^the general question of vocationalisation • a r e ' 

also pertinent here. ...

(IV) Re comm endpt i on No. 8 8 ( 1 )  s We agree that gll  ̂

efforts should be made to ac'celerate the expansion of 

g ir ls ’ education. _   ̂ .

(18) Recommendation N o .8 8 (2 )s This Governmont -is' ^  

in general agreement except as regards,t h e .establish

ment of separate schools for girls. Our general 

experience has been that co-education has by now b e e n ’ ; 

well accepted, excepting by a few rather orthodox , 

sections where separate schools pre working. This '

(jovernment do^s not insist on the opening of separate'''" ■ 

schools for girls but ?t the same time has no objection 

to a separate school being started if  any section of ■ * 

the public so desire, .
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(19) Rccommc-ndptlon No,8 9 : We are in full pgreement with 

the desire of the Gommissioin to avoid Wfiste and duplication 

as well a? with the advice to mpke use of the findings of 

the Second Educational Survey (which has been completed in 

the Gujarat State recently). I would, however, point out 

that even though we may agrcen to the desirability of locat

ing schools in accordance with the findings of the Survey, 

there will alwp.ys be demands for additional schools, or for 

locating schools in localities other than those indicated 

by the Survey.--- This matter depends partly on local needs 

and sentiments and it has/iot always been possible to decide
/

these questions strictly ’according to rational considerations 

Whereas it is not so difficult to abide by the Survey in the 

matter of location of primary schools, the task is  not so 

easy in the matter of soc'^nd;ary schools, particularly in a 

State like ours where education at the secondary level is by

and large in the public sector,

(20) Recommendation Fo. 8 9 ( 2 ) : Mixed schools are the

general rule at the primary stage in most pprts of.the

Oijarat Stpte. IVe also agree to the idea of grouping

villages for providing more efficient pnd bigger schools,

though there will be a limit to the extent to which.this
i n '

undoubtedly desirable principle can actually operpte^ractice.

(21) Hecom'Hendption No.8 9 ( 3 ) ; Agreed in principle. It 

must, however, be pointed out that the hunger fnr secondary 

education is ever increasing, particularly in the rural areas 

and will have to be satisfied i f  the public cannot be 

persuaded to go to some father school. As regards the 

consolidation of existing un-economic schools, this Government 

are of the view that this is a visionarv idea as it depends 

on the willingness of different villages or different sections 

of the public to pool their resources and get better school 

where two or more weak schools existed before# Hox̂ 'fever

desiPable this may sound,in reality parochial and other local 

Interests may prevent implementation of this recommendation

in our sy?tem of secondary education which as stated earlier, 

Is mostly in the publi« sectnr. . .

(22 )  Recommendation No.89(4 ) r Agreed.
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IX

SCHOOL CUREICUimi (CHa :PTER V III )

(1) Recommendation No.9 0 ; Agreed. In fr.ct a special 

committee set up by the Gujarat Govfernment for reconstruct

ing the curricula at both the prima:ry and secondary stages, 

has already devised, keeping in v iew  the factors mentioned 

by the Commission, a new curriculum in different subjects 

for both the primary and seconda.ry jas well as the proposed 

higher secondary stages of education although in the Gu,iarat

tate vie do not so far have higher {secondary schools. It is 

gratifying to record here that ther'e is a close parallelism 

between the thinking of the Commisclcn, and that of the 

ad hoc coinmittee set up for curriculum reform by the 

Government of Gujarat. The booklet prepared by that 

Committee had been dul^ sent to you over a year ago, 

and you must have found it interesting.

( 2 ) Recommendation and (2 . ) « vjb agree to

sub-pection (1) of this recoi’.liendat ion in regard to 

curriculum development, we are not quite ab^, to agree 

to sub-section ( 2 ) wherein the Coinmi is si on recommend that 

schools should be given freedom to devise and expc^riment 

v/ith new curricula suited to their needs. • Such a latitude 

could, in our view, be given to a f“ew outstanding schools, ■ 

but even in their case in the in it ia l  stages at least,. 

prior consultation with the Dire’ctoirate should be •• •: ■ 

essential. The Directorate should however deal w ith ' 

such requests expeditiously and with a measure of 

imagination. We however agree that; more freedom

should be given through methods of teaching different

subjects. Hov. ever by far and large a degree of

uniformity in cur^iiculum would be of great advantage 

in our present state of development;.

(3 ) Recomimendati on Mqi91 (3)  ̂ Generally agreed.

' Kecommendation No.91 (4) ° Agret^d in principle to 

the forriiation of Subject Teachers’ Associations, but . 

would point out that such associations would only be 

really effective, v/hen the rule that a si^bjtct slr.ould
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bo taught only by a graduate or by a trained graduate 

in that v>iry subjc-cct is univ .rsally  adopted*

(5) RbOQniixiGndatiorg I-̂o. 92 (l) to (5)» Agreed.

(6) Recommondati om IIo . 92 (6) s .V,. agree that at the 

higher secondary st:age diversified courses should be 

provided to enable "pupils to study th^m in depth and 

also to give them fireedom of electives - this was also 

recommended by th ,̂ special committee for curriculum 

reconstruction set uip by the Gujarat State which I have 

mentioned earlier, a.nd v;hose report is under active 

consideration of thiis Government. Regarding the 

distribution of the available time, we are of the 

view that it should be left to each State as it would 

depend on their circuimstanc...s and needs.

onjiTi'ondation l^o. 9 2 ( 7 ) « '^e can agree in principle

only that enrichment programme which might take the form 

of some additional suTojcct, or a greater depth in the 

seme subject might b^provided for talented children.

At present a pupil cam take an additional subject 

optionally for the V .F ,  Sxamination, but has to prepare 

for it through self stiudy - any regular prevision in all 

higher primary schools for additional subjects, or for 

deeper studies in indiv/idual subjects, v/ould raise 

problems of feasibility^ as well as of finance and 

additional personnel ^tc*

(8) Recommendatlen No. 92 (8 )  s The CommissioTr' G'nvisages 

the covering of the additional programme on a self study 

basis 02j'outside schools hours - in other words the subject 

V7ill not be taught by the normal staff of the school, 

and will need to be prepared by school pupils themselves.^ 

Such an arrangement is not likely to work and would defeat 

the objectiv^^ in view. To bt successful, thv, school itself
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must adopt at least for one entire section of a class 

the proposed advanced curriculum and assume responsibility 

for teaching it ,

(9) Reconuiiendation No> 93° Discussed separately.

(10) Recomuiendation No. 94» A^greed,

(11) Hecommendation No. 9 4 ( l ) ° It is felt that the letters
all at once

of the Homan alphabet need not be taught /to pupils in 

Primary Std. IV, as this would raise both learning 

problems for the pupil and teaching problems for teachers, 

especially in rural areas. Instead, the letters of the 

Roman alphabet should be taught gradually to primary pupils, 

from Stds. IV to V II as and when needed in class room 

situations, (naming Geomatric^X figures, reading in maps, 

simple chemical formula for water etc. e tc .). With this 

proviso, we agree to the recomnaendation No, 94 (l ) .

(12) Recommendation No. 94(2) : (3) • Agreed,

(X3) Recommendation No. 94(4) Approved, bu" only in

principle that scicnce at the lower secondary stage should be 

taught as a discipline of the mind, and should be a 

preparation for higher educatic^n ~ it i,„ doubtful however, 

whether the inclusion of newer concepts of Physics,

Chemistry and Biology vwuld be feasible at this stage, 

except in a very rudimentary fashion. In our view, a solid 

grounding in the elements of these sciences may be given . 

and an introduction to the latest developments may be 

postponed to the hjgher stage of secondary education.

(14) Recommendation No. 94(6)° \7e concur. Indeed, in the

Post Sasic secondary schools in the Gujarat State, the 

recommendation of the Commission actually stands implemented 

to the full, since there the study of science is linked 

to agriculture without any fall in  standards.

(15) Recommendation No. 94 (7)> (8) and (9)« Agreed.

There are, however, limits to the .xtent to which advanced
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topics such as autioimation, cybernetics, etc. as well as 

the development of" ;a number system; study of systems of 

notation, and functions , which are spelt out in paras 62 

and 63 of the Repori:, can actually be taught at the lower 

secondary school L e v e l .  Similarly th^ecommendation to 

treat trigonomatrjr -through relating it to Algebra, as 

edvooated in para 6 4 , may actually make the subject 

more difficult of understanding to the average lower 

secondary pupil.

(16) Re CO min 3 nd at i c n No. 95* Agreed.

(17) Recommendation No. 9 6 : Not agreeable to the Governme:

for several reasons - firstly  the existing policy which hav< 

been accepted at the national level, is to give Basic Educa' 

at tYte primary stasge., but recommendation No. 9 6 (l) aims to 

modify it very radically  by saying that the work experience 

at the lower primary level will "take the form, of simple 

hand work only^’ , whereas at the upper primary level it 

would ’’take the formi of craft” . These measures would 

actually mean the abandonment of Basic Education

as it has been understood uptil now, and widely accepted 

and practised in the Gujarat State. ?/e c... e of the view 

therefore that Basic Education should continue to be 

accepted in its fu ll  sense, namely education for l i fe  thrau^ 

l i f e ,  in which different subjects are taught through a craf 

ad far as possible and which aim at the threefold correlatic 

of a pupil with his social, natural and school environment• 

Unless this is done, and clearly■recognised as a desirable 

activity, it is l ike ly  that a mere emphasis on hand work 

would only result in  the output of a large number 

of useless and shabby articles of very little  educational 

value*

E^/en at the lower secondary stage, a determined effort 

should be made for introducing the principles of Basic
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3ducation vvhi] • at rhe 3arr.e uime providing workshop 

training etc* as advocated by the Gommission. At the 

higher secondary school^eve.1 however, we agree with the 

recommendation of the Commi ssion that work experience 

may be given tbic^:igh school workshops or even through 

work on a farm or through c(ommerce and industrial 

establishments ihrough a caJrefully worked out system 

of apprenticeship training (or voluntary training.

(18) Recommendation No> 9 6 ( 2 ) ; T7e are of the view that

suitable kits of tools and. materials may have only limited 

educative value as far as am appreciation of the dignity 

of labour and need of doing productive work is concerned* 

It would therefore be adv:i enable to associate those schools 

where a works>i  ̂p is not a\ t.mlable, with activities of a 

Coimunity Life basic education kind, so that in

addition to gett ing woi i-i: experience, the pupils would also

be doing a considerable amiount of social service, which

is also advocated by the Gonmiission.

(19) Recommenaation Noo 96(3) • -Agreed, subject to the

limitations indicated above*

(20) Recommendation No. 91j l ) : Agreed•

(21) Recommendation No. 97 (2 ) ; Hov/evor Labour and 

Social Service camps may have onl̂ ;̂  a limited utility,

and it may also not be feas±)le to get any socially useful ■'

work done by compelling very large numbers of young and

growing children to do labour in the proposed labour camps,

even if they are willing to do so without demur, or

protest from +a£lr guaro' ■ ic The question of taking

large numbers y£ school.- from urban schools

to the proposed Labour Jamp::?, is  also likely to pos«

very difficult problems of transport, boarding and

lodging etc, at the site of the Camps. We are therefore

not able to agree to this part of the recommendation even
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on tht pilot b a s is ,  since even such a limited project 

would cover several lacs of children, and the difficulties  

mentioned above wcu_id be formidable,

(22) Recommendation  TIo. 98* In the last few years a 

large number of modiricatioas and adjustments of various 

Physical Education ;sehemes, have taken place and it would 

be desirable to reach soma finality  and implement an 

universally agreed progra.r;ime without any further disturbanc 

for atleast 5 to 10 years at a time, before adjusting or 

modifying it againo

( 2 3 ) Recommendation Noo 9 9 ]2hxs_GovernmBnt is able to 

agree only .in  principle  v^ith the views -of the Commission, 

since it is fel:u.. that, setting aside one or two periods

a week for^^direct 1 instruction in moral and spiritual 

values, Qvj£Gr tee..ch'±r-g the principles of different 

religions, is not l ik e ly  to bring about a real improvement 

in  the behaviour or discipline of the pupils, though it 

would no doubt -give them a great deal of information#

The real problem is the ir^ji^jvoation of a willing acceptanc^ 

of the principles taught, since only then, they will be 

translated into practice. Otherwise the danger of the 

moral and spiritual teaching being regarded only as one 

additional subject and therefore an additional burden 

may harm the cause we are advocating.

( 2 4 ) E . commedat i cn F o o _lQ O (l ) ; Y/e are not able to agree 

to the appointment of a Committee for studying the present 

situation, and for making recommendation of extending-

the fa c il it ies  for giving art instruction, since the need 

for such instruction and the importance of cultivating 

aesthetic taste ando?ight_artistic values, is  already 

well knowno
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(25) Recommendation I'̂ o. 100 ( 2 ) ; Balbhavans are a costly

undertaking, as waa. also pointed out at the All India 

Balbhavans Conference at Dellii some months ago, and hence 

they cannot be set up in all parts of the country even 

with the help of the local community, unless they are 

substantially subsidised by the Centre. Further more, 

their utility  in giving art education is likely to be . 

limited, though they would provide several co-curricular 

activities to the participating children, and also give 

them opportunities for creative self expression.

(26) Recommendation No. 100 ( 3 ) : Agreed,

(27) Recommendation No. 101 : Agreed#

(28) Recommendation No^ 102 ; This Government is gratified

to note that the Commission have found the fundamental

principles of Basic Education, such as* productive

activities; correlation of the curriculum with the

productive activity and the environment; and contact with

the local community, to bejvery important principles in the

field of education, and have also recommended that they

should be incorporated as guide lines and formative ideas

at all levels of the educational ladder. However, this

Government is not able to agree vdth the view explicitly

expressed in para 109 of Chapter V III  by the Commission, to

the effect that sue’ recognisation of the essential featur 

of the Basic-Educ tr '^n, renders it no longer necessary to

designate any stage r:c education as "Basic Education” . In

fact the Commissic”' /e made it  quite clear in different

parts of their Repc thv the type of education recommendf

by them is really ^  Basic but something similar to it  -

para 28 of Chapter I ,  for example, states that concept

of work experience which is advocated by the Commission

is essentially "similar” to Mahatma Gandhi’ s concept of

basic education, but ‘:he Commission also make it clear that

their idea is not that of Gandhi.ii but is a “redefinition
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of this educational thinking in terms of a society launched

on the road to industriaalisation^*» This is to say that the

various features of Basiic Education have been accepted

by the Commission only i.n so far as they conform to a

’̂ forward H iking*’ concep t of a society which fixes

industrialisation as its desired goal. In a predominently

agricultural country likte ours with rural areas forming

more than 90^ of the tot£T.l population, it would be a

travesty of facts to say that we are already ’’launched on

the way to industrialisat;ion” oijthat we may come to be launch

on that v/ay even in the niext two decades. The gap between

the progressive and the fu lly  industrialised countries and,

our own limited industria.lisation, would still remain

very wide. Further, thê  iLarge majority of our children

would continue to feel the need of . some means oi^^stting 

adequate work experience, even if  the recommendations of the

Commission come to be accepted -the Commission themselves

in Para 27 of Chapter VIIIE have said that they "realise

how difficult it is to malce provision for the forward

looking type of work experience for every child” and

they say therefore that du:ing the transitional stage

”the majority of the childiren will .receive, of course,

experience in the traditional prOj^ramme of production

which the community practises” . It appears therefore

that the Commission themselves recognise and admit the

impossibility of giving the type of work experience

they advocate through their proposed Polyteciinics,

Workshops, Labour Camps, Social Seryice Camps etc®

to the majority of the children during the next 20 years

or so. This being the case, there is every reason to

specifically continue the -cjcisting programmes .f Basic
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Education, and even 1bo emphasise them, so that 

the majority of our children in schools will 

continue to engage in  a kind of productive 

activity through Basic Education, which has 

established its high educative potentiality, besides 

embodying all the fundamental principles ’ h the 

Commission themselves have praised in para 105 of 

Chapter V II I . Further, the underlying philosophy of 

Basic Education as conceived by Gandhiji especially 

its emphasis on the dignity of personal labour 

and its resistance on non-exploitation of others, 

needs also to be specifically highlighted at the 

secondary stage.

For the reasons given above, we are of the view 

that the term ’’Basic Education” has not outlived its 

utility 01 its justification. We should therefore 

continue to designate the primary stage of education 

as Basic Education, and should make even further 

efforts to extend it to the secondary stage on a 

vdluntary basis as far as possible. 'Y/e shall then be 

able to provide the right type of ”work experience” 

to a large majority of our children, and also give 

them opportunities of doing social service through 

community-life-activities, which are simultaneously 

educative in nature and possess rich potentiality 

for satisfying the psychological needs of'the child, 

as well as the socialogical requirements -of/̂ he 

community*



X

language  p o l ic y  ((G'HAPTSRS I , V III, XI and XV)

The present position In  Gujarat Stateg

(l) There appears to be a close similarity between the

practice already prevailing  in the Gujarat State, and the

recommendations made by t:he Education Commission. The 
\

medium of instruction at 'the primary and secondary stages 

is the regional language throughout the Gujarat State 

except a very few schools whr.re instruction is given 

through Hindi, English and other Indian Languages.

The national language, namiely Hindi, is compulsory in 

this State for all student;s from primary standard V to 

the end of the high School stage, and no student can 

sit for the S .S .G . examination without offering Hindi as 

one of his subjects. As r(egards English, a study of it is 

compulsory from Standard V I I I  onwards upto the end of 

Standard XI, though a student has the option of giving it up 

when he appears for'the S .S .C . Examination. This is to 

say that all secondary school pupils study English 

compulsorily for 3 years ev^en if  they do not want to offer 

it for their school leaving ex'mination. Further, the 

study of English can be begun from standard V on an optional 

basis, provided the managements running the school 

concerned, are willing and in  a position, to provide for 

such optional instruction. It is thus possible for a 

student to study English for seven years, from standard V 

onVy^rds to the end of the secondary school stage, and he 

must also study Hindi for a total period of 7 years on 

a compulsory basis.

iZ) At the collegiate stage the study of English is 

provided for for a period of 4 years in the existing 

universities of the Gujarat State, even though the medium 

of instruction may be Gujarati/or Hindi or English as
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the case may be. The statiute No. 207 of the Gujarat 

University provides that t he mediiim of instruction and 

examination should be Guja3?ati, but as a result of the 

judgment given by the Supr^eme Court, in Mudholkar V /s, 

Gujarat University it has been held that Snglish may be 

used by affiliated collegess as medium of instruction 

if they so wish. In practice, however, most colleges 

use Gujarati for almost a l l  subjects, excepting the 

basic science and technical subjects and engineering 

though even there, there i s no ban to the use of the 

regional language. Similarly the Sardar Patel University 

lays down under its statut^e No. 176 that the 

medium of instruction in a.ll faculties shall be Hindi 

with option to Hse either ^English or Gujarati except 

that for the B .S c ., in Dairy Science and Veterinary 

Science, English must be used upto a certain period, 

after which Hindi shall become the medium of instruction 

with option to use English or Gujarati. In effect this 

mwans that Hindi is used in  a number of arts subjects as 

the medium whilst Gujarati is used for certain others, 

but English is generally u.sed for science subjects in 

the Sardar Patel University. Por^he diploma coursee 

in that University the statute lays down that only Hindi 

or Gujarati shall be used as the medium. As regards 

the University of Baroda, the practice from the beginning 

has been to use English ass the medium in a l l . subjects, 

but the use of Gujarati or Hindi is also permitted up to 

the preparations slaps there does not appear to be any 

specific statute regarding the medium of instruction or 

examination in that University. However, in 1956, the 

senate in its Resolution Mo. 17, resolved that steps 

be taken to progressively replace English by Hindi as the 

medium, upto the Degree stage whilst maintaining proper 

standards during the transition period.
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(3) It vdl^ thus be observed that the old 3 language 

formula has been implemented fully in this State. It 

may further be mentioned in  this connection that the 

graduated 3 language formula as envisaged in para 8 .34

of the Report of the Commission is not quite in consonance 

with th^oncept which has been developed in the later 

paragraph of the Report. Para 8 .34 would seem to imply 

that at the lower secondary stage, a student should 

learn (i) the mother-tongue; (ii) Hindi or English^ and 

(i ii )  a modern Indian or Foreign language other than 

, Hindi or English. ?/hereas what is visualised in para 

8«37 is that ’’the vast majority of pupils in non-Hindi 

areas will learn a regional language, Hindi and English". 

There is no mention of the modern language in para 8.37  

so far as non-Hindi areas are concerned. It may, therefore, 

be necessary to further clarify  the recommendation in 

para 8 .3 4 , as it is felt that the intention of the 

Gommission is what is contained in para 8 .37 . Assuming 

that it is so, the language policy followed at present 

by the Gujarat State is largely in consonance with the 

recommendations of the Commission.

(4 ) Recommendation No. 93(6) g Considering the position of 

Hindi, which, to quote the report of the Gommission itself  

would have an ultimate importance in the language curriculum 

second only to that of the mother tongue we feel that the 

present policy which has been adopted in this State to 

teach Hindi on a compulsory basis from Standard V, is more 

in consonance with the priorities-recommended by the 

Education Gommission for the learning of Hindi, and with

the constitutional status that Hindi enjoys. V/e are 

unable to agree to this recomnendation that there should
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be two levels for Hindi and Eng^llsh—  since Hindi is to

be compulsory for 7 years, ther’e would be only one level which

itself would not be too high fo r  non-Hindi speaking pupils,

as an ability to comprehend spo>ken and wiitten Hindi, and

to express oneself in sinple H in d i , both spoken and written,

would be expected at the end of the 7 years of study.

Similarly it is felt that given good teachers who employ

proper methods of teaching Zngliish, it should be possible

for a pupil who commences his s'tudy of English after the

end of the lower secondary scho(oi (namely from Std. VIII

onwards) to acquire a good masteery over compi tension

as well as a fair, ability of exjpression, at the end of

4 years, and a still further grcDunding could be laid in

the one or two years of higher ^secondary stage, or during

the 4 years of collegiate study., if  he continues his studies
after Std. X I. Those who start lEnglish optionally
from Standard would only be learning during 3 years,

ari amount of the course, equal Ito that which lower secondary

pupils would cover, during the course of one year, namely

in Std, V III . Hence the question, of two levels of attainment,

if  at all, would arise only during the lower secondary stage,

for optional pupils. It should not arise for the general

pupil who would form the large miajority, and would commence

English from Std. V III only.. Ihiis Government is

therefore, unable to subscribe t;o the view that there

should be two levels of attainment in the English language#

(5) Recommendation in Para 33 of Chapter V III that

linguistic minorities may study the regional language

only on an optional basis forom Olass I I I  onwards .and not

on a compulsory basis, this state agrees to this

recommendation, and would be m l.ling  to modify its existing

practice under which euch minorities have to study the

regional language n cessarily fr*om Standard I I I  onwards*

Although v;e feel that in the loager run it would be more
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in the interests of miimorities particularly’' tncse who 

have settled down in allien areas to learn the regior̂ .raJ. 

language on a compulsciry basis,

(6) Eecommendation l a Para 8^ 22 s That zf a pupil 

so desires, facilities  should he proviaed|t -r ‘Ghe 

teaching of the thrid l.a'aguage in every scnoolo Tt.h-; 

recommendation is againi not in conformity v/ith what The 

Education Commission ha-;s ob.i^erved itself ia  para 

8 . 3 3 (3 ) that ’’the prcvi.'sion of qualified and competar.t 

teacher Si for teaching tihe language to millions of clii-ldren 

in our primary schools \would be a very formidable task .” 

While, it is possible todiay to find teachers competent to 

teach Hindi, the positicjn would not bo the same as far

as teaching of -English i.s concerned, and even on

that consideration, it miay not be po.ssivble to implement

the recommendation of thie ‘-Commission.that, facilities  

should be provided for t;he teaching of the third 

language in, every school on an optim al -ba-si‘̂ 5. Eat.i anally 

it is felt that as long cas enough number, of teachers are 

not available, it would Ibe more logical.tc.leave the option 

to the schools rather thfan xhe pupilso , It  ̂ is appreciated 

that such a course might -reste further-..imbalanoes in as 

much as urban schools mayr bo able to p,roviLflo this facility,

where as rural schools maiy not be ab].e to 'io ;sOo J3j,t a mere

compulsion that every schvocl should provide this facility  

would not solve the prcbl.em, so long as.tsufficlent number 

of teachers are not avai] able, ■.... .

(7 ) Recommendation i n P a r a >̂1 of Chapter. I . ■. Agrees

whole-heartedly. , ■- "

(8) Para 57 of Chapter T-: In agreement with the- view

that both English as well as certain other languages may be 

studied as library languages ' It is therefore, that^
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despite the heavy expenditure involved, a provision 

has been made in the 4th Fl'̂ /̂ e Year Plan in this 

State for the starting of am Institute of Languages 

as well as for the starting of a Stpte Institute of 

English.

(9) Ppra 61 of Chapter I : Concurs with the view

that English cannot serve as a link language for 

the ma;]ority of the people ajnd that only Hindi can 

do so in due course. This is  yet another reason 

'-why Hindi has been made - compulsory from Standard V 

onwards in this State. I would add that Hindi 

medium, institutions are given all encouragement in 

this State. Thus we agree with the views of the 

Com'Tiission in the same para concerning encouraging 

such institutions in non-Hindli States,

(10) Paras 35 to 40 of ChLaptor V I I I : It has

already been clarified that this Government sees no 

reason for changing its existing policy regarding 

the stage for the commencement of the study of 

either English or Hindi.

(11) Recommendation in para 44 of Chapter V I I Is 

Wa._are not in favour of introducing the Roman script 

since in the Gujarat State every pupil and student 

is familiar with the Devanagari script from st Andard 

V onwards, and there is no reason therefore to adopt 

the Roman script.

(12) Reeommendation in para 4 5 s This Government 

would have no objection t-o such a course but would, 

however, point out that several states had in the 

past advocated this very measure and even attempted 

to introduce it but with little  success.’

(13) Recommendation No.9 3 (8 ) : We are unable to

agree with the view that ."study of Hindi should not 

be forced on unwilling sections of the people". In
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fact the Commission t:hemsGlves have said that Hindi 

should be studied comipuilsorily for 3 years by every 

one, the only choice being the stage from which the 

study would com’nence, namely, either from the upper 

primary or from the I'ower secondary stage. In our 

view the study of Hincdi should be a positive require

ment from every one fror a minimum number of years, 

until a minimum masteiry of both expression and 

comDrehension is achieved, since this is implicit in 

the stptus of a natiomal language being given to 

Hindi. The nationwide^ programme which is recommended 

to be organised for thie promotion of the study of 

Hindi on a voluntary b-asis by the Commission itself, 

in the same recommenda'tion, should be aimed at creat

ing an atmosphere for ;a more advanced study of Hindi 

beyond th^ very minimumi which has to be compulsory 

for every one. We would state that as far^ as our 

experience in the Gujarat State is concerned, there 

has never been any opposition to the study of Hindi 

during the school stage. Every one seems to.have

til* i ̂  0 Ck i X cifcS ci Au fit JL x--X j. cv-L Jl

(14) Hecommendation in para 46 of Chapter V lllg 

Agreed,

(15)>Paras 48 and 49 of Chapter V I I I : In general

agreement but would point out that it is not. necess.ary 

to . emphasifse the study of the tlassical languages in

universities,' since this would put an unnecessary 

burden on some universities where the demand for study 

of classical languages may be very small or where 

qualified teachers may not be available in sufficient 

numbers. In faet-the existing situation in the Gujarat 

State appears to meet the needs adequately since every
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university is free to make provision for the study 

of as many classical languages as they wish, looking 

to their demands as well as the:*ir available 

facilities. This Government al so agrees that it is 

not necessary to start any new -'Sanskrit Universities* 

We would, however, point out th;at wherever, any 

Sanskrit institution does exist , it should be given 

adequate funds and equipment, a:s well as staff, to 

do its work properly,

(16) Paras 60(1 ) of Char^tor X Is We agree that 

a distinction needs to be made Ibetween the teaching 

of English as a skill, and teaclhing English literature 

and that this could best be donee by the universities 

taking some special care to emphiasise the skill-aspect 

as against the literacy-aspect o f  the language. As 

mentioned earlier, this State h?as provided for the 

starting of a State Institute olf English in the 4th 

Plan and it is felt that such an institute will be 

able to pay proper attention to the teaching of 

English as a skill. It is expected that affiliated 

colleges and even university departments, for learning 

the methodology of teaching EngLish as a means of 

communication and understanding,, would also help in 

implementing the proposal of the Commission that 

English sh'ould be learnt optionailly at the under

graduate stage as an explicit pa^rt of the elective
1 ■ ;

subject taken by the students amd not as a'Separate 

subject. This Government approve of this incidental 

method of studying English**as*« part and parcel o f  

the elective subject, though it is  felt that care will 

have to be exercised that under the guise of teaching 

English through the elective subject, ri6body falls 

into the h^bit of teaching strai/ght literature or
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formal teaching of Bn.glLish, instead of as a part of 

different elective subjjects. No doubt the Centro will 

set up some machinery ifor dealing with this aspect 

of the matter. ^

(17) Recommendptio)n No.93 (7 ); We have built-up 

a rich heritage in the matter of acquisition of the 

knowledge of English antd it would be a pity i f  this 

acquired knowledge is allowed to be frittered away«

We agree with the view cof the Commission that English 

is a valuable library Isinguage and hence we are of 

the view that the present practice of teaching 

English as a compulsory second language, should be 

contained though a final, decision in this matter can 

be taken after consultlmg the various universities 

in the country,

(18) Recommendations In  Para 65 of Chapter Vlt
t

This Government agrees wiLth the view that it is

desirable to accelerate tfche adoption of the regional

language as medium of instruction even at the

collegiate stage. We also agree that English may

continue to be used as a medium during the switch sever

period. It is, however, desirable to switch over to

the regional language as a medium at the secondary

stage as well as at the polytechnic : stage, without

any delay. This Governmemt also feels that it is

necessary to take steps to ensure that the IT I ’ s and

polytechnics are not flooded with graduates or Inter

Science passed students, as appears to be the case

at present. It is desirable that the available seats

should be actually given to the matriculates and

middle passed students for whom they were originally

intended. This would also make it easier to adopt the

regional language as the m(edium of instruction and 

also fulfil a real need.
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(19) In view of the various o)bservations made 

above, I give in a brief table thie remarks of this 

Government regarding the recommemdations of the 

Education Commission concerning the language policy 

and medium of instruction. The t;able below refers 

to the page iio. of the Report and! the serial No. 

of the recommendation (together w^ith sub-number 

where necessary). The actual tex:t of the recommenda

tion is not reproduced but this w'ill not detract from 

the clarity of the summary giving; the views of the 

Gujarat Goveipnment which are embo'died in the table 

below I
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Page No. 
of the 
Re^o||t

^ i o ^ ^ n d a ^  T
tlon with i 
subjeft No, i

View's of the State 
Gove;rnment whether 
agreed fu^ly or only 
partly, etf, or disagreed

€3.3

€13^-

614

3 (3 ) Language 
. poliey

3 (4 )

3(5J

3 ( f )

3(7)

3 (8 )

3(9)

3(10 }

3(11)

Agre^ed generally.

Agre-ed fujly.

Agre*ed fully.

Agreed fully.

Agreed, subject to 

remarks sent elsewhere. 

Agreed fully.

Agreed fully.

Agreed only as far as 

university level is 

conc erned.

Agreed fully.
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Fa ge No, 
bhe 

Report

0 Sr. No. o:f
1 recommendja- 
{ tion with
0 aubject No* 
ii

0 Views of the State
0 Government whether 
5 agreed fully or only
5 pprtly, etc. or
0 disagroGd______________

614

635

635

3(12)

630

93(1)

93(2)
(a) to Cg)

93 (3)

93(4)

93(5)

93(6) 

93 (7) 

93(8)

93 (9)

93(10) 

93 (11)

182 -Medium 
of Education

Agreed, except that 
modern Indian languages 
other than Hindi need 
not be provided for in 
schools in non-Hindi 
areas where pupils 
will learn English and 
Hindi.

The question does not 
arise in the Gujarat 
State.

Agreed fully.

Not agreed, as the old 
3-language formula is^ 
desired to be continued.

Agreed in general, 
subject to modification 
in the light of the 
existing practice.

Not agreed as being 
neither feasible nor 
desirable®

Not agreed, please see 
para 6 above.

Agreed, 'subject t© 
para id above.

Not agreed. Hindi should 
be compulsory for a 
prescribed period^ being
0  national language.

Not agreed. Please see 
remarks in the letter 
above at para 12,

Agreed fully.

Agreed in general subject 
to remarks about study of 
classical language in 
universities.

Agreed fully.



S

TEACHING TCSTHODS, rrniDAUCE AND EViALUATIQl
( Chapter IX)
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Teaching Methods:

(1) Recommendation No.l03: Agreed generallly, but caution 

would be necessary in the matter of the actual extent to 

which flexibility is granted to a teacher. As observed by 

the Commission in para 4 of Chapter IX, thee phrase 

"elasticity and dynamism" of any educatiomal system, can

he equated with "the freedom of teacheir" in that system. 

This necessarily implies that the extent o:f the freedom 

which can be given to a teacher, would be □.imited by his 

ability and merits. Similarly, the Commis^sion point out 

in ?ara 6 (3 ), that the Inspectors are ”key figures” , and a 

school system cannot be more elastic or dymamic than the 

inspectors will allow it to be. This lead^s on inevitably 

to a need for the education of the inspectcors themselves.

(2) Recommendation No.lo4; This Govemmemt is in agreement 

with certain parts of this recommendation wihich pertain to 

the desirability of improving the quality, as well as the 

contents of text^^ooks used in our schools, and also to the 

desirability of supplying adequate Teachers^ Guides, and 

instructional material, to supplement the itextbooks.We are 

unable however, to agree to the recommendaition that each 

State should set up an expert section for the production

of textbooks - such a measure would amount to the nationali

sation of textbooks, and in our opinion thê  experience of 

those States where nationalisation was adop)ted, has been 

that an immediate fall in the quality and g;et up of textbooks 

became noticeable. In the Gujarat State on the contrary, 

we have a system of periodically inviting textbooks from 

different puiolishers, and putting a few of them on the 

Sanctioned List after they have been scrutimised by Expert 

Committees and after all modifications and cchanges reci



"by oach. expertis have been duly carried out by the publishers. 

We find that smch a system results in putting good quality 

books into the hands of the pupils. Perhaps, the question 

of price of thte text books is the main consideration in favour 

of nPtionalisa-tion of books. Even in this matter, much could 

be d?ne by adoipting persuasive methods with publishers, or by 

putt'-ng a ceiliing on the profits that a pulelisher can make 

on h i3 books.

In the light of the above remarks, I summarise below 

sub-sections of recommendation No.104 with which we agree, 

and also those sections with which we are unable to agree;-
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Sectlons of reciommendation 
No. 1 :4  with whi.ch we agree

Sections of recommendation 
No.lC4 with which we do not 
ag;ree____________________________

Noso' L ) ,(2 ) ,(3 )  , ( 7 ) , ( 8 ) , ( f ) ,
( 10) we agree in principle ^ut 
feel that some imargin of profit 
must be legitimiately allowed 
to publishers) , ( 1 1 ) , ( 1 2 ) , ( 1 3 ) ,
(1 4 ) .(1 5 ) .

Nos. (4 ) ,(5 )  and (6 )

(3) Recommendation No.105: In para 50 of Chapter IX the

Commi.rsion have said ' emphatically that it is not enough to

fix 1 18 average pupil-teacher ratio at the different.stages.

of school educa-fcion, but it is necessary al^o to prescribe

the r.aximum number of pupils to be admitted in a class., and

furthi^r to lay dlown that this maximum should not be allowed

to be exceeded in any case. Sulpjeot to this overriding clause,

the Commission r*ecommend a maximum strength of 5o for the .

lower primary, 4 5 for the higher, primary and lower secQjidary,

and ‘̂0 for the higher secondary school stage. This Government

agre?^ in general, that it is desirable to lay down the maximum

size jf a class, but would point 6ut a strict enforcement of

the maxima for admission as advoearted Vy the Commission,

maj ..;-t he easilj^ possible with the existing resources of the

Stato, unless the expenditure on the additional of teachers

so required, is p)rovided in the Centrally^ Bpofir̂ or*©̂  for

at least five yeairs.



(4) Becommendation Wo.10 5 (2 ); It  already stands implemented 

in the Gujarat State, since all Teachrr Traiiaiag Institutions 

at present give specific instruction as welll as practice in 

multi—class teaching, to the teacher traineses.

(5) 'Recommendation N0 . I 0 6 ; This Government is in general 

agreement with the views of the Commission but would point 

out that in States like Gujarat where unive?rsal compulsion 

is already implemented, the available resouirces are already 

stretched to breaking point, and it is not possible to make

the required provision for the construction! of school buildings 

in the States budget, as advocated in 106(2;). In fact there 

io no lack of community enthusiasm in this regard, the 

limiting factor essentially being the avail.ability of State 

funds. Centre’ s assistance jin this regard a.ppeers very 

necessary, particularly in respect of primarry schools and 

primary teachers training institutions, whi<ch should b̂e based 

on more realistic estimates based->01; cur re n't prices. This is , 

very necessary if  the standard of efficiency in primary 

education is to be effectively raised.

( 6) So far as private secondary schools aire concerned, we 

would strongly-advocate a Central..Jlinanc.ing Corporation with 

State branches for giving them loans, if  suffsidies cannot be
• •

provided* The repayment of loans could be held eligible for

grants so that the total subsidy is spread O'ut to a number

of years* Grant on rent of building need not be paid in this 

case*

*̂5CQimT̂ e.QdatiQn 1^0.106(5'): Agreed generally, but would 

point out that the "nucleus” type of building though widely 

advisertised some years ago, has not, to our knowledge, 

actually been adopted in any State.

Recommendation iro.lQ6( 6) ;  Agreed, but aill such lowering 

down of specifi.atioas has to be oonsistant with the climatic
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conditionjs prevailing in every state and care has to be 

taken tha1t the advantage so gained is not ofi-set by higher 

costs of nna intenance.

( 9) Recomnnendation Nos> 106(8). and flO): ¥e feel that 

in our Staite it may not be .necessary -̂o have a special 

Educationa.l Building 'nevelopment Group '.or an unit in the

for the execution of education building programmes, 

because the responsibility for construction of primary 

schools in the State devolves on Panchayats and the rest 

of the educ:jation is mostly in the private sector.

Guidance anid Counselling ,

(10) Recommtendation No.lQ7» This Government agrees broadly 

with the ad(0pti0n of the measures recommended for the 

introduction of guidance and counselling at both the primary 

and secondar'y stages of education. Wc agree with 107(1)

to the extenit that teachers should be familiarised with 

diagnostic t-esting and the problem of individual differences, 

but do not see any necessity of giving guidance for 

selecting fulfcure careers, or regarding further education, 

at the primary stage - since in our opinion all boys and 

girls are to be left free to continue their general education 

at least up to the lower secondary stage. have also 

pointed out elsewhere that the expectation that 2q per cent 

of the pupils would enter life , and a further 2q per cent 

would be diverted into vocational types of institutions, 

is rather an over estimate. As regards guidance at the 

secondary stag-e, we agree in general to the ultimate aim 

of providing Giuidance Counselloxs in the next 2o years 

to cover all secondary schools, but would point out that 

even provision of one counsellor for every 10 secondary 

schools appears very ambitious and would involve considerable 

expenditure. T7e should either raise the ratio to one 

counsellor for every 25 schools, or be content with 

adopting the scheme on a pilot basis in a few districts.
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dispersed over the whole State, from year year. Thu 

recommendations contained in No.107(3) , (4f) and (5 ) , arfe.; 

agreed may'>e quite difficult to implement in

practice,

(11) Recommendation No.108: Agreed.
and paras 58 to “63 of Chapter IX

(12) Recommendation No.lQQ/  This Govemiment agrees

that it is very necessary to make a clear distinction

between low intelligence or mental handicap arising

from congential factors on the one hand, and under

achievement, or an inability to come up to the level

of one’ s own actual intelligence, as a consequence of

several remedial factors such as emotio^nal conflict,

bad reading habits, cultural deprevation. and economic

handicaps etc. We also agree that the latter type of

pupils are really not "Backward" in as miuch as they are

educable, if certain remedial measures are taken, and some

special methods adopted. As the CommisslQin point out in

para 60 of Chapter IX the failure of the lunder-achievers

is a matter of great concern to a developing country like

ours, but in our view the position is likely to improve

considerably if  alternative non-academic types of courses

are also made available to such under-achievers, against the

present purely academic type of curriculum - this, coupled

with remedial measures and proper guidance and counselling,

is likely to bring about a considerable improvement in the

■ performance of our under-achievers. However, it has to

be remembered that all remedial measures of the type

advocated by the Commission in paras 6o to 63, of Chapter

TA will involve consivierable outlay expenditure,

particularly the setting up of Child guidance Clinicf^

in e\yry major town. Careful phasing of schemes in the

matter will have to be adopted in order that nothing is

undertaken which cannot be continued and retained. Subject 

to these remarks, we agree broadly to the views of the 

Commission con'f’ained in recommendati^in No.lQ^.
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(13) Recommendation N o .llQ (l): -̂<-reed broadly..

(14) Recommendation 110(3): Agreed to the proposal for 

treating Clas5ses I to J V , as'one single ungraded unit, 

though in the beginning we might. combine only Class I and 

Class II  for* the purpose of examinations, In our opinion, 

siich a measure would be very helpful in enabling pupils

to proceed at their own rate, and thus would reduce stagnation 

very considerably* We also agree that the primary teachers 

should be given ^ome training through programmes of orienta

tion, to enable them to make use of remedial materials and 

diagnostic tests, so that they become better prepared for the 

ungraded system of Evaluation at the lower primary stage of 

education. The Training Schools as well as the State 

Institutes of* Education,®may be specially commissioned to 

emphasize the "braining of teachers and their proper orientation, 

in this regard-

(15) Recommendation 11.0(4) : Accepted

(16^ Recommendation N o .llQ (5): Where a revolutionary and 

important proposal is made by the Commission, v iz ., the 

abolition of the present vernacular final or primary school 

certificate examination, this Government is broadly in agreement 

with this recommendation and would point out that it would 

also imply that as soon as the V,P. examination is abolished, 

it would automatically mean that the minimum attainment 

accepted from candidates for service as primary school 

teachers and for some other categories like Talatis etc, 

may also have to be raised to the lOth Standard examination*, 

v iz ., the Lower Secondary Certificate qualification. This 

would, therefore, help to raise the quality of primary 

education in general, since lietter Qualified primary teachers 

could be expected to put in more efficient and better quality 

work of teaching.
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(17) Recommendation No. 110(6) {Agreed. ¥e fagree that the 

■Evaluation may be done “by the teachers of 'the participating 

schools at such optional examinations, and not by outside 

examiners, though it would be desirable foir the Educational 

Inspectors of the Districts, to select the tests actually 

given to the examinees, from amongst those which have been 

prepared by the State Evaluation Unit etc. We further agree, 

that such optional examination could be over within two or 

three days, and should not take more an ho\ur and half each day,

(18)» Recommendation 1^0,110(7)« Acceptable.

'..4 It may again be stated that the abolition of the 

external examination at the end of the priraiary stage, and 

the adoption of an optional examination instead, would 

necessarily imply a corresponding rise in the minimum attain

ments accepted for certain kinds of service under local 

bodies, or under Government etc. - examples that readily 

come to mind are: a primary school teacher or the village . ■— 

Talati etc. The minimum qualification that might come.'to 

be prescribed for these jobs ( which today is the P .S .G . or 

the V.F. certificate) would become the lOthi Standard certifi

cate or the ii:Ower Secondary Certificate. Hc^wever, this would 

not cause much hardship, siiiLce even today the number of 

matriculates competing for these two catego»ries of servicej 

is substantially large. The reform can however be brought 

about only after we start the public examinatioxi for the 

lower secondary stage.

(19) Recommendation No.llofa'); A^^reed

(20) Recommendation No.llQfg) ^^ile we agree that such 

standardisation is desirable, and needs to be welcomed, we 

must also remember that the numbers that have to be handled 

by every Board conducting examinaibions, are so large, that 'she 

Oommission’ s particular recommendation in this matter, may bo 

difficult of implementation in practice. However, all attempts
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to standardise the marks, and in any case to adopt the five 

point scaling in addition to the existing award of marks 

on percentage? basis, is worthy of commendation.

(21) I shouLd like to observe here that one contributary 

factor which is responsible for the larger percentage of 

failure, is t;he inefficiency of the day to da.y working that 

\ie find in some schools - it is our experience ^that when

the daily worlking is efficient, the failures are automatically 

much less. Tlhis has to be remembered when we consider the 

contents of para 77 of .Chapter IX when the Commission’ s 

point ,to the demoralising effect^ of a failure at an 

examination,om the candidates himself. however, agree 

that all steps which would reduce failures should be taken.

(22) Recommend atiOQ llO(lQ) and. ¥e agree that this

would be a desirable measure, particularly because the 

certificate above mentioned i ^  proposed to be accompanied by 

a detailed statement of marks or grades obtained 1»y the

,candidate in a ll  the subjects offered -by him. Such a 

detailed statemen would enab!^ any prospective employer to 

examine whether the cajididate fulfills the requirements of 

the particular vacancy etc ., or not, and simiXarly, it would 

enable any College or University to determine whether the 

candidate fu lfils  the requirements for sjâ mi-ssion into a 

particular course of studies or not. This Government, 

therefore, is in agreement with the proposal of the Commission, 

with the proviso that it would be accepted of a country—wide 

basis after mutual discussion, so as to avoid confusion. 

Similarly, this Government is also agreeable to the 

Commission’ s proposals that the different School ^oards 

should hold an external examination on a purely voluntary 

basis, which students in Class X and XI or XII may only 

appear at if they so desire - normally a school^pupil would 

leave the school only with the School certificate, and
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would seek entry into some voc;ational course, or even 

seek employment, on the strengtSi of his school certificate 

only. This Government is not aigreeable however, to the 

Commission’ s view that in the case of a holder of merely 

a School Certificate, the Highier Secondary School or the 

Colles:e that he may wish to joim, should “be permitted to 

prescrihe an^‘Sntrance test or eifaminatign - such a measure 

'in  our f^pinion may be misused,, -and in any case would not 

seem to necessary, for the Higher Secondary School, 

or College concerned,» can lay down before hand, the grades 

etc* in different subjects whilcli are expected from 

prospective candidates for admiissign* ard the School 

Certificates produced )»y aspirant candidates may be 

scmitinised accordingly.

(23) I would reiterate here, that siny reforms in this 

matter might come to ]|e adopted should be in%rodu#ed on

a countrywide Isasis, since, otherwise the studeuats coming 

from a State which had accepted the reform^ might suffer

• certa*in handicaps, particularly while seeking employment, 

in the private sector. I

(24) Recommenda-bion No,ll|(l2^ ; It  is desirable to grant 

a few selected schools the rig:ht to assess their students 

themselves, and to declare their examination results at 

the end of Class X, and such examination results should be 

automatically equated with the external examination held 

by the Board. Naturally, the very strict criteria of 

excellence will have to be framed and employed, for all 

those schools which aspire to have this particular privilege 

given to tnem. It must be clearly understood that such 

privilege has to be continuously earned^,and deserved,

and would be subject to review before it can he retained 

or continued.



(25) Recommendation ¥0^1-10(13)  ̂ AOTeed, ¥e also in this 

connection agree to -{;he v-iews of the Commission expressed in 

sub-para 2 of para 84 olf Chapter IX regarding the desirability 

of the inspecting authoiri.ty paying special attention -to' the 

correlation between inter’nal and external marks of students 

"Â hen they visit school. We are not however quite certain

how far the proposal that the grant-in-aid paid to the , 

school, should be linkedl with the integrity of the school 

in the matter of assessmiemt, can be worked actually in 

practice, as it would be; cdifficult to prescribe any precise 

obiective yard-sticks in “this regard.

(26) Recommendation No. 1 1 0 (1 4 ) : The Gujarat Government so 

far has not started any Higher Secondary schools, and the 

matter therefore, is partly theoretical. If  and when the 

iiPgrading or bifurcation of schools comes into existence, 

it will be desirable to iiold a Highei Secondary Examination 

in such a way as to avoid compelling any pupil to undergo 

two examinations within thie bame year. However, this matter 

may be conveniently left to the respective States to settle, 

being mostly a question of' timing and procedure.

(2y) Before I conclude, I would say that this Government 

agrees to the cautionary note summarised by the Commission 

in para 88 of chapter IX, where they point out that a well 

organized machinery both at the Central level and at the level 

of the States, would be necessary, if the comprehensive pro

gramme of evaluation recommended by them is to be properly 

implemented. la fa<?t we are aware of the difficulties and 

pitfalls which the Commission’ s recommendation might involve, 

but nevertheless we are in general agreement with their

recommendations as detailed in the foregoing paragraphs, since

from the educational point of view, the recommendations are 
sound and desirable on the >7hole.
(28) I am informed by the Chairman, Gujarat, SSCE Bo-r-d that he 
-las altrj sent the remarks of his Board to you direct, and there
fore, I make no comrrents he:-e on the effect that the recommenda- 
tions of the Commission might have on the existing practiaes of 
uhe Gujarat S .S .C »E . Board ( i^nnexed) .
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Annexuire

Remarks of the Gu.jarat: S',S.C. Examination 
BoarSy BarodaV on the !¥ew Pr^ramme of 
IvaTuation recommendedi by the Education 
(j'omnission.

We agree with the Educa'.tion Commission's view 

that the current practice of decciding the fate of a 

student solely or mainly on the basis of the results 

of an external written examinat ion has exercised a 

baneful influence on our educat'ion system* It has 

adversely affected (1 ) the studtents' study habits and

(2) methods of classroom teachimg. It has also to a 

very great extent clouded the ecducational objectives.

2 . v'/e, therefore, unhesita'tingly endorse the 

new concept of Evaluation set oiut under para 9-66 of 

Chapter IX of the Report, and a^gree that the techniques-^ 

of evaluation should be ‘valid, ireliable, objective and 

practicable',

3 . The external examinatiom is, however, not an 

unmitigated evil, especially in the context of the 

current educational scene in ouir country, V7hich is 

characterised by educational insstitutions of 

distressingly unequal status anci a great dearth of 

well-qualified and competent teachers. The external 

examination has acquired great prestige in the eyes

of the public and seems to provilde a universal standard 

of comparability.

4* We also do not believe it hat all the ^.vils

of our existing educr tional systtem are largely or 

even mainly due to the external examination. Nor do 

we believe that the reform of tbe external examination 

or even its replace ment by the most ideal methods of 

scientific evaluation V7ill spirit away all the evils 

that bedevil our educational system. The real causes 

of the malady lie elsev;here and we shall briefly advert



to them in our conclmding remarks.

5. It is, therrefore, obvious that the wrixten 

examination should he? improved to make it an 

increasingly more relLiable and valid instrument for 

measuring-educational- achievement, and it should be 

supiJlemen^ed with our' methods such as observation, 

oral tests, practical examination and internal 

assessmei.t, especiall;\y with a view to obtaining evidences 

of tho'3e aspects of ediucetional growth (l) which could 

not be measured 'by wriitten examination, and (2 ) which 

are not amenable to qmant'ltative measurement and yet

are perhaps' the most s^ignif ict.nt J from t he'^vi ewpoint

of the individual and social welfare, namely, quality

■*1' ¥» ■* 
of character, leadersh ip emoifional maturity and

spirit of service &rid (dedication. We regret to

observe that it is s'ocially most * significant

aspects of e’duca.tional growth that are the worst

■ 'I'
casualt ies " of our educational system, and which deserve 

high priority in our effforfs to improve the quality of 

education,

6 . Coming noW to the evaluation at the primary 

stage, it would be more- realistic and practicable to 

treat as a single unit first three standards (instead 

of Stds. I--II or Stds. I-IV), and to divide the 

students in three groupts (instead of two - slow and 

fast learners). Whatever the size of the school, we 

usually find in a class of 40 or 50 students, (a) a few 

bright students, (b) a ifew very slow learners, and

(c) a majority of pupils of roughly average ability.

Every class teacher should be trained and helped to 

locat-e these three groups (of unequal size), and to 

handle them in such a way that the brighter group 

ahead and completes the course an year 

.e '? an' ^
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earlier and the slow group is al.lowed to take one 

year more*' It will not be desirfable, as suggested by 

the Commission, to segregate t'-̂e pupils into (a) a 

class of slow learners and (b) a. glass of fast learners.

It v/ill not be desirable both so«cially and educationally, 

and furthermore, it will be high'ly artificial and 

unrealistic.

As regards other recommend rat ions pertaining to 

the lower and Higher Primary Sta^ge, v iz*, use of 

standardized achievement tests, • cdiagnostic tests and 

cumulative record gards, abolit i(on'̂  of external examination, 

and institution of a comn.on inte:irnal examination for 

i^tter-^ohool. #6&parability, • etc, -we find ourselves in 

agreement with the Commission, siub;ject to the observations 

made in. our concluding remarks,-

7. As regards the external exjaminations either at 

the end of the High School course or Higher Secondary 

School course whether^ condu#fe^ by the Boards or by 

the Universities, the need for reform in the directions 

indiuattd by the Comnlssion is obvious. At the same 

time, the very large number of candidates involved at 

thc£!e examinations, -the necessitjy to declare results 

within certain time limits, the need for ensuring 

secrucx , the limited capacity, of the Examiners ^ all 

these factors impose severe limitations on what could 

be acbieved bj, v/ay of reform. To take up only one 

item of reform, namely, conversion of raw scores into 

standard scores, it is not eas3 to adopt the procedure, 

when over a lac of candidates are involved, and to 

publish the results in time even with m.echanisation 

of the processing of results. Tb is is rot to say 

that we should not try ci»r utmost to introduce reforms 

v/hich are feasible. We want to em-.^hasizc "that any
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signilieajmfc progress in this direotion can "be achieved, 

only if we decentralise and limit the jurisdiction of 

t he Beards / mofe .

The ulfitfdte" sblutioh l̂ite"̂ ' 'in alDolisEiiig '^tfte^eic^erm 

examination "^It ogetl&r^^^^^wh^ Ig^in^'iiSy ^ot ‘ie ' pfact iealDle 

in the

^ n  ' mfea&h'iJef, '^very^hing p(^^ifie  

be dbope- tb-̂ ffl̂ itigat e ' t <e^^iis ‘ oi ■"We"'"^t‘#rnai ̂ examinat ion• 

There should also be 'no ' ObJebtloil'Yo ^  "of ' “

certif lô -Sqs giving only pupils •'''p^rt*oi‘manee*'in sub jects 

in which he has passed', without "^pass^'%V ’faiT*" r̂  ̂

Similarly, the" student stooiild' also' reg '̂^ive â  certif Icate 

from school with the recoi^d'of his intefnal assessment!

\?e also agree" that the''excte'nial eiaroi sbould^not

be compulsbty for a i l 's tLu"dentsy“̂ d ^ r f t ^ 'institutions* of 

higher sefoMary edtica^ion* and highef educat ion may *
, , . . . . .  ■, • i r .,r ■if!,' - ■ t- .■.•■' -■/ ,■■ •. - '•

institute their own admlisjsion tests,' ' ' ’

8 , We welcome the idlea of establishing Experimental

Schools, provided they st.and bh^their own legs and build
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up sufficient prestige to render the"fertificates issued 

by them acceptable to higlher edugation authorities for 

admission purposes. It w ill  neither "Be correct nor

feasible for the Board to issue Certificates on the 

recoF.mendation of the school, 'It w ill create all sorts 

of complications and even controvers"y7‘'^teven in the

larger interests' of educat ion,'*'we should encourage
, t ^  . ;■ , .-i*- ■ ■> 

establishment of completely independent and autonomous

institutions which stand on their own prestige, and

build up 'publit opinion in  favour''of' mxch institutions.

Only then we ^ah achieve real freedom of educational
.  ̂ f • t

experimentation,

- ‘ y .1 n .
9. The Commission’ s recommendations regarding

internal assessment are welcome and all the steps



necfcSsarA to make it a reality^ should be taken by the 

concerned authorities, As suggested by the Commission, 

the results of the external and internal assessments 

should not be combined and botth should find pl?ce in 

the final Certificates, Simiiarlyi we agree that for 

the effettive implementation cof a comprehensive 

programme of evaluation, it w il l  be du.'^irable to 

enhance the powers and funoticons of the existing 

Boaads of Secondary School Ediucation and to est̂ -i lish 

a National Board of School Ediucation at the Centre,

10, Concluding remarks: In conclusion, we want

to emphasize that most of the evils that plague our 

education to-day cannot be ef-Tectivaly derJ.t with 

unless we improve ~

(1 ) the genejal quality of our teachers,

(2 ) his acMemi^.and pr'0^*es£lonal 

equipment

(3) tis emolttiaents and

( 4 ) ' his social status

fWe* are aware that the Uomnlssicn has laid 

CGjo^ldemble-.aiiiphasis cn better e2ioluiients x>i!--t?ea-chers. 

V'6 , hewever, attach even greater signif^oiance to his 

social status. rUnless we ensxire better social status 

as well as better e^luments for the teaching 

prgfession, it wl^ll not be. possible to attract the 

best talent to the profession. *Iri education, we 

should not be satisfied vri.th tha aecond best. If 

we were asked tai,advocate a single most important 

reforxn in Educatlcyi^ we v/ou.ld unhesitatingly vote 

for attracting tl̂ e best talent to the profession.
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-by'

I*, must be vividly rrealised that the dearth of 

goai teachers itself constitutes a formldahi^ 

barrier'to-eff-e-ct ive implementation of the 

variola measures sug^gested by the Commission for 

Examine tion Reform, The unchecked expansion 

of seconCiviry and highier education needs to be 

arrested that buUcc of the funds available for 

education..cai.<i be diiverted to impr©v|ng th^ 

quality of ed’«ciation in terms of better 

t eacher s , b e t e ^ 4 ipnsjit

Give the V^^t teachers to the tt

education, and it vv<i.i look ai*t^ itsalf^

It w ill  become truJ^~%i±^mtmoua.^in^-'-eusure 

rapid development of tL^ country^ If we ha»a 

faith ”̂ in the liberatbing *̂ ower of me

can’ t afford to place it in the l ^ d a  of 

wteo are ill-equipped,, meagrely jaitd and 

Atftm upon generally toy all  tho^e.frtl^ 

lnnfn given wiHy^ nlUly educalloa #f §.



XII

SCHOOL a d m in is t r a t io n  A!̂ TD) STJPSRVIglON (CHAPTER X)

(1) Kerommendat Ion No^llLl: Agreed*

(2) Recommendation Nc.llL2* This G-overnment is only 

able to agree in a general way to some of the 

concepts embodied in paras 2 to 21 of the Commission’ s 

Report which are SLimmarisedi in this partio-ular 

recommendation, and it is mot able to agree to 

certain portions of these r'ecommendation&i at all, 

both because they may not be feasi'' le legally or 

because they are otherwise felt to be undesirableo 

Por example, the concept olf the Neigh"' ourhood School 

to which all parents in anjv locality raust be compelled 

to send their children withiout option of sending them 

to any other school, is nolt, in our opinion, legally 

feasible, as it appears to violate the fundamental 

right of every citizen to give his ohildrea tiie kind 

of education he desires. Similarly the Commission's 

view regarding the aeliberate adoption of a discrimina

tory policy in respect of assistance given to private 

aided institutions, does not appear to be feasible

and would also seem to be unjust, in as much as 

thereby the schools would be kept on tenter-hooks, 

and would not be able to biadget for their annual 

expenditure on any realistic basis. Thirdly, the 

proposal to abolish all fees even at the secondary 

level is not felt to be eiijher desirabl-^ or feasible, 

since in our opinion some scope needs to be left open 

for those parents who wish to give a particular type 

of education to the\r children to do so on payment 

of fees - for example if some p«.rejDts desire to give 

an academic type oi^education to their children and 

not the vocational typt; for wh-'ch the State might
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wish to "'siphon them ooff** as desired by the Commission, 

then it should "be opem to parents to do so at their own 

cost. Another point wiith which we are unable to agree 

is the transfer of all. responsibility below the 

University education l>evel, to Loral Authority Bodies 

since in our opinion tlhe Panchayats should first be made 

responsible for the pr’imary stage of education and only 

when they are able to lhandle that stage properly and 

effectively, should an^y Question arise of making them 

responsible for the lovwer secondary or higher secondary 

stages. Similarly the Commission’ s recommendation for 

legislation being passe3d so as to enable the State 

Governments to take ove^r control and management of 

private aided schools which do not satisfy require

ments, does not in our view appear to be a feasible 

measure. The adjustmemt of grants paid to good 

quality private schools’, on the basis of the quality 

of the schools and not on the basis of the level of 

the ordinary schools, i;s also a recommendation to 

wPnreh we are unab 1 e to ?agree« as it is possible that 

through any such d.iscrimiinatory measure the doors 

would be thrown wide ox:)en for favouritism and graft.

At the most we may accept special grants to such 

schools as show eiT-idence of merit deser*ving of 

special assistance for tbhe development of specific 

programmes.

(3) In the light of thie foregoing-remarks, I 

summarise below in tabular form the view,^ of, this 

Government regarding the; different sections and 

sub-sections of recommendation No.112.
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section and/or Government's views
sub>-sect Ion________________________________

112(common school syv'^ten) Do not agree

112(1) Do not agree
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N o , o f  section and/or 
sub-section

Government’ s views

1 1 2 ( 2 )(a)

112(2)(b )

1 1 2 (2 )(c)

112(2 )(d )

112(3)

l l 2 ( 3 )(a)

1 1 2 ( 3 )(b)

1 1 2 ( 3 )(c)

1 1 2 ( 4 ) (private schools)

1 1 2 ( 5 ) ( regarding 
discriminatory policy 
in respect of assis
tance)

A^gree in principle, subject 
tco the remarks offered 
seeparately in Chapter I I I  
reegarding Teachers’ Status.'

A^gree • partially, as far as 
Pfanchayats' schools are 
cconcerned, but do not agree 
a£S regards secondary schools

A^gree, subject to 
f€easibility of minimising 
d jiscr iminat ion.

Deo not agree, as it does 
ncot appear to be legally 
feeasible»

A^gree broadly that standards 
im Government and local 
aiuthority schools need to 
hie raised,

Wte do not agree. We feel 
tlhat except for peripherical 
fiunction, the administration 
o:f primary schools should 
v(est in the District 
Ecducation Committee or 
S(Chool Board, other 
g(Overnment schoolt; being 
mfanaged by the District 
Ecducational Inspectors.

Afgree that transfers of 
tteachers should be subject 
t(0 rational policies, and'- 
a;iso not too frequent.

Afgre e in pr in c ipl e.

Ajgree except as regards 
t'he taking over of 
inefficient schools by 
Government in our opinion 
S'uitable penal action 
a.gainst such schools should 
be taken, and they may 
even be closed or allowed 
to be replaced by new 
and better schools, but 
Governments need not take 
O'ver the responsibility 
o>f running schools 
which have proved 
Inefficient.

D»o not agree. See 
concluding remarks in 
para 3 above.
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!To’. ’ of seci'ion aiid/or' 
sub-sect ion _________

1 1 2 (6 ) (a) and (Id)

Government’ s views

112( 6 ) ( c ) ( evolv ing a 
better grant-in-aid 
system)

112(7)

112(8 )

112 (9 ) ( enc curagenit nt 
to good auslity 
private schools)

112(1C) 10(a)
Neighbourhood 
Schools )

112(lO )(b )

112(11)

Agree in general, even if 
the tuition fees hrve not 
been abolished, since 
these measures would be 
desirable in ‘themselves.

Agree in principle, but 
the final foruula for 
grant-in-aid should be 
left to each State 
according to its own needs 
and available resources.

Agree fully - indeed this 
recommendation stands 
implemented in our States, 
as profit maJcing bodies 
are not given aid from 
G 0ve mm ent fund s .

We do not agree, as it is 
not desirable for Govt, 
to take over responsibility 
of running inefficient 
schools - this might 
encourage inertia. In 
our viev/, penal action 
should be taken against 
inefficient schools, and 
if they do not show 
improvement they may be 
closed and allowed to be 
replaced by a new school 
under a different maroage- 
ment.

Do not agree, see 
concluding in remarks in 
pnra 3 above.

Do not agree, as this 
does not appear to be 
legally feasible.

We agree that if at all  
the neigbbouihood school 
concept ma\ be allowed to 
be tried cn strictly 
voluntary basis as a pilot 
project in some areas.

Subject to its legal 
feasibility, we are 
inclined to agree with 
this concept, subject 
to the neighbourhood 
school idea being found 
feasible ultimately.



(4) .%^ommendat ion_ Ho I have sent my

Government's views in this mjatter under my D .O . 

No .C0]\T-2066-74671-B (Chapter X) dsted 15th October, 

1966, and have nothing furth^er to add.

(5) Recommendation N o .l l 4 ( ( l ) ° We are in general 

agreement with the majority- cof the recommendations 

of the Com.mission in this c ornnec ion, but on some 

points we are unable to agree . For example, we do 

not see the necessity of mp.;klng the State Education 

Department responsible for tbe supply of teachers in 

addition to training them - surely this is a matter 

that should be left to employing agencies, and the 

State’ s duty w ill be over wihen adequp.te provision for 

training has been made. Sim ilarly , it is not felt 

necessary to set up an independent State Evaluation 

Organisation of the type ad'vocated by the Commission 

in para 33 of Chapter X as st;ated elsewhere. The 

finding and views of the National Evaluation 

Organisation should be made available to the 

different States Departments for their guidance, and 

the actual examination and testing of pupils at the 

primary. secondary and higher secondary stages 

should be left to the Direci; orate of Education and 

the existing S .S .C .E , Boards« At the miost the 

Directorate should try to build  in safeguards

which w ill ensure co-ordination of standards from 

district to district. Sim.ilairly, this Government 

is unable to agree to the eventual assuLiption of all 

responsibility for vocational and technical education 

at the school stage - actually the Commission 

themselves have said that the financial responsi

bility  for the vocationalisation of education should 

largely be taken up by the Centre through a suitable
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nftv7ork of Centrally sporiLSoied or Central Schemes, 

(Please see in this eonnectfcion para,s 13 and 15 of 

Supplemental Note No.l pages 494 and 495 of the printed 

Report of the Commission, wherein the introduction of 

vocational education at tbe secondary stage is clearly 

advocated under the Central-ly sponsored sector.)

Subject to the foregoing remarks we agree 

broadly to the recommendat icn No.114(1).

(6 ) Recommendation N o ^ ll4 (2 ) : This State has

already given its ccncurremce to the introduction by 

the Central Government of the Indian Education 

Service. (1 1 4 (2 )(a) to ( c ) ) .  We are also in full

agreement with recommendation No.114 (2) (c ). As

r( gards recommendation No,114 (2) (d ) , the matter maĵ  

be left to the discretion of the State Governments, 

to be decided according to “their needs*

(7) Recommendation No»115 ; I would draw your

attention to my D*0 , No*C0N^2C66-School Complexes- 

B d ted 13#10* 1966 under which the remarks of this 

Government on the proposal of School Complexes have 

been sent to you,

(8) Recommendation N o ^ll6 : Agreed,

(9) Recommendation No, 1 1 6 (1 ) ; Vve are not quite

convinced of the necessity; of separating Administration 

of school education at the district level, from 

Supervision, and feel that some elasticity should be 

left to the States in this matter, though we agree 

that there should be close collaboration between the 

District School Board on the one hand and District 

Education Officers on the other,

(10) Recommendati on No»116(2); We agree in

principle though Government schools in our view must
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1: e left out from the purview of this iccoT.Imendation, 

because b\ the very nature of things they are patronised 

more by the backward classes, and therefore certain 

apparent differences in the standard of achievement are 

to some extent inevitable.

(11) Recommend&tion No.116(3^* Agreed in general,

(12) Recommendation Nos. 116(4) and ( 3 ) : We are in

agreement regarding the need of extension services for 

schools and of in-seirvice training to supervisory and 

administrative staff by the S .I .E .  As far as a 

National Staff College for Educaticneil Administrators 

is concerned, the matter is one for the Centre to 

decide, and the State Governments would c nsider 

deputjjig its officers “.o such Nationr.I College if and 

when it comes into being/' ..................

(13) Recomenda tion No. li? ; This Government is in

broad agreement, provided the entire’cost of such 

additional wing continues tc be borne by the Central 

Governi:ifnt,

(14 ) Rec conend at i r n Nos <-118 and 119 : This

r'overnr:ient|is not abl. tc agree to the setting up of 

a State Boferd of Efuc^tion, nor to the setting up of 

a State Evaluation Organisation in every State. In 

our view, the functions proposed to be. performed 

by these two Bodies, could equally well be done by 

the existing arrangements in the Status, partly 

by the Directorate of Education and pr-rtly by the 

State level Secondary School Examinat'on Board, and 

the State,level Prims.ry School Exam inat ion Unit which 

might be set up under the Directorate. We hov;ever 

agree that it is do&'irabiL to define and prescribe 

standards at the higher primary and lower secondary.
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and even- at the hi^gher secoiidary stages and also that

the minima once sett should be kept rising from time

to time, Hov'ever aa^fter some sort of national

uniformity of standiards of attainment is achieved, it

would be desirable for the Centre to persuade different

States to com.e upto) certain agreed levels, instead of

leaving It entirely to each State Bo^rd of Education

to decide the level of excellence which the pupils in

that State shoi*ld :rfach. In other words, we agree

to the desirability of a National Board of Education,

but not to the State Board of Education. Similarly,

t
we agree to a Natiomal Organisation for Evaluation, 

but not to State Lev^el Organisations.

(15) Recommendati on No»120: Ihe exact distinction

between the three ty;pes of bodies recomm.ended in these 

three contiguous rec(ommendations made by the CoinmiBsion, 

(namely Nos, 118, 119 and 120) is not quite clear to 

me. In my view the ifunctions which a State Board of 

School Education might perform cannot be kept quite 

distinct and separates from the functions that a "State 

Board of Education" w^ould perform, and similarly the 

functions to be performed by any "State Board of School 

Education" as regards conducting the examination at 

the end of the secondary stage could not in practice 

be sharply distinguished, from the functions which 

any "State Fvaluat ion Organisation" would be called 

upon to carry out. It. Is partly for these reasons 

that I have not agreed to the formation of a State 

Board of Education or of a State I valuation Organisation. 

A multiplicity of Boarcds performing over-lapping duties, 

would only create confusion and engender resentments, 

as well as create friction. Subject to these obser

vations, I would say that the type of State Board of 

School Education envisaged by the Commission is not
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felt by us to be a feasible iidea, as its establishment
*

bjr law would raise mkny diffilculties, It would also 

be a top-heavy organisation iif the membership were to be 

as outlined in para 64 of Chaipter X, In our view, it 

would be better to give certaiin well defined and 

adc’itional powers to the exis^ting S .S .C .e ] Board in 

the ''̂ runarat Sxate, instead of' setting up a very big 

Board as proposed by the Commiission, Further, separate 

accord of recognisat ion b;- thae Directorate as v/ell as 

by the S+ate Board of School Eduiation, as advocated 

by the Corriinission, is also not felt to be desirable, 

as it would only generate unntecessary and avoidable 

friction.

(16'> "(he above remarks are .'summarised belcw in 

trbular form:-
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^ecoinnehc aiion^lTo  ̂ I^gree~ orHib' not~~agree ~

1?0 Do not agree

l?0(l)(a ') Do not agree

1?0(?'> Agree in so far as the existing

S .B .C , :E .  Board may conduct the 

exariin;ations at the end of the 

Lower, as well as the Higher

.......  __Second(ary stage.

12C(3) Do not agree, to the taking

over o:f a ll  vocational education 

by eitfher the State Bo rd of 

School Ec^^cation 02' the existing 

S.S.C .JE. Board. This would 

better be done by a State level 

organijsat ion f or c endue t ing 

techniccal exaninat ions under 

the Dljrectorate of Technical 

Education - we already have such



a 'bccdy in our State.

12 0 (4 ) Agreee that a Special Coi-rr.ittee should

be fset up under the S .S .C .E . Board 

whein the higher secondary stage is 

int 'roduced.

120( 5 ) Agr^ee as far as mechanisation is

conicerned. As regards the setting 

up of Special Boards, we are of the 

vie^w that Independent Bor^rds may be 

setG up when the number of candidates 

exc^eeds a certain optimum figure 

presently for 3 to 4 years, say,

1 llac of candidates.
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( 1 7 ) Recomr.iendation ]Mo.]12l(l)

(18) Kecommendation No. 121(2)

Agreed.

Agreed.

( 1 9 ) Recommendaticn No. 121(3 ) ' Agreed.

(2 0 ) Recomjrjendation No_»_122 ; In our view all  unrecognised 

institutions which are f.reouently conducted on a commercial 

basis and in an ineffici^ent and educationally unsound 

manner, are an evil v«/hic;h needs to be controlled. We, ■

therefore, agree that thie possibility of legislation in 

this regard should be inivestigated and the findings 

communicsted to the Statfces. As regards vesting of powers 

in the State G-overnments, such powers already exist as far 

as recognised institi.iticons are concerned, and it is not 

felt necessary to introduce a Register of Unrecognised 

Institutions as well - :in our view the only distinction 

should be between aided recognised institutions and 

recognised but not aidf cd institu^-ions, and no one 

should be permitted to run unrecognised educational 

institut ions.



HIGHER 3DUCATI0N ; OBJECTIVfES AND IMPROVIiMEJ'IT
rCHAPTBR X :i)

(1) Recommendation No. 12:3: . In general agreement
t

except that we have ou^wn cdoubts whether it would 

really be proper to stipulatfce that ”to strive to 

pro^mote equity and social juistice” should be one of 

the objectives of the University, It may be fraught 

with danger and might easily provide a handle for 

politicians to interfere in .academic affairs etc. 

Similarly, the view expressecd in para 02 of this 

Chapter, that the "functions of Universities change 

from time to time” , needs also to be accepted with 

caution as this might lead to:> unwarranted controversies,

(2) Recommendation No.l24;r This Government agree 

in general with the first tv;oi sub-sections. Regarding 

the third sub-section, caution is needed. In our 

opinion, the best way for universities to help school 

improvement would be through ttaking up greater 

responsibility for teacher training in a wide.variety 

of subjects. In ’our opinion, it is not necessary for 

universities themselves to runi experimental schools

as such a course might only dissipate their energies, 

which could be better utilised elsewhere. We agree 

that a Variety of Extension Service programmes should 

be conducted by the Teacher Training Colleges which 

universities should conduct or even affiliate in 

larger numbers than at present,

(3) Recommendation No.124; Sub-sections 4 & 5 z 

This Government fully agrees with the view expressed 

in paras 08 and 09 that our uni-versities, by and 

large, have responded ”too weakly to the challenge of 

Asiatic culture” , ?nd therefore they must make more 

attempts to "foster national consciousness" and ensure
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’̂ that every student whoD passes out of an Indian 

university takes '-with hiim some understailding of 

Indians Cultural Herita^ge^ its past achievements 

and ttiumphs in the fielcd of Art, philosophy, Science 

and so on'\« In fact we would go a step further and 

suggest vhother all uniwersity students should not 

necessarily be required to take a course in Indian 

civilisation, on the anailogy of students in America 

where a course in Wester’n Civilisation is compulsory, 

as pointed out by the Coimmission themselves (end o*:̂  

para 09), Only then in cour opinion could the desirable 

goal of ’’bringing the cemtre of gravity of Indian * 

academic life back to Indiia” which the Commission * 

advocate, be accomplished! successfully, and with ^  

chance of remaining in th e country after once being 

brou^t here from abroad.

(4) Recommendation No.. 125. Agreed. Here, I, would 

like to point out that if  the ’’social ambitions and "  ̂

expectations of the people” are to be given a proper'• 

consideration, a great maniy measures would also need
A

to be taken, the first of which would be not to gp^ '̂o 

any extremes in refusing opportunities of higher 

education to large ^sectors of our society merely . 

because they do not come up to certain standards that f" 

we might have prescribed bŷ  way of selectivity being-.  ̂

adopted at the university level. Similarly, too great ■ ' 

a curb cannot bo put on the development *6f affiliated  

colleges merely on the groumds of limiting enrolment 

or of a glut of Arts and Ccmimerce colleges in the

country. Tor strict an enfr>rcement of otherwisej^esire-
I

able restrictive measures ^ i  ght have the effect of 

stifling those very ’’rising social ambition.g” of 

Wffocating the ’’expectations” which tho
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(5) Re comm end ion NofS. 126 to 131 (Mai or ~

Universities); Comments g;iven separately.

(6 ) Re comm end at 1 on No > 1.321 We agree in a general

manner that good colleges ]may be encouraged, but we

are not able to concur wlt'h recommendation No. 132(1) 

to the effect that colleg;e;s should be classified 

according to the level of ftheir performance, or that 

the assistance or grant g;iwen to colleges should be 

related to such classification. Such a measure is 

likely to be inridious iii pr^<rbij:>e-and:'iiiigiit^-even 

lead t:o an excuse for favomritism at different lev^el#^ 

Besides, all colleges which come to a certain 

#^tiinum standard should also be assured of getting 

sfî me expected minimum amounit of grant, since other* 

wise they might be very uncertain in their plans and 

W0Uld always be on tenter books. It would thereffte 

be desirable to lay dfwn some scheme for additional 

grants as a reward of efficiency, or for undertaking 

particular measures for development--in some fields, ’ 

where meritorious performance’Has been demonstrated.

A?apt from such merit grant, there should not be any 

direct linkage between assi stance and level of 

performance.

(7) Begf»mmendation No. 132 C2 )ii^XJnablie t^-agTfte t# 

this reeommendation. This scheme, in our view, is 

rather ambitious and can wait till standards have 

risen appreciably.

(8 ) Recommendation No.l33i We are in general 

agreement with the following* sub**sections?

133(1) - regarding reduction in form^ 
teaching and increase in 
independent ani guided teaching,

'I
133(2) - regf^rding^ improv^ent of libraries.
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133(3) - regartding the desirability of

promo ting original thinking and 

discoiuraging memory work.

133(4) - rega:rcding contact between under

graduates and senior teachers, 

particularly at the earliest 

stages of a new subject.

133(5) - regai*dling improving the contents 

and quality of lectures, one hour 

of lecture work implying three to 

four hours* work of study-time on 

the part of the students,

133(6) - regarding teachers staying in their 

institutions during term time.

133(8) - regarding experimentation in (a)

handling large numbers of students

• and (b) some teaching work being

done* by research students and post
's

graduate students aj^er thei|f fi'r^t 

year. Hr^wever the first^of.th'-ese 

. may involve considerable e^^ense on
>

the installation of microphon;es etc.

1€3(9) - regarding study of methodology at 

the .stage of higher education by 

Schools of Education, the Universities 

and also the affiliated colleges, as 

well as the UGH. Such a measure in 

our opinion would considerably improve 

collegiate education, especially at 

the lower stages and thus benefit new 

entrants greatly.
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133(11) regarding intternal assessment

supplementin^g the external examina- 

tionr' Safeguiards would, however, 

be iiecessary to prevent misuse cf the 

internal exarmination system which 

unfortunately/" has already begun to 

manifest its e lf  of late.

133<12>- regarding the .'Setting up of a Central 

Examination Rleform Unit by the UGG«

133(13)*" regarding rec^rlentation •I' University

teachers to aidopting new and. improved

techniques of evaluation^ It would,

however, be d<esirable to run a short

term training course for university

teachers instcead of a programme

neminars as this* would be more apt to

improve their effieiency.

This Gpvernment is not in agreement with

Ing '«ul5iiy«ettions of recommendation TJ«.133*

1|3^(7) - concerning thie making of all new

appointments only during vacation

time. Hawever desirable this may be, 
such a measure is not practicable 
particularly in  affiliated colleges

and in a situation where a number of

college^ are springing up every year,

creating pres,«u.re of demands. We,

however, agree that it is a desirable

aim and should be kept in view as far

as possible.

133(10) - regarding replacement of the external 

examination by a system of internal 

and continuous evaluation by the
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woiuld amount to complete abrogation 

of the Universities‘ authority in 

fav^our of teaching departments or 

perihaps the affiliated colleges<.

We would advocate a synthesis of 

the two methods.

133(14) - regarding abolition of remuneration 

to e^xaminers and limiting the 

numbter of scripts to be examined by 

one (examiner to 500 in a year,

Neitlher of these measures is 

practical in the existing situation, 

Againi the system of payment to 

examiners appears to work well in 

practice, though we agree that a 

limit may be imposed ^n the total 

remuneration to be earned by any 

examlnier within a year. We are 

strongly in favour of the grading 

system advocated in para 11.56 of 

the Report.

(9 ) Recommendation No.134« Remarks offered
' .y

isepa#ately.

( I f )  petommendation I\T̂ o.135 (1 ) _& (2 ) : Agreed in

general. I would point out, however, that the various 

measures advocated by the Commission, such as the 

pr#visi#n ©f orientation, a fully developed health 

service, provision of residential facilities, guidance 

and counselling, etc. and also financial aid to 

students, are all measures which imply very heavy 

expenditure both at the State level as well as at the 

Central level. We can therefore only agree in a broad 

way to the desirability of these recommendations being 

implemente«^, while pointing out that this would depend 

on the availability of resources.
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(11) Recommendation N ocl35(3 )s Cannot agree. With 

present trend of opening more and more colleges

.vea in smaller towns, the provisiion of hostel lacilities

;.i ouch a large scale is likely t o  be wasted. The

‘^jarat University requires of a college that it must 

i'-.-p/e hostel accommodation for 30 s5tudents irrespective 

’’lie size of the college, as a p>art of its conditions

. • a ffiliation . It is  obvious th at  in such circumstances 

o aim prescribed by the Commissi(on is very high,

(12) Recommendation No. 1 3 5 (4 )  ̂ Agreed to tne idea, 

coverage appears -excessive and over-ambitious,

ri3) Recommendation No^lSSCS) ;̂ rad ( 7 ) : This Government

■ able only to agree in a broad way to the desirability

'1 these measures being adopted and would express the

• c/r that it be tried on a pilot b a s is  in some selected 

.ersities in  every region so as to demonstrate both

■ utility  as well as fe a s ib ility ,

14) Recommendation No. 1 3 5 (6 ) i Agreed*

•15 ) Recommendation Nos. 136 and. 1 3 7 : This Go/ernment

caken careful noise of the views expressed by the 

TLilssion in para 75 of Chapter XI* We agree that a

. ual sense of being engaged in a creative partnership
o

''aademic work w ill go far in remooving tensions and 

.•'removing student discipline. V/e also support the idea 

joint committee of teachers and students for 

-..Aissing and redressing genuine d ifficu ltie s  of 

v: • c We are not, however, quite convinced of the

■̂ >,.̂ ’̂^ 6 5 3  of holding annual conferences of student 

. - j . 'issntatives in universities and colleges.

U 6 )  Recommendation No. 1371 Agreed.
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xHIGnSR BDUGATION
(Major Unlver3ii-la.ec' and Medium or Instruction)

(1 ) This Governme5nc agrees in general that  many 

protalems have to bo f aced In the field nf higher 

education in our couint-ry .as a whole, particularly 

because the content and quality of higher education 

given today is inaae(quate for our present needs, and 

even for our future iTequirements. We also agree 

th a t  many views are prevalent today which are 

uncongenial to the growth of intellectual vitality , 

and therefore, the qmestion of improving the quality 

of education, particu.lei'ly at the higher stage, has 

assumed a crucial imp(ortance,.

(2 ) Ma.1 or Universi-itless \:i‘e are, however, not quite 

convinced that the esiLablishment of Major Universities 

could be a pana:)ja f'̂ r? r,;.! biie short(-omlngs that 

prevail tnday* In faut it is possible that the adopt- 

tir,n of a nomenclature' rJUL.h as "Major Univeruit es" or 

•‘Advanced Centres" mig.ht rev?alt in generatSto^ unwarranted 

tensions in the acad©*nJ.a world* However, we agree that 

whatever is possible, should be done to ensure that 

first class post-grad’j s -̂ :9 work and res^saroh is rendered 

possible, which must be  of a- standard comparable-to 

tibher good universities in  different parts of the world. 

In our vi©^, this should be attempted through the 

-levelopment of good poGt—graduate <?entres as and where 

they exist in the precemt universities of the country, 

and whero they have shown themselves worthy of special 

encouragement. It should be open to the UGC to give'-' ' 

additional grants to sneh deserving centres which have 

been selected on merit, in  order to accelerate attain

ment of the desired standardJ excellence, which would



make them comparable to standard luniver sitl es in 

other countries. Such concentratilon of efforts in 

bringing ,out the potentialities oiT existing post

graduate centres would, in our opi.nion, pay better 

dividends in the matter of achievi.ng excellence of 

and attainment and performance, raither than attempt

ing to develop a few selected universities  into 

'•Major Universities”* Subject to the foregoing 

reservation, we are in  broad agreeiment with recommenda

tion No.127 and its different sub-;sections. In our 

opinion, about half of these scholarships should be 

reserved for students coming from outside the jurisdicfejcn 

of the particular university where the centre of 

study is located.

(3 ) Recommendation in para 55 of Chapter I ; The 

adoption of English as the sole medlium of instruction 

in any of the centres of advanced s'tudy might cause 

injustice as well as hardship to st»^dents from other 

parts of the country, even though t;hey may be otherwise 

talented and able. It is , therefore, necessary that 

any tests or examinations that may Ibe administered for 

selecting students for admission in1to a centre of 

advanced study should invariably be held in Hindi as 

well as the regional language,

(4) Re commendation Nos. 128 and 1 2 9 : It is net

necessary to confine such clusters t-o any proposed 

’’Major University” but they can be Located wherever the 

development of such centres has shown that special 

treatment is indicated. We also agree that the major 

portic^n of the expenditure on such clusters of advanoed 

o^tjrea of study should be met by the UGC as it might 

easily be beyond the financial resourt^es of individual 

States, particularly when they might be catering to 

students from different parts of the country.
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(5 ) Before I concllude, I should point out that this 

Government is not abJle to agree to the formation of 

Major universities ewen through the conversion of some 

existing universitiejs which may perhaps be considered 

for selection for beilng upgraded to the status of a 

“major" university. This is because by the very nature 

of things, all existi.ng universities are bound to have 

large numbers of unde;rgraduate students enrolled in 

them and most of such undergraduate students would 

presumably be requirecd to be shed off after the conversion 

of the university into a "major” one, as proposed by the 

Commission. The process of such shedding off w ill in 

every event operate ha^r shly against a large number of 

«5tudents, for no fault; o f theirs, and would generate 

considerable resentmenit and may even occasion unrest*

This is another reason, why existing universities cannot 

be upgraded and conver'ted into the kind of "Major" 

universities envisaged by the Commission. Briefly, the 

starting of a "Major Um iversity", ^  in it io , would involve 

c©ll#ssal outlay and would also imply a drain of qualified 

personnel from other exiisting universities, or alternatively 

the import of such personnel in large numbers from outside. 

B«th 0f these factors w^ould render a "major" university 

an impractical proposit ion. Similarly, any attempt to 

convert an existing uni'versity into a "major" one would 

also not be feasible and would involve large scale injustice 

t# students and might generate crisis. P^om all points of 

view, therefore, the idea of a major university should in 

our opinion be dropped, and we should be content with 

developing a number of C^entres of Advanced Study in different 

parts «f the country through a process of judicious selection 

and every possible encouragement to deserving centres in

universities. A well planned scholarship progranne 

would also help our more brilliant students to derive full 

benefit from these Centres c-f Advanced Study and in  this
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manner the gener.al̂ -iri:a-i-idard of h_Lgher eiJa-oation could 

be expected to bo raised apprcciaibly v;ithin the 

perceivable near futi'ire.,

X7
REFORM OF C2.l,55 - 11 .57 )

(1) We agree broaily vrith the views contained in para 

11^55, sub-paras 1^2 and 3. but vould polrt out that it

is  essential to acJcertaln the views of the universities 

in this connection, beicre ar// acitj-on is ta^en by the 

Goverrmient of India for implementing the .recommendations 

in question, I would i.dd thac thie paper prepared by 

Dr, Tayl<=>r contains 2Ug:2estionr v/hich in general ‘̂ e  

.quite valuable but their implen.erji'cation would. depend * 

necessarily on the speedy setting; up of the propos^ed-* 

Examination Reform Jnit of the.Ce;ntf'e and the recommenda

tions to be made by that Unite

(2 ) Regarding t h : proposals contained in  para 11^56,^

we agree that it would be desira-le to adopt a syst*em of 

grading of answer soriptc which '.rculd bring out whether 

an examinee belongs, say, to the top 20 per cent his 

class or to the botboniSO per ccnt.^ We also agree that 

even i f  the prusbnt exa.mina-ion and classifica

tion of resu.lt s is ■ cont-inued (as is  likely for a long 

time to come)^ it should ba ouppi eD-onGGd by giving the 

relative grading of ,vt;iients in the t-̂ jue certificate.

 ̂ (3) Turning now to tlie reccmmc.ndation contained in

para 11 .57 to the effect chat no fee should be paid to 

the examiners for narking ans'wer scripts up to the' extent 

of 500 in a year, vo are n'̂ )t able to agree, firstly  

because the revision of Salary seales of teachers at the 

higher education stage is a siDe-qaa'^norj of-this 

recommendation, and iu is doubtful whether the resources

available in our country will permit the implementation

of such revision of scales throughout. Secondly, we

already have a stri -et of rule-J for ensuring that

teachers are not tempted to accep-'t an unduly large quantum 
of examination workc Certain ceilings are enforced 
regarding the remun<r;ration which chey can accept, and the. 
system appears to work quite wollo Lastly, non-payment 
for examination work implies that answer scripts w ill  h 
to be divided fairly  equally ariong all available teacher 
irrespective of any con rd derat ion. whether they are 
experienced cr inexpcriencud, a.nd this might adversely 
affect the discretion of the universities to exclude 
teachers who are 2101 found suitable, which would not be 
desirable*
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XVI

HIGHER EDUCATIONiENEOIMENT AND PROGRA]\'MES
(CHAPW FTTT)

(1) Recommendation .No«138; This 8-overnment agrees

in a broad way v/ith ithe recommendation. It would not, 

however, be quite r ig h t  to ignore the social and 

cultural aspiration o f  the community in this regard.

Some allowance w ill  have to be given for those factors. 

Again according to thie Commission's own views expressed 

elsewhere in their Re^port (Chapters XIV , XV, XVIII etc .) 

the machinery for estimating manpower requirements needs 

to be improved and made more exact, so as to supply 

more precise and more reliable data for the guidance 

of planners and administrators.

(2) Recommendation Ng?,.13 9 : While we agree that

’’selective admission’’ would have to be resorted to, 

yet we feel that we wiLll have to proceed warily in 

this regard. It may not be possible for a long time 

to come to deviate from the basis of examination marks 

now adopted for determiining admission.

(3) In our State, so far as admissions to medical 

and engineering colleges are concerned, we have 

evolved a system which takes into account the extra 

curricular proficiency of a student. But here again, 

we have framed a definite  set of rules reducing the 

discretion to the barest minimum. One cannot escape 

the fact that admissions according to a set of rules 

however rigid would not invite criticism from the 

public as would discretion exercised however 

judiciously. Any reform, therefore, in the matter

of admissions v/ould have to be introduced with the 

greatest care and caution.
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(4) Again where there is s3oine merit in the procedure 

proposed for selection on the? iDasis of "school clusters", 

considerable undesirable pres5siures may come into play in 

the actual formp.tion and sele^ction of those clusters, 

which may ultimately do more harm than good.

Subject to these remarrks, we generally agree 

with part 2 and 3 of this recjommendation.

(5) Recommendation No. 140 : This Government agrees

only in a general manner to tihe desirability of adopting 

correspondence courses, eveni.ng colleges etc. which 

should include provision for ;science and technology, 

particularly for the earner-1.earners. We would here 

point out that no attempts to train  teachers at the 

primary level should be made 'through any correspondece 

course, as such a measure is ?not likely to succeed, for 

reasons mentioned by us elsewlhere. I would add that

the expectation that about a third of the tota3. 

enrolment in higher education could be provided fo r , 

through correspondence courses and other part-time 

institutions for giving education, appears to us to 

be excessively ambitious.

(6) Recommendation N o .141 : Accepted.

In fact, these factors are net new what is really 

desired is firmness and courage in the matter of 

handling the question of affi'llation  strictly on 

merit rather than on extraneoius considerations.

(7) Recommendation N o .142 : Government agrees in

principle to the desirability of confining post

graduate research work only to really well-equipped 

institutions, but would not go so far as to say 

that the bulk of post-graduate and research work 

should be restricted to the universities only or to 

University Centres, as advocat:ed by the Commission
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in para 27 of Chapter X II of their Report. We however 

agree that the policy of admission of students to post 

graduate and research courses should be more strict 

than at present, and t hat for this purpose, rigorous 

tests of admission mus t be devised and adopted by 

Universities which sboiuld also take into account the 

Cumulative Record of peerformance etc. of the prospective 

students or prospective research student before 

admitting him. We a ls o  agree that more scholarships 

should be provided to r^esearch students in order to 

raise the quality of re.search work and also that the 

Central Government shou Id assume full responsibility for 

post graduate education and research work.

(8) Recommendat ion No , 143 : Agreed.

(9) Recommendation ITos^ 144» 143 and 1 4 6 ; It may 

be difficult in a large country like ours, to 

implement th s recpmmendation, since by the very nature 

of the geographical situiation in our country, it would 

be rare to find 30.colle)ges "in  close proximity" of a 

University, unless it happens to be an Unitary one,

or is situated in a larg^e town or city. We agree also 

to sub-section (7) of Re (c ommendat ion No. 145 regarding 

increase of Central assistance through the U .G .C .

(10) Recommendation N o .1 4 7 : This is a good idea, and

should be vigorously pursued by the U .G .C . in order 

to mako it a reality as early as possible. Inciden

tally , I would point out that the Higher Education 

Council set up by the Gujarat Government some years 

ago, has also accepted in principle the idea of the 

different Universities in the State, coming together, 

and mutually agreeing to a coordinated ■nYY\cry»oTr.rr,̂
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beiiig worked out by the VlLce-Chancellors for several 

subjects and it is hoped t; hat it v;ill take a practical 

shape soon.

(11) Recommendation^lfo^S§^: / e^areunable Po^agree 

to sub-section (2 ) ,  where three types of courses are 

recommended, namely gene rail, special and honours 

courses. In our view, it is sufficient in a Three- 

Year-Degree course to have? only this general and the 

special courses. In fact the Special Courses could 

be raised up to honours st;andard by increasing the 

depth, in a suitable manne^r. Further, we are of the 

view that all Universities^ should be free to adopt the 

Special Courses, and also that the level of attainment 

in the special courses . should be more or less on a 

par in a ll  Universities, In  order both to ensure 

comparability, as v/ell as to have uniformity of 

standards of attainment, a^mong the different 

Universities in the countr*y.

(12) Recommendation No>l-48, sub-sections (4 ), (3)

and ( 6 ) : Agreed.

(13  ) Recommendation No>1.48, sub-section (7) ' Agreed 

only in so far it pertains to science subjects, but 

is of the view that the study of a "second v\forld 

language" may not be neces’sary for subjects in the 

Humanities - we would also) point out here that it 

has no where been made clear by the Commission 

exactly which languages should be deemed to be covered 

by the description of "World Languages", and it 

appears desirable to specify these languages in 

order to make it possible to take some action on 

this recommendation.

( 1 4 ) Recommendation No. 148* sub-section (9) - 

paras 50 and 31 of Chapter X I I r Agreed.
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(15) Recommendation M o .149‘ This Government agrees 

th t the importance of study rnd research in the SociaJ. 

Sciences, as vzell as off the tehavioural sciences, has 

increased in the moderm age, and the time has come to 

recognise their importamce and their potentialities of 

significantly affecting^ the development of modern society. 

Such recognition is neoessary in order to provide a 

corrective to the over—emphasis that is seen in some 

parts of the country in favour of enrolment in Science,

as is pointed out by thee Commission in para 55 of 

Chapter X II of their Rejport, We agree broadly to the 

four fold methods recommiended in different sections of 

recom.mendation No, 149, ffor promoting the scientific 

study of Social Sciences, and would add that such 

studies would be conside^rably helped by increasing the 

employment potential of holders of degrees in the 

Social Sciences indiffe^rent fields.

(16) Recommenc’at ion N o , 150 : This Government is in

general agreement, I wo^uld add that different 

universities as well as iStates should be consulted 

regarding the particular areas which they specially v;ish 

to study. Once any particular University is loiown to 

have selected a particular area for its special field

of study, no other Univejrsity should, normally, elect 

to make a study in that ^very area - in this manner 

the different area studies would get enough support,

’as well as the necessary optimum supply of prospective 

students.

Recommendation No>.151 : Agreed broadly. We

would however point out that merely recognising the 

importance of the Study of Humanities w ill  not suffice 

to promote them, unless t.he prospective employers of 

experts in these f ie ld s , (which in most cases are the 

Universities or Government departments) also gives 

special recognition to the experts in Humanities and 

also make some provision for the study of the 

relevant sub.;)ects in the Universities, by adopting 

schemes for specia.l grants to those colleges and 

University Departments which undertake the advanced 

study in the Humanities at a high level.

(18) Recommendation N o .152 ; No remarks.
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XtVII

AFFI LI^TETLS)ilLJGES^A.®i^
lC h a p t e r s ‘ x:i, XTI «: Z I I I )

(1) In the beginning 31 wcu7,d state th^t t:he 

proposed distinctions bettv/een Major Universities, 

’̂aspirant” Centres, and CCentrcs of Advanced Learning^ 

etc. which are advocated by the Goirmissicn are likely  

to be resented in the acaademic viorld and create 

unno?;essary tensions, thoiugh the idea of evolving 

centres of excellence is 3in itself -a welcome one. It 

appears necessary, therefcore^ not to get involved in 

any nomenclature? jf the ttype proposed by che 

Commission and v;e need not: convert any University int<  ̂

a '*Major” one, nor insist on the creation of any pre- 

C=»termined number of such centres -̂f excellence. It 

would be more appropriate "to admii: something which the 

Commission themselves have conceded^ nc-mej.ŷ . the pay

ment of a grant by the UGC equal to the “critical 

m.inimum” to every existing Post-Graduate Centre and, 

ill addition, the payment cf  ̂ special .grants to -chose 

Poi::t'-Graduate Centres whichi have shown positive signs 

of excellence, with the prf'^vis:: that such special 

grants weuld continue only cas Inng as tl.e high standarfi 

Was maintained by the recei]p:i .̂ent centre,

(2) Object to the foreg^.oing remarks, this 

Government agrees broadly to) the ideas advocated in 

paragraphs 34-37 of Chapter XI of the Commission's 

Report which are s^immardsod .in Recommendaticr No. 131 

and its 6 sub-s act ion We would, however  ̂ point out 

that the reconinendation made in 131(1) fcr inducing 

talented students from such c^entres to join the teach

ing profession would succeed only i f  the teaching 

prof--^ssirn in general offers ;prospects and sr.'pe to
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such talented students which are comparable to those 

'o ffered  by other fields of life .

(3) Recommendation No. 132; This Government is 

not in favour of classifying affiliated colleges 

because the proposed criteria such as the quality of 

staff, quality of students, quality of student 

discipline, innovations in teaching procedures, etc. 

are all matters which cannot be measured in an^

objective-manner. Rirther, the proposed classifica

tion would generate an atmosthfre which may nbt be 

quite healthy and might set in motion certain 

undesirable pr.actices such as attempts to brin^ 

influence on the authorities for revising the classi

fication of {the colleges etc. For the same reason it 

would bQ dangerous to link the grant-in-aid, farticiilarly 

the i?odtine type of grant-in-aid, with the classifica

tion of affiliated c^.lleges. On the other hand, there 

should be r*: ob;)crticn to ^ivking out colleges which 

are doing excellent work and giving them special grants 

for improvement. We are thus unable to agree to 

recommendation No. 132(1). *

(4) Recommendation No.132(2 )3  Autonomous Stptus;

We are in broad agreement though it may he ^ in t e d  out 

that the idea is utipian in nature and in.. any case 

would require^the consent of different universities. 

Should, however, any university be willing-t«?v^ive
%

•au|cnomous status to a college within'its^iris(fiction  

in view of spe<?ial merits possessed by that college, 

the State Government would have no ^^bjection. t

(5) Regarding affiliation to private colleges dealt
i

>^ith in recommendation No. 161 (para 53 of Chapter K I I ) ,  

in thiy State, the power to give’ affiliation? vest3 in 

Government and a notification is issued by the Secretary 

to G itjrnment after receiving the recommendations of the
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Senate of the University conccerned. A convention, 

hewever, has grown and has beeen scrupulously observed 

of granting affiliation to thde colleges strictly in 

accordance with whatever recoDmmendation has been made 

by the Senate of the concerneod University, even though 

the ultimate power of actuall3.y granting affiHiation 

vests in Government. This Gowernment, therefore, has 

no objection if the ultimate jpower to grant affiliation 

is actually left with the diffferent universities vho 

fh«uld only be required to cornsult the State Government 

before granting the proposed Eaffiliation, If the State 

Gevernment is not in a positia>n to give grants to the 

|»^teed  new colleges, that f^act would be indicated to 

the and should be ttaken int® aeeount by the

university before granting of affiliatifn.

fara, 53 (jp) Of Chapter X lllt In the (tijarat 

State, we already have a States M<il«^ry iommittee for 

Higher Bduoation where all the? Vice-Ghaneel!^§rs are 

membe»f and they are quite frese to raise any question 

regarding grant-in-aid to affiliated eellegef if  they

ISfA . 60 of Chapter KIIII: Broadly agreed, but

we are nfb in a position to cormmit ourselves te 

ac«e01ng |jhe formula proposed by the Commission 

w it l it  a detailed and thorougih examination all its 

flnan|plaf. tmpli cat ions, -I wouUd also mentign that 

re«en^l7  tke rules of grant-in—aid to affiliated 

o|tf.lege(| have been revised in tbhe Gujarat State and a 

has been made for higher grants to Science 

M H L e g ^  as jtapared to Arts amd Commerce Gjplleges*

a "  *ega«dA ^he recommendation 0)f the Gommisiian that 
an affiJ-iWced follege should bes expected to provide 
an enc^^en^ f# fte, 5 lakhs and until that beeiimes 

to make a contributiom equivalent to the 
jipte«e|| IP  the sum,of Rs«5 lakhis, thl* Goveipnmeni; is

as it would bie a very heajthy check 
on eration of sub-staindard colleges*

(§) alojejl to the above remtarks, we are in general 
a ĵjjeement wlfk recommendation N̂ o. 181 and its suli-sectkns.
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SCIENCE EDUG^ATION AND RESEARCH f Chapter TVl)

(1) Recommendation No.. 188; The comparison between the 

"proportion of the G.N ..P . per capita" and the ” per capita 

expenditure on EducatioDn and Research**, which the Oommission 

have made, does not appoear to us to be quite proper, gince 

the two are not correlaited necessarily, in any cai^s^e^and 

effect manner, nor^ is i1t certain that any increase*' in" per 

capita expenditure, wouUd necessarily iiaply an increase in 

the G»N,P. per capita, aas^the. Commission themselvos have 

point^out elsewhere in tbheir Report. As the Corami.ssion 

themselves have said the> percentage of such expenditure rises 

with the growing economy and development of a countryo *To 

compare our expenditure "therefore, in terms of percentage, 

with a country like the lU.S.A. at the present tloie-,̂ “would 

not only be fallacious, >^ut result in creating an 

unnecessarily gloomy pictture. If  a comparison has to be 

made at all, it could mor^e appropriately be done in relation 

to tha't span of time in w)hieh, say, the U .SaA ., wa8 in a 

comparable stage of develcopment, to indicate whether our 

progress was on the right ]^in.es.-Subject to .■yies/i.-'-remarks we 

agree broadly that 'the \uaility, and., the expenditure on 

education, as well as Resejarch in,Science and Technology, 

need to be raised in"our c<ountry, and suitable steps neSd 

to be taken in the matter. We also agree that a.-seloctive 

approach needs to be adopted in order to raise the standards 

of attainment and to make t:hem internationally comioarabltg.

V7e agree that a selected number of centres, (subject to the 

lemarks (Contained in our le'tter concerning Higher Education 

pent separately) would help greatly to attain this end. We 

also agree that all steps shiould he taken to achieve a high 

effiQiency,
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(2) Recommendation 189* Agreed to sub-'section (1 ) .  As
%

regards sub—section (2) of this recommendation we agree that 

a number of centres for study in science and mathematics 

should be developed, and we do not think it would be desirable 

to resort to such terminology as "advanced Centres etc .’* 

but we would advocate, that what is most important is the 

♦development’ of the Centre, rather than its being desi^ated  

as an advanced centre. ^Vhere conditions have so developed, 

the U .G .C . should be free to give special grants to such 

centres to accelerate their development and growth, but the 

right to get such grants has to be earned and retained Tiy 

a ftontinuous effort and output of a high level of work* This 

aspect will need to be kept in view 'ky any committee whish 

the U ,G .C , may constitute.

(3) Recommendation No.l8<^: Sub^sections (3^ to (S )z A ^eed

(4) Recommendation No.180: Sub-section (8^;  While not 

denying the importance of Class records and the journal

9f experiments done by the' students, this Government ig nqt 

able to agree to the abolition of the practical examination 

in science, as a part of the final examination; n©t unless 

the internal evaluation techniques in this field particularly 

are well developed. However steps may "fee .taken.to ensure that 

the ultimate result of a student does not depend solely on a 

few practicals, as this might harshly affect even gf̂ od students 

due to mere chance•

(5) Reeommendation ?^.189, suli-section No.^Q^; Agreed.We have 
however some doubts regarding combination courses as they would 
t«nd to lower' Standard^ 16 rthe main" Speciality. • , r.

(6) Recommendation No.180.^1^) & ( 1 1 ) ; Agreed.

(^) Recommendation No.180(12^; Many of the subjects detailed 

in para 32 of Chapter XVI may not be capable of being handled 

liy the existing staff in six months to one year, over and 

aliove their normal duties in the Technological Institutes, 

or National Laboratories as the case may be. Some of these 

courses should, therefore, first be adopted on a pilot basis, and 

the additional expenditure and staff etc.
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(8) Recommendation No .U 8 9 ( 1 3 1 l Agreed only in principle,

as we feel that there aire severe limitations to what can be 

done through Correspondeence Courses. o We however,

agree that additional ccourses for training laboratory 

technicians and other skk;illed type of operators and super

visors should be organizz;ed, since this is a sector of Technic^ 

Education that has not roeceift^d sufficient attention in 

our country so far.

(9) Recommendation No. 18^9(14); Not agreed since the useful

ness of such a degree woiuld te strictly limited. Further,

the desired ends could bee attained by permitting pedagogy to

he taken as a minor subjesct, in comVination with a major

science subject. Similarrly, a student might take up Research 

and Methodology as a minoDr su¥dect in combination with 

a science subject.

(i« ) Recommendation No. 18 *̂ f̂ 15V and (16) i Agreed

(11) Recommendation No.l8^^fl7V! This is misleading as 

it stands, since a referemce to para 39 of Chapter XVI 

of the Report^ makes its qiuite clear thac the number of 

Greek and Latin roots whic]h_students of Science and. 

particularly of Medicine, would Ve required to learn, is 

not "only a few” , l»ut totaHs a thousand. To quote the

Commission, "the yocabularyr. is mainly based on a thousand -

Greek and Latin roots” . Fur'ther,: it has to be remembered 

that the mere learning of t;he roots of a classical language/ 

is not sufficient, since it would not enable a student to • 

readily understand the techmical terms that might have been 

derived from these roots, \toat the student would inevitably 

and necessarily require in aiddition, would be some idea^of-  ̂

the way in which different wfords and terms are formed from 

the roots or derived from th^em, and this would necessarily 

involve a considerable study of certain'aspects of grammar, 

of l50th Greek and Latin. The matter, therefore, is not so 

simple, as this recommendation woiild appear to make out.
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(12) Another aspect whichIrHiS to be considered here is the 

extent to which the technicail terms of the ma.i or world 

languages are actually derivced from, or related to, Greek and 

Latin. So fai* as our informaation goes, neither Russian nor 

the German language derive tT'heir technical te'^inology from 

Greek or Latin, but prefer t (0 use their own language, or use 

terms derived from Isladic, cor Tautonic, or Slavonic 

languages. This fact would ^strictly limit the utility of 

any study of Greek and Latin roots# Secondly, the Commission 

themselves have advocated th€e adoption of the Regional 

Languages as media of instrucction, and' it is, therefore, 

logical and necessary that scome steps should \e taken for 

making it possible for the reegional languages to be used,

in an increasing number of su:i(i)jects in an -ever widening 

field. This would be both facialitated and accelerated, not 

>y a study of Greek and Latini roots, but Toy a study of 

certain selected Sanskrit roo:)ts« and of the related rules 

for forming words therefrom. Such a selective study would 

not appear either unfamiliar o r ,outlandish to the average 

Indian s+udent, since almost ^every ond* of the existing 

Indian lan^ages has a large stork ^f words which are either
I

pure Sanskrit even now, or ha-ve been derived from Sanskr.it 

words. Hence the student alre?ady has an unconscious 

familiarity with the rules of derivation from Sanskrit 

roots, and the measure adirocalted above would enable him ,to 

study science at a fairly advanced, technical level through 

the regional languages, more. effectively, i t  would also 

help national integration.

(13) >/hat I have said above does not detract in any manner 

from the necessity of studying English and other world 

languages by way of a ’Library language*. At the earlier 

stages of learning science, however, it appears necessary 

to attach greater importance to the learning of the basic 

£TAngiples of the science concerned, rather than to the
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OT which might only >ecome rnecessary at some late"" .A 

advanced stage. I f  at all thherefore, a study of Greek and ,

Latin roots becomes necessairy, it may be undertak'^n at the 

Degree level^or preferably iin the first year of tht Pest 

Graduate course, when a studdent is more mature, and his 

motivation to learn somethimg new will be much greater, as 

the student 'will be able to appreciate the direct UL^ofulness 

and importance of th«̂  new kniowledge to him, in hie otudy" of 

the Science at an advanced Icevel.

(14) Recommendation No.l9fll We would agree generallj that our 

expenditure on i-esearch and (development activities -̂ «eds to 

be ^pped up. It  is, however,, necessary to proceed with 

caution, and we should not tiry to compete with industrially 

advanced countries, as regardds investment in Research and

Development,, but should cpnsiider our own needs, and must
\

formula_;te our own targets im  a pragmatic manner « the 

Commission themselves have saiid in their Re«ommend»or? No.188(3] 

that our programmes in resear^ch and education shoulc be 

" formed on the basjs of hard indigeneous thinking and needs 

and should not follow the fasthion eet by other countries” .

'In  view of this cautionary notbe sounded by the CommisBijOjaĵ  

any temptation, towards excessilve investment in one particular 

direction, will need to 1ie comtrolled by the requirements of 

a realistic estimate of our ge^nuine needs.

(15) Recommendation No.lQl. Ag,̂ r-eed. I would, howeve?^, point

out that such support would ne<cessarily have to em&r;.ate from 

the Centre, as post-graduate w(ork n)ust necessarily be the 

responsibility of the Centre r?ather than of the State ̂  as has 

also Ibeen repeatedly stated by the Commission in different ' 

parts of their Report. • ' '
■j- . .

Recommendation Mo.l9lfl1 ; ;j^e question that arises, 

however, is i^ether successful engineers and creative scien-tlsta 

woald be willing to engage in t(eaching, and thereby diminish 

their prospects of higher
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(IT) Recommendation No>lQlff2): Ideally it is desirable 

for more and better research! to be done by teachers.

This Government would not hoowever, go to the extent of 

saying that it is necessary for every researcher to 

teach, r for every teacher to do research, since there
r. ^

would be a danger in such a course of the quality of 

both teaching as well as research, being adversely 

affected. Turning to sub-sec:tion (3) of recommendation 

1̂ 0 . 1 9 1 , this Government- agreses that one of the basic 

criteria for advancement of tlib teacher, should be

good quality research “ vre would however point out the
/

need for caution ill thTs matrfcer also since it must "he 

recognised that some -people can be good teachers up to 

a certain level of students, though they may not >>e 

first class research workers?. Any over emphasis on 

research work alone,' therefore, is likely to have the 

effect of k ^p in g  back a good teacher, and preventing 

his ad\?ancement in the promotion-ladder, which would not 

be desirable....._
\

/
(18) Recontmeridation N0 . I 9I (4 )(^ )  and (6") ; Jlgreed.

( 1 9 ) Recommendation NaigKT") & (8 ) : Agreed.

(20) Recommendation No .l91f9)J Agreed

( 2 1 ) Recommendation FOol92; Agreed . ' '

(22) Recommendation 1̂0.192(1 ) tMe are not convinced of the

utility of programmed learniing of mathematics no.r do we
\ *

find para 54 of Chapter XVI to be very illuminating in this 

matter; It has to be remembexed that programmed learning 

is necessarily^ associated wi-th a high degree of mechanisation, 

which we in India haye not yet achieved. Further, »the danger 

of loss of clntact between .the teacher and the taught, in all
■ I

programmed learning is also very real, and recent educational

thinking even in the State has again begun to emphasise the

need for personal contact as against mechanical systems of teach
ing, even though the efficiency of such systems is not denied.
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(23) Recor.niendation No. 192( 2 ) i Agreed.

(24) ReconiTiê Jdatlon No, 192 (3 ) &  ( 4 ) z In-4>road—
\

agiceement,

(25) Recomneiidation No, 193 (1)^(2) & ( 3 )3 Agreed, ' ' 

(2S) Beconsier.dation No. 194; Agreed. We also agree

to the additionr.l need fcpr accelerating final sanctions 

for necessary e.cpenditarce,. which is dealt with by the 

Cbnniission in paras 62 airid 63 of Chapter XVI. We would 

ho\*:ever. point out here thiat it may be necessary to 

overhaul the entire Code of Financial Procfedure on an 

all'-India basis, and also to modify certain rules and 

regulations of the Audito)r and Comptroller General of 

luala in the matter of i^^dits and H nal Sanction powers . 

etc, since no unitary act ion can be taken for the 

ĉ -=nefit of science departiments only.

(27) Recommendation Nco, 195( 1 )s While we agree 

generally that Apriled ReJsearch is very important, we 

iroald point oivb that it iis not as a rule possible to

Say vrhen any particular blit of research whi?h was hitherto 

Irno'ivTi as ’’Pure’'’ or basic research, would-suddenly find 

some use or application anid thereby be - convert ed-Into an« . r* ■

iten of ’’applied reaeareh'*’. The dichotomy is to some 

extent an imagirci^ry one, tihough we agree with* the observa* 

of the Gomnilssion in para 65 of Chapter X¥J that 

■'Clie difference between Pure and Applied work is .o-ne of 

iiiotiva.tlon and gcaig^ and not of techniques aifd creativity”*

(28) RgcOPaenaat-lon No..l95'(2^t Agreed, Sictl » ■

TGCognition could very appropriately be given..by'awarding

a PhoD.. degree to the person concerned, but care would 
' - ', ■ ...

have t.d be exercised to do this only in cases of genuine

not Bo give a Ph.D. merely to the invontq^ of 

the lates'o gadgecp . ' '
* ■ : fm.

(89) KecQmr.srifiation No.l95f3^i^ o  remark. 

(30>NRQao!an.ene.atJ qn_. No..l95(4) ; A g iw l .



(31) Recommer.dptlon No,196g Agreed in principle to the 

desirability of increasing allocations for University 

Research, though the target of 25 p<er cent of the total 

university expenditure being diverted in ten years, to 

research work only, appears to be excessive, particularly 

when it is remembered that the Commission desire emphasis 

to be placed on applied researca and not on pure research 

in the near future. Such a course will necessarily require 

a concomitant increase in the potential for absorbing the 

products of research, which_in turn would imply a speedy 

growth in industrialisation; otherwise the expenditure 

increase on University Research would again become wasteful# 

Subject to these remarks, we a g r e e ' that more money should 

be made available for University Research. We also agree 

to sub-sections (2) and (3) of these recommendations.

(32) Recommendation No»197i We agree that as far as 

possible, the institutions engaged in  research outside 

university system should be linked Intimately with univoPitty 

work* It does not, however, appear necessary to abolish 

indepenf^ent resoarch bodies altogether by bringing them 

within the Universities, since in a view they do fulfil a 

useful function as they are»

(33) Recommendation No. 198? Agreed.

(34) Recommendation No^l99g I agree that over and 

above the fell«)wships awarded by foreign agencies, the

Central Government may also set up "some fellowships for
/ !

studies abr-̂ ad. The proposed number of 100 fellowships, 

however, is too small for a country as large as ours, a ^ t  

•would mean only one fellowship for 50 lakhs of people*

(35) Recommendations No,. 200 and 201  ̂ It is felt that 
the ^ a t e  Government does not have to say much in the 
matter since the functions and duties of a large number of 
Government of India bodies, from the subject matter of the, 
Commission's discussion in paras 85 to 93, where the 
National Science Policy ir~ discussed and, similarly, the 
question of an a llIn d ia  National Academy is principally 
for the Central Government to consider. I should or^y like 
to say, therefore, that we are in general agreement with 
the views of the Commission set out in sub-sections (2),
(3) and (4) of recommendation No.200 regarding the need for 
having both professional as well as Governmental membership 
in bodies concerned with Science - Policy and the need for 
creating a climate ponductivo to research. We also agree 
that it is necessary to determine priorities through our 
National needs only, and to ba on g'l̂ ard against influences 
of the latest fashion in Science etc* As regards the 
setting up of an 'Academy of Sciences, this Government is 
unable to see the need of ^:ich a Body at the present jiundure.
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XIX

ADULT EDUCATION (CHAPTER X V II)

General; Thits Go.vernment agrees to • the views 

expressed by' t’he (Commission concerning the urgency and 

iiriportance for licquidating illiteracy in our country, 

and for undertakimg an all-out programme for making a 

massive and directb attack on mass illiteracy , in order 

to improve the effriciency-potential of the work-force, 

and thus to promot;e the real deaocracy in the country.

We also agree that the growth in the population has 

almost out-paced tihe growth of literacy in many parts
I

of 'the country, ancd therefore a carefully planned and 

large scale,, as welLl as sustained campaign, for the remova|_ 

of illiteracy is necessary, 7e further concur with the 

Commission's view tthat the literacy to be aimed at 

should be functionail, and not equated merely with the 

ability to read andl write - the neo-literate should 

be enabled not only' to acquire a working mastery over 

the tools of literaicy, but also ”to acquire relevant 

knowledge which wil.’l enaole him to pursue his own 

interests and ends” - thus we agree with the opinion 

expressed by the Woirld Conference of Education 

Ministry's on the Er’adication of Illiteracy organised 

by the UNESCO in 1965 at Teheran, namely, that ’’literacy, 

should be regarded aas a way of preparing men for a
I . * .

social, civic and ec;onomic role” (para 14 of Chapter XVIl). 

We agree that the literacy programme should inspire and

enable the adult to luse his knowledge and to take an
\

intelligent interest in the social and political life  

of hiw ovm country. The remarks offered below are given 

with these general views in milid,

(2) Recommendation N o . 202. This Government is in 

agreement with sub-sections ( l ) ,  (2) a, b, and c.



Unfortunately however, the Coimiiiission has not attempted 

to give an assessment o-f the expenditure so involvod 

and how it is proposed to mee-t the same. Such expenditure 

is hound to be considerable aind as the Commission itself 

admits, priorities in other fie ld s  of Education may not 

permit the States to make any substantial investments in
1

this sector. In this programmie of National and crucial 

importance the Centre would h;ave to play a leading role, 

particularly in making the required finances available.

(3) Recommendation No. 202 (,3)t (4) and (^ ) ; Agreed.

The necessary legislation should be undertaken early by 

the Central Government, requiring all large scale 

employers, whether in farming,, or in industrial, ^

commercial or other business concerns, to make their 

illiterate employe(=»  ̂ functiomally literate within the 

period of three years of their employment (para 1 9 (l ))  

Similarly we agree that the miass approach if  conscientiously 

adopted; could achieve remarkzable results and make a 

real break through, as is evidenced by the Gram Shikshan 

Mohim in Maharashtra. Incidentally, I would mention 

here that in the Gujarat State also, a mass approach 

(on the lines of the Moh.Vm) has been undertaken in ' 

selected parts of the State, with good results, h re 

however, a word of caution is  necessary in regard 

to the optimism displayed in enlising voluntary efforts 

for this purpose. Such Voluntary efforts have been 

successful in the past but was difficult to sustain.

An organised Social and Political effort would"be 

necessary to help the e.ducated to realise the importance 

of the part that they could play in this important 

. national field of work. This may not be so easy, except 

by a forceful display of example and precept by those 

in le'adership. We also have our doubts as to whether
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voluntary agencies would in the long run be really cheaper 

than part-time paid workers. They would certainly not be 

as effective.

(4) Recommendation No. 202 ( 6 ) ; Agreed.

(5 ) Recommendation No. 202 (7 ; and ( 8 ) ; Agreed.

(6) Recommendation No. 203; This Government is in agreenjent 

in principle with the recommendation of the Commission, 

when they say in para 34 of Chapter XVII that our programme^ 

should be designed to meet the needs of tv/o different 

types of people, namely those v̂ ho can form groups for part- 

time study, and these who must study individually during 

spare time but nevertheless require assistance. In order

to provide for the needs of these types of new literates,' 

it is necessary for us to create what has been aptly called 

'‘parallel system of education.** by the Commission^ by which i 

meant the use of educational institutions outside the normal 

hours, where the regular types of student study. Such a 

parallel system should comprise special courses, and short 

ad hoc courses for different types of workers. I would

point out that the remarks of the Commission in para 14..0^1__

Chapter ^ 1 1  are very pertinent in this matter, wherein 

they state that the Ministry of"Labour and Employment must 

pQol their efforts with the Ministry of Education in the 

matter of further education. This also me,ans that the maj^r 

financial responsibility for mass literacy c^paigns must be 

undertaken bpr different Ministries of the Cent27e.

(7 ) Recommendaticn No. 204s The Commission themselves

have said that such Home Study methods have their limitations,! 

but this is partly compensated by a stronger motivation 

to learn. It is however doubtful whether Universities and 

the recognised educational institutions, will be prepare(T ~

to give the status of ’’Recognised Students to such 

Correapondence-Course - learners and it may be necessary
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to enaot legislation in the matter, though what Is really 

required is a change in t:he general attitude of both the 

employers aswell as the institutions giving education. 

Subject to these general remarks I summarise below 

the views of this Governm'ent on sub-sections (l) to (8) 

of recommendation No. 204

- 130 -

Agree Do not agree

'Sub-section (l) we agree 

that correspondence 

'courses and part time 

courses should be 

organised.

Sub~section (2) we agree 

that students of corres-* 

pondence courses should mieet 

teachers aiid should be 

given recognised status 

and thereby enabled to 

use library and other 

facilities in colleges -

the of
1

Universities however musij  ̂

be sought*

Sub-section (3) we agree 

that correspondence
V

courses should be supple^ 

mented by radio programmes 

etc.

Sub«i*section (4) we agree 

that correspondence 

courses should prepare

Sub^section (6) we do not 

agree, since a correspondence 

course for teachers cannot 

increase their efficiency 

nor give them mastery over 

new methods or techniques 

of teaching - it can only 

give them knov/ledge about 

such matters. We have also 

commented upon it under 

the l©,tter recommendation 

chapter.♦,
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Agree Do not agree

students for University 

degrees, and also workers in 

Industry and Agriculture 

through special courses*

Sub-Section (5) we agree in 

principle, because a study 

of cultural and aesthetic 

subjects by correspondence
j

has its limitations.

Sub-section (7) and (8)s We 

agree that a National 

Council of Home Study may be 

set up as a Joint Venture 

of several Central 

Ministries, and also that 

opportunities for appearing 

at the S .S ,C . Board and 

University- examinations by 

private candidates through 

Home, Study may be provided.

(8) Recommendation No. 20^; Agreed.

(9) Recommendation No. 206; ?/e agree in principle with the

view expressed by the Commission in para 61, that in the 

modern context a University should no longer be regarded as 

a closed academic community, but it must take an increasing 

part in the problems of the communitjr v^ith which it must regai 

itself as vitally linked only thus can mutual enrichment by 

the result. Thus we agree in general that the Univ*.rsities 

can do much on the lines indicated in paras 62 and 63 of 

Chapter XVII, and we are accordingly in agreement with 

sub-section (l) of recommendation No. 206, but would point out
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that the Universities w il l  have to be carefully won over 

to the handling of thes^e new responsibilities for Adult ■ 

Education, which most ojf them have not handled so far.

The proposed Board of Aidult IDducation discussed in sub

section (2) of recoimnemdation No. 206 should in our 

view, be tried out in a few selected Universities,'.. - 

and extended gradually tto other Universities later.

We also agree to sub-secction (3) where the Commission 

say that the Universities should be financed and equipped 

for doing Adult Education work, and would add that most of 

the necessary finance wi.ll have to come from the Centre 

or the U .G .C ,

(10) Recommendation No. 207» ?/e are in general agreement

with the scheme out-line d by the Commission invparas 67 to 

70 of Chapter XVII, and with sub-sections (l) and ( 2 ) ,of 

recommendation N o .207. \We would however point out that the 

"Pluralism of Adult. Education” to.which the Commission 

refer in para 69, 'will derive the.greatest benefit from 

voluntary agencies, provided we can create the necessary 

climate to sustain their effort as remarked earlier.

There would also be alwajrs plenty of scope, for all departments 

of Governments to put in their share. We are therefore 

of the opinion that, wherever sincere and idealistic  

voluntary bodies come forth, they should.be encouraged 

to do the work of Adult E'ducation, but it may not be 

possible to depend solely on them

(11) Concluding Remarks; I should like to add that all 

adult literacy drives should specificallyprovide for the 

prevention of any overall increase in the total number 

of adult illiterates. This could best be achieved by 

according top priority, not only to programmes of 

compulsory education up to> the age of 11+, but also

to additional programmes of making education both

free as well as universal, up to the age of fourteen, 

for all children in cur countryo





XX

e du c a tio n a l  admin is t r a t io n  ,

(1) Recommend at ion TTo... 208(1) 8c (2) z While the 

evaluation made, nere with regard to the over-emphasis - 

on enrolment targets and spreading of resources thinly 

over a large area m .̂y cppWr to, be correct, yet it  

must be appreciated ihat' of late this has not been 

done as delibei’ately as is the impression that these
' . I.

recommendations create. . Whatever be our. ideals in
\ i

this regard (fpr some t5me to come), it would be 

difficult for any_.d.enKrcra^:Xe-Government to keep down 

expansion both because of th<-j increasing population, 

as also the growinr; consciousness and aspiration of 

the society for educaciono Neither do we consider it 

desirable to put artificial curbs on expansion which 

wauld be inconsistent'vritb cur dar'ocratic ideals.

With the limitation on resources, programmes of quality 

improvement will o n ly  tal̂ Le the 2nd priority. While 

therefore we may agroe that time has come to focus 

attention more on quality, this would only be possible 

if  adequate resources lecome available.

(2) Recommendation No, 208(3 ); Agreed.

(3) Recommendation Nos. 208 (4) to (8 )t ‘ Agreed.

(4 ) Recommendstlon ?^.209 8 We agree with sub-section 

(a ), but we are not able to agree to sub-section (b ). 

Incidentally you will recall that' this CJovornment has 

not agreed to the total abolition of fees at the 

secondary stage. In fact in the Gujarat State^ we have 

made deliberate efforts to ind^ice the private sector to 

play a greater and greater role as far as secondary
I

and college eductioajjii  ̂is. ocneemed, by even handing over
I

Government conducted secondary institutions to suitable 

non-profit private bodies or Trusts on grant-ln-aid basis.
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This arrangement has worked satisfactorily ?jnd in our 

vit'W needs to be encourag;od rather than discontinued.

(5) Hecommendation No.210 (1) to (5 ) ; Broadly, this 

Government agrees with 'the views of the Commission, 

except that in our o-Dinio)n time is not yet ripe for 

putting District School Boards in charge of "all^ 

education below the University level". In the Gujarat’’ 

State the policy has been to make slow but steady 

progress and only primary education has been fully 

transferred to the Panchayats,^ and thereby to the 

School Education Committees in the various districts.

In fact, even Municipalities are not encouraged to run 

secondary schools,' though any schools which any 

Municipality had already taken over, are permitted to 

be retained by them. Subject to this limitation, 

therefore this Government agrees with the Commission 

as regprds the involvement of Local Authorities in 

the matter of educption.

(6) Recommendation F o .21 1 (l ) : In the Gujarat State 

bigger Municipalities in any district are already made 

responsible for the primary education within their 

jurisdiction, and vsuch education is not in. charge of 

the District School Committee of the district concerned. 

At the .same time, no Municipality cp'n automatically, or 

by right claim to take charge of the Primary pkiucation 

within its prea, and a special order has to be passed 

for transferring authority over primary education to 

the municipality after examination of its viability and 

other merits. In other words, a municipality or even a 

Corporation has to be puthorised to take charge of 

primary education within its limits. Till such 

authoris?".tion is made, the District School Committee 

continues to be in charge of primary education .in
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accordance with the P^anchayat Act. Nevertheless 

all municipalities are statutorily required to 

contribute to the Dis1:rict Education Committees 

a part of the educational expenditure. Sibject to 

the above general remarks, this Government is in 

agreement with recommendation Nos.211(1), (2), (3)^

(4) (except that the powers should be restricted to 

primary education onljr), (6) and (7).

(7) Recommendation No.211(5^8 Since the ultimate 

controlling authority is the District Panchayat, it 

has not been found feasible to have a separate 

Education Fund for the School Education Committee, 

but we have taken care to see that the Panohayats 

set aside adequate funds every year for the purpose 

of Primary Education, and once the amounts have been 

budgeted, the Panchayat is not permitted to reapprojij^ate 

any part of such earmarked funds for any other purpose, 

even though there may have been a saving during the 

year in the actual expenditure on primary education.

(8) Recommendation No,212g The State ,Government 

agrees in general to the role which according to the 

Commission the Central Government should play vis-a-vis 

Education. We are partii^ularly in favour of sub

sections (4) and (6). Such a measure has long been 

felt to be necessary and would in our view provide the 

necessary freedom to State Governments to push forward 

certain educational schemes according to their local 

requirements without in any manner affecting the. over

all progress of education. Similarly, this Government 

agrees emphatically to the necessity of expanding both 

the Central Sector of Education as well as the Centrally 

sponsored sector, since numerous comprehensive and 

extensive recommendations made by the Commission will



have such large financial r epercussions that it will 

be quite beyond the- capacit:y of most States to 

implement them^ without a miuch more generous alloca

tion of funds from the Centrre than has been the 

practice in the first three plans,

(9) RedomiriBndation No^* 213 and 214g Agreed in 

general. The findings of t]he proposed Statistical 

Service should be made avpdJpble to the respective 

St.qtes as early as po.s-sible in order to enable them 

to frame their programmes amd schemes as realistically 

as possible. Similarly, thee two-way-flov; of officials 

from the Centre to. the Statces and vice-versa, 

propounded in recommendatioms No.213(2) and 214(5) 

should commence as early as possible in order to bring 

about a greater awareness olf the needs, and even the 

difficulties, of the States at the Centre and no doubt 

to also maJke available to the States the benefit of 

advice from matured and experienced Central officers.

(10) Recommendy:jtion No. 215 (l )s It does not appear 

necessary to bring Keilical Iiilducation within the 

purview of the Education Departments in any direct 

manner. We have been able to achieve the desired 

coordination through consultations with the Medical 

and Health Departments, as and when needed. As far as 

Agriculture is concerned, however, this Government 

agrees that some machinery f*or better coordination 

between the Education Department and the Department of 

Agriculture would be helpful and result in more smooth 

coordination regarding' the implementrticn of different 

programmes.'

(11) Recommendation No.215(2 )s It do«s n^t appear 

necesspry to this Government to have a statutory 

Council of Education at tho State level. In our view
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-t]oe-j‘equiremeiits wouild be met ^ad^quately through-

having high level Adwisory Councils for different

seofcors of education., for example, Technical ■
and.

Bd̂ 'j.-eat ion,' Higher Etacatibh,£^eneral Education^ 

(inclusive of both Prrimary and Secondary education). 

In fact, in th^ Gujar*at State we have at present 

precisely three such high level bodies (known 

respectively as (a) tihe State Advisory Council for 

.SCucation, (b) the St;ate Higher Education Committee, 

and (c) the Stpte AdvHsory Council for Technical 

Education). These thiree bodies perform all the 

funccions«of giving cbDnsidered advice to the State 

Gor^rnment on mattei’S relating to education in th^ir 

.respective= sectors, ev'aluating generally the progress 

and ofi'ectlveness of diifferent programmes, etc. and 

m.aking various recoinmeindations. Such an arrangement 

in our opinion works blotter and needs to be adopted 

even else^'^hcrc, withoutt going to the extent of making 

any statutory provision! for such bodies and giving 

them statutory powers eito.

fio ) Hecommendation No.215r.3^s This Government

does not agree, as no uiseful purpose would be served

by appointing a separate Standing Committee at the

officers’ l^vel- At present, consultations are

carried on between the S5ecretary and the Directorate

and, i f  necessary, betwe»en the officers of the

Directorate and the Seer<4taries of different departs

ment in case of need, and this appears to meet the ■

needs ''-icquately,'-' '

Eecommendatlon Mo.215 (4) & C5)s The two

seem to suffer from a measure of contradiction. If

broadl> speaking the role of the Elducation Secretariat

is T,o examine problems from the adMnistration and 

financial point of view, there would seem little



justification to insist on an educationist being the 

secretary.

’ (14) Recommendntion No.216(].) to ( 4 )s The Gujarat

Government has already intimated its consent to the

formation of an All India Educational Service to the

Home Deprrt-iment of the Government of India. We have

s:lso intimated our agreement to the proposals as made

by the Government of India, and after reading paras 44

to 49 of Chapter XVIII (wherein the Commission have

suggested cert*^in modifications in the original scheme

of the I.E . S .)  we pre still of the view that the Home

Depnrtment’ s proposals are suitable as they stand.

Hence we p t q  unnble to agree to the modification in the
' ' the

scheme of the I, E.S* which are proposed hy/_ Commission,

(15) Recommendation No>217(l)» Agreer" that there

should be ?n adequate number of posts in Class I and II

respectively in the State Services. As regards the

proposal that the District School Board should have a

Secretary in Class I, I would point out that the

Commission’s thinking apr)ears to be that the District

Educational Inspector ■ sh';^Uld/-also function as the

secretary of the District School Board* This iSy^ecause

the Commission have advocated that the D. S. B. proposed

by them should be in charge of ’’a ll” education in the

district below the University level. As pointed out

above, this Government is not agreeable to giving the

District School Board the control of education beyond

the primary level, and accordingly the D.S.B. would

require an Administrative Officer for their primary 

education. Where, however, the arrangement as in 

Gujarat prevails, and the Chief Officer of the District 

Education C^-mmittee or School Board functions

independently of the E, I , , it is for serious considera

tion whether this Administrative Officer should also 

not be a member of the propose"^ Indian Educational 
Service.^ Such a status may br necessary to enable him 
to function effectively ^nd ferrln.ciciir



(16) Renommendatlon Nc'o.2 1 7 ( 2 This Government Is
r....

not able'to agree fully tto the proposal to reform and 

reorganise all State Educcation Departments on the 

basis of specialised functionai-- es only, since it is 

felt that there is still much scope for the ^general 

afJmini6trator” and the ”g;eneral functionally** in 

education, who would provide the necessary eotrectlvo 

^to the n?^rrowness of visiton that often ae^tnpanies .; 

the specialists’ point of view. Indeed for the last 

decftde or so, '‘over-specisilisation” even in education 

has been 'decried, and a corrective to the education of 

Scientists and MathematiclLans etc. hac been progress, 

ively adopted through the ps^ovision of General 

Education” lectures. This; being the ease, we ihould 

go oautiously in the matte.T of reorganising all 

eduoational administration on the basis of speflalised 

functionaries only, though we sgree that some specials 

litf should be provided in every Education lepasrtment 

aocopding to the needs of the different State*.

(17) Recommendation No*>21?(3 We agyee that it 

would be Very beneficial to> correlate the UGrC scales 

of pay for University Teach.ers, with the scales of the 

departmental staff. Howeve;r, when the proposes I»BtS^ 

comet into being, it is lik<ely that the problem of 

anomalies would be automat ideally reduced to a m|n|miim̂

(18) Recommendation Nos,218 and 219i In general 

agreement,

(19) Eecpmmendation No,220> Agreed.

(20) Recommendation No.2121(1), (2 ). (3)&(Fi)t Agreed^

(21) Recommendation No.2:21 (4 ) ; ' Unable to agree.

In our opinion, this would result in placing-an excess

ive strain on the personnel ând resources of the exist

ing S|I.E*s nnd might interfere in the effective 

performance of the primary function so far entrusted to
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them, namely, the upgra'^ing of the level of education 

at the primary and subsequently at the secondary level*

111 our opinion, the bodies set up by State Governments 

either pt the Directorate or at the Secretariat level, 

for working 'out the details of the Plans, should 

continue, to work as at present, and i f  neressary, it is 

these bodies which should be strengthened rather than 

entrusting the work to the State Institutes of BducatLon.

(22) Recommend/qtion No.22 2 (1 ): This Ciovernment is 

unable to subscribe to the view that education should be 

given a statutory basis everywhere since this would liH 

practice mean that there should be a Secondary Education 

Act in addition to the existing Primary Education Act, 

and the various University Acts in different. States. In 

our view, this is a matter which could be left to the 

State Governmerrts. ' We, however, agree to the suggestion 

for consolidation of different rules and laws foi* the 

payments of grants-in-aid, although we see neither any 

distinct advantage nor find it feasible in ^bri*nging about

■ • ••
uniformity :^egar^ing grants-in-aid. Certain variations 

from State to State will be necessary and will^ persist.

*'(2 3 ) Recart^pend'ation No-.222(2) & t'3): In agreement to 

the necessity of -a-statement by the .̂Centre congerning the 

National Policy in Eduoal5ioiT,'Vhich will provide adequate
•s.' -' . V "

guidanc.e bx)th to the Statfe 'Governments as •'well' as to the 

local authorities, in making plans for education'in the^r 

respective jurisdictions. Indeed such a statiement would 

appear very ne_ce,ssary in view^of the ramifications of 

many of • the*recommendations made by. the Commission^ 

concerning Equalisation of Opportunity, Jo-catlonalisation 

of Education, the National Sclablarsiiip Programme, etc. eta 

k clear cut enunciation of the Central share^that • could 

rightly be expected by the St.ates-on -the one hand,--and* by 

local authorities etc. oil the oth-er,̂  would" be very help- 

ful and therefore most desirable. We a^e_.not, ' however, 

convinced o1̂  the necessity of a National Education Act.
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XXI

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE 
(Chapter XIX)

(1) We have read with great interest the prelira,inary 

paras of this Chapter analysing the patterns of educa

tional expenditure during the Ipst three Plans, the rate 

of growth of educational expenditure vis-a-vis GNP and 

national income and the forecasts of the educational - 

Expenditure during the next two decides. We feel sure 

that the trends indicated would be of great- help to the 

future planners,

(2) Recommendation No.223; Noted the postulates 

concerning the total expenditure'on educati*n that will  

need to be made in the next 20 years or so, i f  the 

education as a whole is to develop satisfactorily.

Whether «r not we would be able to achieve this growth
r

would be dependent on the overall development of the 

nation* s economy and the ultimate ability of the State 

and Centre in terms of financial resources.

(3) He comm end at ion No. 224; Ir  ̂brqad agreement. The 

Centre wculd in particular have to tske a large share 

of the additional burden particularly in fields of 

higher education and scientific research which expendi

ture would rise comparatively far more steeply as
• > ' '' 

postulated by the Commission itself.

(4) Recommendation No<225; Generally, agreed, except 

that there is l it t le ■ me'aning in, the recommendation that 

Government should give an additional grant-in-aid to 

the District Panchayats proportionate to -the additional 

revenues that they may collect by way. o/ additional 

cess. So long as Government is, to bear even, othen^fise
- ■ ■ ■ ■ w ■ *

the bulk of this expenditure (vide r.eccmmendation No,226).

What is^perhatss necessary is. ;to. compel the Zilla Parishads

to resort to such taxation to supplement, the funds avpli
able for the purpose.



(5) RGeommendi^tj.on No.2gB> A$ regst-ds sub-
•4. '

sections (a ), (b), (e) and (ri) of sub-section (1),

I would point out that these already stand fully 

implemented in the CXiJarat St?te> ' Indeed the
I '

Gujarat ijovernment gfes further and pays hundred

p 2r cent grant, on grants paid by 2illa  Panehayats

to aided private primary schools. As regards sub-

p-ction (2 ), the p<^sition in this State is that ;

every Panchayat has to specifically budget certain

amounts for primary education and once such' sjnounts

f̂ re budgeted,, the Panchayat is not permitted t# re-

approprfate them for b^ing spent on any purpese

 ̂c^.her than Primary Education, even if  there has

boon some saving p.t the end of the year* In effect

the'refore the position is almost the same as if

there wore a separate Primary Education Bind in 
existence* - \

(6) Hecommendation No.227 (Based »n para 4 #f 

the oUDDlGmGntal Note I )s Sub-section (1) stands

implementou in the Gujarat State, as it is'Obliga- 

tory for Municipalities, to levy a cess on lands 

and buildings and thereby to bear a part of the 

cost of primary, education w ithin ' their jurisdiction. 

Similarly, sub-section (2.) of this recommendation • 

is also implemented in. Guja,rat wState, inasmuch as 

the three Corporations get different rates of 

grants for primary education, in accordance with *• 

their overall income and..similarly the Municipali-, 

ties are classified according to their population, 

and the rates of ,gr?̂ nt paid to -them depcn.i on their 

classification. Thus, Municipalities with a 

population of over 1 Lakh are put in the Class, 

those-with a population b tween 50,.000 and 1 lakh
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than 50,000 are in th ,̂; ’C ’ Class. The grant-in-aid 

for primary er^ucation 'is equal to of the 

expenditure on pay'and allowances of the teacaing 

staff to the A and B Classes of Municipalities, 

whereas it is eaua.l to 66̂ /- of the expenditure on 

these items as far as ' C  Glass Municipalities are 

concerned. In addition, a ll  Municipalities are paid 

a per capita grant based on the number of students^ 

which is calculated accbrding to certain prescribed’ 

principles. In order to further help the Municipali

ties to shoulder the burden o-f education, a staggered 

rate of grant-in-aid is followed for the initial 

three years, and it is only after this period that 

the rates of 55/q and 66^ respectively come jrito 

operation. (A and B Class Municipalities get of

the expenditure on pay and allov/ances in the first 

ye£;r, and o5% in the second year, whereas C Cl:\.:3 

Municipalities f.-:et 8(j/o in the first ear and 75% in 

the second year).. Thus this recommendation is 

alieac^y implemented in the Gujarat fctate.

Recommendation No. 227 (3 ; :  At present there

are only three Corporations in the Gujarat State, 

namely Ahmedabad, Baroda and Surat, a,nd a ll  of them 

are reouired to undertake the responsibility for 

primary education by raising the necessary funds by 

appropriate taxes within their jurisdict i.ons..

Certain rates of grants for primary education have 

also been prescribed for these Corporations, though 

the rates are not "proportional'' to the- expenditure 

incurred by the several Corporations. In our view, 

a certain elasticity miUst be allowed in the matter of 

grants to Corpora'ions and it cannot be linked jy any 

system of direct proportion with the expenditure ' 

incurred by the different Corporations.



(8) Principle of Equalisation (Para 8 of Sapplomental 

Note 1 ) 2  At first sight, this n©w principle (which is 

apparently borrowed from tĥ e U, Spi.\o) appears to be a 

desirable change in Itself, but we feel that it would 

require closer study before it is adopted. Inter alia 

it ignores the fact that property tax is no longer the 

only or even the main source of income of the municiplaiiti^ 

in India,

(9) Recommendation NOi 228 (1) & (2 ) : Agreed. Also

with views expressed in paras 13, 16 and 16 of the 

Supplementary Note I. The (criteria for the inclusion of 

any programme in the Central sector which the Commission 

have laid down are two-fold, namely, that it should be of 

crucial importance and that it should be national in 

character. \#iile these views are acceptable, it must be 

remembered that there may be some programmes which are no 

doubt of crucial importance to the State concerned 

because of local circumstances, but which could not be 

described as being national in character. In our opinion 

even such programmes should qualify for Central assistance 

i f  it is once agreed that they are of crucial importance 

to the State concerned. Only then it will be possible

for any variety to become possible from ’’State to State 

according to their needs” , as recommended in sub-section

(2) of recommendation No,228.

(10) Recommendation No.2 2 8 (3 ) ; This Government is 

emphatically of the view that the present method of 

limiting Central assistance to plan periods, or in the 

case of schemes which have been started late, to an 

additional spillover period which would make up the total 

of five years from the commencement/ of the scheme, has a 

very cramping effect on the developmental programmes of 

the States. Some times it also results in waste due to



hasty attempts at innplenieittation pf plan schemes
• •

in order to get the imaximum grant. The Commission's 

recommendation that ;all schemes should earn Central 

grants for 6 years wiithout having J;o make out a- 

. special-case'in the miatter, and further that Central

aid. should be continuied up to 10 years and not for
• . . .  i '

,^lan periods only'is a very welcome one, and more in 

conformity with the r-ealities. This Government, 

therefore, agree fullj^ with sub-section (3) of 

recommendation No*22S^

(11) Recommendation No.229; In full agreement.

We also concur with the detailed pri^gramme f*r

effecting economy and miaximising the use of available 

resources that has beem set r>ut in para 41 of Chapter 

XIX.

(12) Recommendationi No.230 : We agree that this

is a very important matter and the U. G. C. with the 

help of some Universities should cf*nduct rigorous 

research in this matter and make the findings 

available to all State Governments for their study 

and adoption as far as niecessary and possible.
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XXI i:

TF.fCHER STATUS CCHAPTER II I )

(1) (General; Before 6fferlng my remarks in detail 

it may be pointed out that the question of the 

salary teachers Cannot be reviewed in isolation 

from the gener?^l pay structure prevailing in a 

State. The State of Gujarat has raised the salary 

of teachers during the last two plans, and given 

additional D , f r o m  time to time, the last addition 

to the D,A* being as recent as 1st October, 1966, 

Taking these facts into account as well as the 

needs for the other sectors of education, it has not 

been possible to provide any funds for this purpose 

in the draft 4th Plan. A n y r Improvement in salary

to be effected during the 4th Plan would, therefore, 

have to depend substantiality upon the Central 

assistance outside the plara (whether as plan or non

plan assistance) on which the Commission itself has 

laid so much stress in para 28 of Chapter III  of 

theirReport. In the mattf^r of actual increase of 

the salary scales, the Stpto'..Government would have 

to be larg€?ly guided by the Pay Commission which has 

recently been Set up for thie Gujarat State, and which 

no doubt wiir'also take into a'ccount the pbservations 

and reco.mmcndations that th? Education Commission
♦

have made and ultimately. thr Government of India may 

make in this connection. Again, wo rre not generally 

in favour of treating the expenditur-.: on this account 

as non-pian expenditure.

(2) Recommendations No.15 and 1 6 (1 ) ; Xs pointed out 

in the foregoing pcra, th- iqutstion cannot, however, 

be considered in isolation .from the general pay 

structure in tn./ rt'te md "the increase in salary 

that it may be possibla for a State to give would.



in pdditipn deperi'd uipbn several other fpctors 

including the- ^tenV 'of T'esources available, and 

the Central grants. While, therefore, we may 

agree with r e comm end ?8t ion No. It (1). that it would 

be desirable to pres(cribe a minimum scale for 

teachers at the school stage, how far would it be 

possible to implement, this recommendation will 

depend upon several factors, 'namely, the general 

pay structure in the State, State resources, extent 

and duration of subsidy available from the Centre 

etc. In any case whe:re the minima so prescribed 

are higher then the pirevalent scale of pay, a 

reasonable-period should be provided for enabling 

the State to bring--about parity.

(3) Recommendation Wo>16(2): Principle of Parity: 

This principle is already in operation at the 

primary level where' all teachers draw the same 

scales of pay in Goveraiment, local body or private 

schools. Similarly, the principle of parity is 

also practised in the case of secondary schools 

where the sal?^ry scales for aided private schools 

necessarily have to be at least equal to the 

Government scales, 'and where the D.A., and other 

concessions given to Go-vernment servants apply, 

mutatis mutadis, to teachers in private secondary 

schools.

Recommendation No. 16 (3 )r This is a matter 

which requires closer co>nsideration, and would, 

as indicated .earlier, depend largely on the extent 

of resources available- Detailed consultations 

should first be held in it his regard with the 

States, before any minimum scales are prescribed*

In this connection I would point out that in the
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Gujarat State the total .emoluments of an untrained 

non-matriculate primary school teacher are already 

more than Rs.lOO/- per meTisem.

(5) Recommendation N o .l 7 ( l ) g While the question 

of adoption of scales for college teachers approved 

by Government of India i s still under the 

consideration of the State Government, we agree 

generally with the formula for assistance recommended 

by the Commission except that we are of the view 

that the 20% of the expenditure, which is not covered 

by the Central grant, should in the case of private 

eolleges, be borne by those institutions. The state 

will pay them the usual grant on the additional 

expenditure so incurred. It cannot own responsibility 

for the whole of the 20% expenditure.

(6) Recommendation No. 17 (2 )  and ( 3 ) ; Generally 

acceptable,

(7 )  l\egarding Notes (a )  and (b) under the remunera

tion table given below recommendacion T'-o.l6(3), this 

Government feels that the recommendations contained 

in these notes, tantamount to adopting a trade union 

principle for teachers, just as in the case of 

factory work'ers, and it is debatable whether such a

..me-asure-wouid-'evs'n'be desirable. Teachers cannot 

expect to be treated differently in this regard 

from other Government servants. On the other hand, 

what may be desirable, is  to lay down that teachers 

will get the Sqne benefits in the matter of D. A* etc. 

as other'Government servants, irrespective of whether 

they are' working in private institutions, or 

universities, or under local bodies. The matter 

should be c?^refully considered before any principle 

. is laid dovm generally linking D. A. with cost of 

living index.



flatten out', it may be difficult to implement the ide?.

of two years’ training. ’During the intermediate period

one year’ s training should, of course, be insisted

' upon. This wouid also imply that r scale would have

to be specified for thosej^rimary teachers who are

Vernacur?^r Final and urltf aine'd',' Vernaciiinf ’ !Plnal and

 ̂ . • '
trained, ?̂ nd Matriculctes-with one -year Us• training,

J ;

(10) BGcfcrnendation Ho.1 8 (3 ) : In the Guj '̂^rat State

the number of primary schools vr^th 200 pupils.on roll 

is. quite-.large • as the whole, State hc'̂ s been .covered by 

gqhcmes of compulsory education. Jt rnay, .therefore, 

not be practicable to, provide , everyone-of such primary

schools, with r gradu*^te trained Headmaster, and we may
• • j. /. ? ' *1 . ■ '

be.required to restrict the.scheme to schools with aji 

, enrolment of 300 or more., . ,The 'jujarat Go.vernment .has 

included in the 4th Plan, a scheme for supplying 

graduate hef>dm^ster,s to 1000 Central S c h o o l a n d  thus 

the recommendation of the Commission will be,largely 

implemented in the State. In view of the position 

summarised ^bove,. this-GovGrriment wouljd agree-to this 

recommendation only in principle at this strgo.

(11.) Recommendation Nq . 1.8(4 ) : The condition-comrcented

upon by the, Commission .obtains mostly in the. bigger 

cities and t.own, vrher.e,.the number of persons vrith-'higher 

qualificatioxis is fairly l^rge. Such persons, out of
4 '

their desire to remain in-urban areas, frequently •

prefer a cep^ng a lower scale of pay than their;

qualifications entitle them to get; thus it- is not
■ \

always the employer who.is to blame for the so-called 

’•exploitation". It i s the, employee who., oft on dhooses 

deliberately to serve on a lowor scr.le of pay. It must 

-̂ Iso be pointed out that strictly sp̂ -̂.-klng, a. person 

possessing qualifications in excess of those th.^t may 

be prescribed for any particular post, cannot be refused
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(8) Ppnomrnftndption No. 18 ; Agreed in principle.

It would, however, be desirable to prescribe a 

special allowRnce fnr post-graduates who are either 

trained or have in educational degree, as this would 

induce them to learn the psychology as well, as the 

methodology of teaching, both of which have distinct 

relovance at the school stage,

(9) Recommendation No.lSCS); It is an ideal which

we regprd must be kept in  mind that there should be

no teacher, pt the primary stage,'who has not

completed the secondary school course and has not 

had two years of professional training. In practice, 

however, we feel that it will be a long, time before 

we are able tc achieve. this objective. The. minimum 

qualification in this State for recruitment of a 

primary teacher is Vernacular Pinal,.and if such a 

teacher has not alre.^dy obtained two-.years’ training 

'̂ t the time of his rucruitment, he is required to do .

so in as short p time as possible. Gradually, we

have been restricting the entry of those who have 

passed the Vernacular Final into the Primary Teach^-rs 

Training institutions because we feel that an out

right ban would create imbalances and tensions in a 

system where for almost a century^ these qualifica

tions have come to be accepted asnormal for recruit- 

ment as a teacher. We, however, agree that we 

gradually should aim at recruiting trained matriculate

te^^chers for the primary strge. We would only add
/

that two y^ars of professional training for the 

Matriculate teachers is also rather ambitious 

considering the large number of teachers that have 

to be recruited every year for the primary schools 

and the training capacity available. So long as the
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employTnent in that post i f  ho himself, and ■ voluntarily 

has offered to accept it . As regards recruiting teachers 

with lower qi]ciificrtions than are Dr escribed for the 

posts, I would stpte thr-t this is not done deliberctely 

in the Stpte. Wherever untrained teachers or teachers 

with less qualifications than the optimum are employed 

in a primary or a secondary school, it is because of the 

pressure of numbers and because of non-availabi!^ity of 

propverly qualified and tr'^ined staff. This Government 

is , therefore, ?ible to concur with, recommendation No; 

18 (4 ) only to say that it is a desirable ideal,

(12) Recommendation No.18(5 j; This Government is 

unable to agree wince any attempt to relate the scales 

of pay of secondary school teachers to primrry school 

scales on the one hand, and scales in affiliated 

colleges on the other, would create considerable 

confusion. In our opinion: It  would be better to h-'̂ ve 

distinct pay scales for secondary school teachers, and ' 

to prescribe a slightly different scale of pay for 

similar qualifications when a ter'cher serves in a. 

primary school. For similar reasons, it is difficult

to accept recommendation No.18(6 )  concerning pay scales 

of Headmasters for. lower .^nd higher secondary schools.

(13) Recommendation No.18(7  ); Agreed in principle; 

though in practice it may be difficult to implement it .

(14) Recommendation No. 18 (8 )  and -(9). Agreed. Pari 

pasu adequate facilities  would have to be created in 

Graduate Training Colleges to train the required 

number of teachers,
V

(15) Recomraendations No.18(10^ and ( 1 1 ) ; Generally 

agreed.
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While we v/eleone the idea of a Lianaging coniiittee for 

private recognised and aided schools with represen

tatives of the Education Departnent, in practicec, it 

na^ be difficult for the Departnent to provide the 

necessary personnel, particularly in big cities^ wbtre 

the nunber of schools r- y be a hundred or rore; but we 

feel that a selection corjr.itt.t could certainlj^ be 

Constituttd for the selection of teachers on a systenatic 

basis.

(16) Reconmendation Fo «19 ( 1 ) : It already stands

inplenented both at the prinary as woll as the secondary 

level in the G-u-̂ arat State, because prir,]ary school  ̂

teachers are eligible for appointnent as Assistant I'y. 

Educational Inspectors, for inspect jr .p r in ary  schools, 

and siriilarly, trained g^raduates wit h • at . least 3 years 

cxp .̂ rience of teaching, are also select .id to work as 

Assistant D.y, Educational Inspectors, and in that 

capacity they assist the District Educational Inspectors 

in the jrork of insptcting secondary schools^

(17) Recornenda^tion Ho, 19 ( 2 ) ; We are unable . to agre t:

as the nature of wor.': expected of post graduate teachers, 

nay sone tines be beyond the ability of even an 

outstanding trained graduate. However, V; e agree that 

sone recognition for outstanding work by such teachers 

nay be given. . - . '

(18) Recornendat ion Fo > 19 (3 ) &. ( )  - ‘-'G agree in ■

principle. The details for grant of advance 

increnents will  need to "be carefullty out.

( 1 9 ) Rec 01 nendat ion Nos . 1 9 1 5 ) » (6 , (7 ) s Agreed

in principle . Any floating  posts that nay cone to

be created in the higher grad-f s under Reconnendation 

19 (?) , s h ou Id au t ona r. ic a 11 :• c f. as e when the incunbent 

ceases to y: ork for reason, such as retirentnt .̂t c.
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(20) Eecornir-endation Fo.20 :  ITbe principld-- of equa, 1

D .A. to non-G-overnment and Government servants has been 

in force for some time now in the Gujarat State, as far 

as primary and secondary education is concerned. But 

as stated earlier, we are not able to agree to any 

mechanical linking of the salary of the teachers, to 

the Cost of living Index, and it should be sufficient 

to adopt and maintain parity between the periodical* 

recommenc at ions made by the pay • >Jommissi on that may

be set up by a State for Govemm.ent servants, and the

pay and allowance paid to non-Government servants. In

fact it is necessary to see that the teaching profession

does not c om.e to be ref:arded by any section (and

specially by the teachers themselves) as a kind of

factory work for any purpose, since such an event would

do great harm.to the ouality of teaching. 
i

(21) Flecomm4‘ndation No« 2 l : Any compulsory contribution

at the rate of li>- as advocated by the Commission, by all 

teachers, is likely to be resented, and would also not 

be quite fa ir , since the beneficiaries ’ from the 

Welfare Fund, would necessarily be only a very small 

fraction of those who contrioute. In our opinion the 

existing practice under which voluntary contributions 

are collected, is to be preferred.

(22) Recommendation No.2 2 : I would emphatically

agree with the Commission that it is essential for

!:,he Central Government to assist States very generously 

in order to enable a revision of teachers’ pay sca,les 

to be carried out.

(23) Recom.m.endat ion No .2 3 (1 ) : ^̂ e are'unable to agree.

In first instance as pointed out in relation to

the pay of the tv^auh^rs, which State Government. w ill 

have to decide, this ouestion in relation to the
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V\'hile we agree th>:t the benefits available to the 

teachers should be same as are available to other

c.'tate Government servant.s, particularly in respect of 

provident fund and gratuity, we cannot agree to the 

adoption of the Government of India scales. There is 

also some d i f f i c u l t y  i n  ima'izing the posts of teachers 

under private managements ponsionaHe, particularly 

because of the groat mobility of t^.acL^rs that, 

prevails in that sector. On the oxbcr hand, such 

teachers are given the benefit of the contributory 

provident fund in lieu cf pension, wt:lch benefit is 

not available to the Government teachers, who get 

pension, but no contributory provident fund. The two 

benefits art more or less e^^ual and it is felt that 

consic'c-ring that mcF’t of our s<-.condary and higher 

education is in the ;oriv.ito sector, it would be 

difficult  to give tbe bent fit of ptnslon to such 

teachers. In the c; re of primery teachers, the benefit 

of pension has be'> n extended to them because most of 

them come under the Prnchajats, v.liich in turn are 

financed by the bt at G Government.

(24) Recomr.iendation lo« 23 (3 ) » Ife-S t-ge> of retirement 

■f'or school teachers as 11 as fô -. mô rt Government 

servants today is 56 years in the Gun^^rs.t State, which 

may be extended on a year to year basjs. to SO years 

Tn private schools. In our view this culd suffice 

and -cht.re is no need to extend the age of retirement 

to 6C years with fu n b  er extension upto 65 years.

Apart from being r.,s.,nt0d b> junior teachers, it 

would involA^e very ccn^-idt rable additional expenditure 

by way of salaries and bigh-. r pensions etc.

(25) R€:c omm.endat i on I■ o. 24 : Whi 1 e this Gc"?ernmen t is 

in ^tn(. ral agreemj nt with all t>:̂ c: sub-sections( 1) to

(1 0 ) ,  yet roost of them would doi:tnd upon tht availability
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of resources, Vve however agree that subject to this 

'lim itation, all  efforts should be made to implement 

these recommendations of the Commission. So far as 

the. provision of: State subsidies being made available 

for-increasing residtntial accommodation for teachers 

in rural areas is concerned (mentioned under sub- 

. section S ( l ) j  it must be pointed out that even a single 

two-room tenement vzith kitchen, bath and lavatory 

attr.ched, would cost not less than Es. 15000 to E3.200C0 

even if simple material is used, and it may therefore 

be ver; difficult for the State Governments to bear the 

additional cost of providing accor'imodat ion , unless 

penerous help is forthcoming from the Centre.

(26) Recomiiiendr:.tion No, 23 (£) (d ) : This appears over-

ambitious, since many affiliated  colleges are hardly

in a-posit ion to provide even Principals* accorr;~.odat ion, 

or to provide separate quarters for the hostel Rector 

etc. I f ,  therefore, anything substantial is intended 

to be done in this regard, separate ad hoc schemes w ill  

have to be evolved by the Central Ministry or the 

Planning Commission, or both, for finding the very 

large funds necessary in the matter. In the matter 

of railway concessions also, the teachers would ha.ve to 

fall in line with the concession given to other State 

Government servants,

(27) Recommendat ion No ,2 4 ( 1 1 ) : This is st ill  under

considuration and a separate communication w ill  follow 

giving the views of the State Government.

(28) Recoirmienc' at ion No. 23 : ■ Agreed.

(29) Rec onmienda.t ion Nos. ̂  26 ( 1) and (2 ) : Genera 1 ly 

agrtid although we are opposed to the idea of creating 

a special c d r e  of teachers for tri>}al areas, which

has been advocated by the Com^mission at some other places.
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f'^O) Re c oinme nd t  i on No, 2 7 (1) : we agree that

professional organisations of teachers v.rhich carry out 

v'ork f'or the improvement of thu profession and education 

should be n cognised by Government. ■ i ile cugh 

recognised organisations would be fr e to raise natters 

with the overniTi..,nt relating to various subjects, v/hich

baV'' bc'-. n mentioned In this r^ cornr^^Lndiation, it is felt

that where Govtrniiunt requires consult^/tion, it would 

m o r V a pp r o pr i at e ly Li a v i t w i t b the k i nd o f C ou no i 1 s ,

w ich aru visualised in sub-para 2 of this

rv commendation. Ducb joint teachers’ Councils could, 

bo'^'ever, be broadbased and not nect ssarily confined to 

teachers. Besides the representatives of the teachers' 

organisations and officers of the State Ldi cation 

Tepartmcnt v-here could be educationalists of eminence 

also on these Councils, In fact such a practice alreadj.^ 

obtains in thiiS State where we have two Councils one 

for higher and the other for general education,

(31) R e c omme nd at ion 1\ o . 2 8 ; This ^-cvernment fully 

agrees to the recommendation madt re^Tarding (a) increase 

in the numbtr of av\̂ ards , (b ) strcng~hning of Selection 

Comjnittets and (c) payrntnt of travelling allowance to 

the avy^ardees, similar to those sanctioned for Class I 

Officers of C/overnment, I v/ould add that in addition 

to paying them proper travelling a'ildv/ance as 

reconi'X^nded, they should also be guests of the 

Central G-cvernmentc' Li-^istry of Education, during 

their sta3" in Delhi for the one or tv/o days necessary 

for rc ceiving the frard. This v/ill be very necessary, 

as many teachers often come from remote rural areas 

and have no idea of where to go or where to stay in 

Delhi. They should therefore be- met on o.rrival, and 

treated as State guests t i l l  they entrain for their 

return journev.
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BDUGATION FOR AGPJCUL^URi: (CHAPTIjR XIV)

(1) ReceEnnendation No. 166 ; Agreed.

(2) Recomijefidation No. 167» Recommendation lo , 175 

(concerning the Role of a loC.A.R. and the U .G .C .)  

needs also to be kept in mind when considering the 

question of Agricultural Universities, since the 

Commission appear to favour a considerable amount of 

centralisation, no doubt in order to ensure an integrated 

approach to Teaching, Research and Extension, by tnaking 

the I.C .A .Ro responsible for launching Agricultural 

Education in the country« Further, the scheme for 

Agricultural'Education would appear to come under the 

Centrally Sponsored Sector because of the country-wide 

importance of Agricultural Education'^(please see 

Supplemental Note-I p&ra 16(2) on page 495 of the Report)

If two factors taken together imply a complete control

of the proposed Agricultural Universities by the Central 

Government then this Government would not find the 

recommendation No. 175 acceptable^, since in a country 

like ours the degree of development in Agriculture is a 

variable quantity, and so also is the level of Administrati 

Development vis-a-vis Agriculture, due to historical reason 

such as formation of linguistic States at different times 

etc. For these reasons, the requirements of a 

re-orggnisation of Agricultural Education are also 

likely to be different and variable, and perhaps would net 

be amenable to thu imposition of any uniform pattern, 

of the typv. which the Education Commission would like to 

be introduced through a Central Agcncy like the I.CoA.R-. 

, ( 3 ) I f , howevur, the dggree of centralisation is not 

as extunsivu as feared abov*^, but is comparable to that 

pr^vai'^ing in other C‘.;ntrally Bpc’?.scrud Schemes 

administered by Statv, Governments, th^,n this State v/ould



—3.58- .. .

bu in gvin^ral agro^mcnt with  thv. idcp. of starting

iigricultural Univcrsitius in uach 5tat^ as r^ccmm^ndod in

roccLiinundation No. 167, provided th^ subsidy from the

C^ntrj continues for as long a period as th^.r^ is deficit

in thv. proposed Agricultiural Univ^-rsity, and such subsidy

is not confined to a Pla;n poricd or 'jv .̂n to th^ period

of 10 years as proposed in Supplemental Note-I, para 16 (4 )

on pahe 496 of the prin^iud Report. Unitess such an

assurance is forthcoLiin<; regarding the continuance of the

subsidy, the State GovL.rnm .̂^nt would be unable to comit

itse lf  to thu very hoav;yr expenditure that might be implied

in the future by thu proposed Agricultural University,

particularly when thure is every likelihood that its

structure and -Vv.n working may be defined or even dictated

from the Centre through the I .C .A .H .  (as proposed in

recomPxiendation No, 175) • I't has also to be r^menb-. red

that in a matter likv. education, a large Section of the

community is likely  to be effuct^d,. and it. is ther^xoro

necessary that the natu,re and compositior; of the proposed

Agricultural University should rvfl^ct the aspirations and

genius of the locaa people, and if  a::y hasty attempt to

impose a f ormat or structure ..even v/ith the best of

intentions, it might guri^rafo tensions ev^n before the

Univ..rsity comcs int oexistenc e . For t h e s e  reasons it

is necessary that t;ĥ  actual control of th^ proposed

Agricultural Univ.,rsit.l<^s must Vv-st in the State, and

the rolw of Central .Bodies likely  the I .C .A .R .  must

be of an advisory nature only.

(4) Here I would poinit out that in para 7 of Chopter XIV 

the Commission haVe us.^d th^ -phrase ''Rural University or 

Agricultural University” , v/hich mignt create the impression 

that the two t.rms are, synonymous. In reality  howeV^r, the 

term Rural University has had Certain definite connotations 

in the past, and institutions lik.. tii- Lokbharti Sanosara



in Saurnshtr-^,, or the Rurnl Institute at Gargoti in 

Llaharasiitra, iniu^diat||,y ccnc into the nind v/ii^n this 

twrni is hoards V/u: nay alsc r--rn-nilDcr that th.. Sardar - 

Patel University at Anand (forrrior,ly known as the Vallabh 

Vidyapith) also str-rt^d as a Rural - University, and it is| 

well known ttiat/t:ii%.y it is aluiost like any other 

University, and further th^t it w-̂ s always in  the nature 

and function diffurent froin an institution like the 

Lokbh-^rti -• Sanosara which is trying to achieve the 

status of a Rural University. It would:be helpful and 

indeed desirable th'^r^.fore, to lay down exactly 

what these two twrixis separatgfly mean, and also to define

vvith some clearness,- what th^y do not mean” . Oth..rwisc
/  ̂• . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■— ^

the rv-comi.iendation to start Agriculturajjuniversities, mig
1 - -

lead to confusion, and give rise to conflicting typ^s of 

instl'^guticns, whicli' might generate cl^sh of interests etc.

(5 ) With th^se cautionary remarks this Government agrees 

to the proposal to start. Agricultural - Universities in 

cach State.

(6) ' Recommendation^- Nos. I 6 ? ( l )  and (2) i

(7 ) RocomLxv.ndation Nos. 167(3)  ̂ (4)^ (3)> (6) and ( 7 ) q

'Agreed-. '  ' •

(8 ) Recommendation No. 167 (8)0 It may.not be 'feasible  

to implement this recommendation for som.e time to come, 

since it is dependent on s-veral factors, and also implio 

a change in th.. regulations for admission into the 

agricultural faulty - it ;may be necessary to continue 

with the existing arrangement of 11 ye-^rs ..schooling

and 4 years for a degree, for som^ time.

(9) Recom:..endatio.n Nos. 167(9) to (14) s In gener-^l 

agreemvnt with the proposals.
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(10) Rv. coKiL.̂  nd ration I^os» 157 (13) r.au \±oji ±n ĝ . n̂ r- ± 

hgr^..ccnt, although this would dopv.,nd on the av^il<?bllit37 

of funds. I must however, point out^thrt the question

of pny scT.lv̂ 'S of nny clr .̂ss of 3t-to Govorniii^nt sv^rvcnts

cannot be tak^n up in isolation from th^ gcn^.ral p'-.y

structur., prcvr.iling- in th^ St-to. At this st'igc- th^;’,for..

V70 xr.n r.gr^  ̂ only gen rp.lly tc th.: desirability of iL.privinb 

1
thî ' pry scrJ.es to tho ..xt^nt 'possiblv. -nd fc'-'siblo in ,

I

cr.ch St^to.

(11) R_coini.icnd".tions Nos. 167(17) to (1 9 )« In gon^rrl

r.grcom nt. While It is r.greud thrt considor-tion should bo
/

giVv^n to the possibility of converting one of the existing

universities in th^ St-te into the proposed Agricultural

University, such a course may not. alwr.ys b.. feasible.
/

('12) Hecomui^ndation No. '^167 (20); ^This does not appear tc

be quito'clear in its scop .̂ and intention since in par- 3^

of Chaptv^r XIV, it i s proposed th- t a. single campus

Univ^.rsity '’v/ill not have any affili'-ted colleges" but

it is also said th-̂ t if  for ::ny -xceptional reasons the

responsibiliti-,3. for collv,g.s outside the campus are

undertaken by such single crupus university, then th..y

should b̂  "made ecnstitutent Colleges of the' University'^

in a unified  adnii-istr- tio n ". It is not cle-x wh'-t .

precisely is implied by this unification of tho

administration/  anij^it is  ncc..ssary to "5, more clear

in this matter, becaus. in th. Guv rat State the qu.stion
\

of single G"mpus Univ..rsiti^s is likely tc assun-j some 

import'-ncc, as hav^ 't p r .s .nt  thrjc coll^.gcs v/liich
I

wculd n.cd to b. consid r^d as Ccnstituont Coll.-g s in 

in vi.,w of th- CcuLiission's r comm, ndation. It is also 

necessary to point out th,t good qu.lity  Agricultural 

Resc-rch is not .Iways dcnv. only r?t Agricultural 

GollJges Icn.., but import'nt contributic^ns to such
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Rcso' Tch '-.rw cftv,n uc.dc by rcsc.T.rch personnel working 

vii St'it'j R.soarch Farijs which -:.ro Iccr.tud in the 

'"gro-clic ..tic zcn-. s - such f :.rns could not b: cr.ll- d
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Agriculturr.l Goll.g„s, 

sp cific^lly  within th

'r.nd nust thci-jforc b., ‘brought 

. jurisdiction of the proposed

Agricultur.'-’l Univ^rsiti. s if good rosccrch is not to bv

ncgl.,ct„d. V/h-t n̂  eds the. r. fore to be c.ppreci •■.t: d is 
yw ••vjr.f.; •,;rr. '.'I 'aXvorjo:;: I 'QOi  -̂4? :i -li'.*- b rtuil

th't in such'n-'tt-rs only c. bro'r.d cenfornity, and not

1 * * I
unif orreity, cdn bu v.xpectod,

(1 3 ) R..-cc'eL*.v-nd̂ .tion No. 168s In bro;:.d agrv^-.a .̂nt, but

I should l i k . to point out the.t th.. ^XxOunt of coopere.tion 

"̂ nd xch ng^ b.twc n the I.Io Ts ., on the one hr.nd, r.nd 

AgriculturrJ. unive sitivS'on the oth r, is bound to be 

limited by thJ v.ry nature of things. i

(1 4 ) R-.coD:.>^nd-.ticn Nos, (l) to (4 )« In gcnerr.1 r.groc-

Liv-nt with th_ first tijr .,e of th'-s. sub-s. cti.ons, but 

is'un^bl^ to subscribe to the proposal for holding ’
* ♦

quinqu^.nnir.1 inspoctions hf th_ I.C.A.-^'^., sinco over 

Contralisr.tion would not b... v^ry desirable for rc'-.sons 

pointed cut in th.. foregoing parr.s, ^nd in rny ease 

th_ ^uthoriti...s of the propcs'^d University should bu

■ conpetlnt to insp'.'ct the Agriculturql^-College-^ which 

ar- -ffili'-tv^d to th. UniVv rsity or are constituent 

P'̂ .rts th^r ,of - in rny case, th r would not b\. nuch 

scope for insp ction by tb. U .G.C. or th.. I.C .A .R*

(1 5 ) R^-coin .̂^ndation No. 170« This GovyrnL; nt is un-'bl.

^0 s.... th. n cissity of such Polytechnics particularly

wh n it is r..,-â .nbor̂ d thr.t th^ d_nand for sp ci'lisatio-n

in gricultur v .n "t th Post Grrdurte or d gree 1 v 1, 

is not y.t d .v^.lop.d te on̂pr great extv_nt in our country.

In vi..w of this f...ct, th.r,., is not lik;>ly to be nuch

d..o nd for sp ci lisation -t c pr^-d^gr^.^ 1. vel in

agricultural, and accordingly th.. Diplona courst s



propos d to b. t-.ught in.. Polytechnics nr y not ^ .̂ttr .̂ct 

m^ny stud., nts. It is .̂1 so c. qu-. stion how f-xr 

sp, ci-lis . d knowl^__d£L. of Agricultural cr:n b .3 .jp;.r t ,.d

from r: sp. ci - liscd  sk i l l  in farming? in this conn ction

th subj cts propos-d to b. tr^ught "t the Agricultural

Polyt, chnics 7 (list  .d i;n th: cinn: xur,, on pag.. 3687 arc.

also puzzling to som ,x.t..nt, since it is  not und rstood 

hov7 any persons ar. l ik  ly to b. attract- d to soudy a 

cours'^. of "Scv.d Production” v/ithout b^ing attract, d at tli' 

sam^ tim to farming it s  I f .  In our opinion, any d..mand 

which ris.-s for sp ci'-lis d cours-s in agriculture'], 

of th . typu which t h , Commission In  view,

should bo mot by trying to intcgrrto Agri»^ultur. 1̂ Scho.ls 

and/or ;G, T .C . Sc with the Tjroposed Agriculxur--1 Universities. 

Such a course is not l ikely  to result in any deterrain'^tion 

of stand-rds of teaching, and vccordingly the ne:cd for, 

Polytechnics would bj ol:virtcd, ,nd most of the courses 

mentioned in the annexure on p^.ge 368 at could bo

taught equally well at iigricultur l Colleges or at the 

Agricultural Schools or at G ,T„Cs. level*

(16) Recommend-tion. iNo . 17^° This C^overnment approves

of the proposals of the Commission^ in this mrtter,  ̂nc 

in our vii.w thes.. proposals would do much to populrrise 

agriculture and ins..rt in improvum.nt bolih of its  

knowledge and practice, amongst our growing youth,

(17) R.LComuiV^ndation Ko . 173° Agredo

(18) I would - Iso poiat out th-t as f : r as Guj.arat

State is concern«^d, an -Imost complete sep-.r" tion

of supplies from '-.xt^.nsion v/ork h:;s already b^en 

brought r-bout,as rv.ccmxnv.ndad in p^ra 57 of Ch^.pter 

XIV of thv. Commission’ s Report, I would el so point 

cut th t th-, proposal to intugrat.. prim-ry . .a’jansion 

Cv-ntres with j.co ,j. senov-j-S wixj. oe soriiv, \,xt̂ .-nt ev̂ weiu'.̂  

limited wh.^n th,: Icci.l schools re run by priv- te
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institutions, b.c us;c of prcblwins of cocrdin. ting 

th^ activities of suich sciiacls vvith th.. P .E .Cs.,,

Further, I would pci nt out thr.t th'c sugg..stion rii'-.dc 

in p-r , 62 of Gh pt ;r XIV to link Primary Hxt'^nsicn

Sorvicos with tb Agiriculturr 1 Universities, would
/

imply t h . contr.:l of Scod Fr.rms by the Univcrsit^^J;^;^^ 

sincj such Sc-̂ d Fp.rms would b. thu most rondily 

.̂v. il'blv pi CCS for b;. ing crnvort d into Primary 

Extension Cv. ntros. T^his would prob' bly result in ovtr- 

c. ntr: lisr.ticn, -̂ .nd miight crc'^t^ difficulties with 

th^ University b^c-us .. of knotty problems of man^g^m, nt.

It mr.y p.,rh-ps bvj dv,s;irr.bl.. th^rt_.f cr<., to mr.ke a loan 

of pwrsonn.-l from thv.-' University to the P nch'-yu^ts for 

cort^.in periods of tinn. , ...nd such personnel cculd then 

run the Primary IJxt^nsion Centres which would ccntinuc 

to be controlled by the P^nchayats. In this manner, 

the P .E , Centres woul^ continue to be. effici nt and 

effective, and y t a Link would b, established between 

them and th. propos.d Agricultural Universities.

(19) Recommendation. N'o, 174g In the Gujarat State 

thv. manpower requirem,.nts in th. field of Agriculture 

have be>.n assessed by a working group on Technical 

Manpower set up in the GeU-ral Administrative Department 

of the State, and ŵ  exp. ct an increasing 'dema,nd for 

Agricultural Graduates,, :.s well as a continued shortage 

of them, in th^ GujarL-t: State* Th. si;irplus of Agricultur: 

Graduates that might be. avail .ble in Certain oth.r parts
<

of cur country,is not Likely to be of much benefit to 

this Statv-r ^ cause of linguistic diff ̂ renc s, as well' ai 

oth^r prevailing diff..rences of Agricultural cohditions 

ctc. Prim:- facie theP.. is therefore a strc ng ease for 

starting an ixgriculturai University or Constituent Golleg. 

in s 1 ct. d p, .rts af th.,, Guo .rr. t St. to. We agr^e howeVcr 

that more ^.ccur .te ^stirai .tus af th..
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'laanpow.r for griculturr.1 d v:lopin.;^nt would b^.h-lpful.

(20) RQcoLin-.'ndrtion No. 175- I-n our vi 'w,  the I .C .A ,^ .
/

in itsc'lf is ' r_l-tiv ly n .w body, /^nd h- s h-d little  

oxpjri-.nc'. of nr.n ging oy. n Agricultural Schools nnd 

Coll go s, sine., in th'.. p .st it h: s m-r.inly b.. n 

financing body. It is thcr foro not lik^^ly to bo able
%

to hc-.ndl. an addition'.1 re sponsibility of corrdin;-’ting

Agricultur’-,! Educration on countrywide b;,.sis, rnd

csp.ci-lly -t th.. University l^vcl, : nd there is (

also lik . ly to b som,, cl";sh b. twu^n tho U.G.G.  on the

ciae hc.nd 'c-.nd tho I.C.A.^^. on th^ other in_niattL.rs

p^rtr.ining to th.. propos d Agricultun.l Universities.

V/c, th.r  for. ,  fu , l  thr.t th .̂ proposed Universities should

be supervised by th^ U.G.G.  r:.th.r then by the I .C .A .H .  ^

Sirailc.rly, the quinquenni 1 inspections of the

Agricultural Universities, or of th.;ir Constituent or
/

A ffili tv. d Coll^g.. s, should not b-. den* by th I .G .A .R .

e.t :\11 in our vi . w, e.nd tn<-, U. G. C.. should cinfia .

its'_ visits to thy. Agricultur-..,1 Univ, rsixi^^s r.nd not 

go down tc the 1. v.,1 of affilie.ted coll-.g..s. V/e, 

JiOwovcr, :..gr.^ th- t the U.G.C.  nnd th e _I .d .A .R . or its 

propcsv^d Str.nding Conioitt.,c shcul'd .-volve common ''

progr-.mmv^s for th., d-.v^lopm.nt of High^.r 3duc tion in
\

Agriculture, c.nd should p' ss th.̂ ir̂  cn to the St̂  t .s ' nd 

the Agricultur;-.l Univ rsities in the States, for th^,ir 

guidance.-/ ' . ■
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Y^^ fter'nmmRndqtlon Wes.l^-  ̂ md 154- In general agreement.

(2) Recommendation W o .l5^a)(2V  & ( 3 ) . The autonomy within 

the 'university has not received sufficiGnt attention so far

It s very desirable that universities give more autonomy 

to. their departmeats, and encourage ideas to emanate from 

the lower level's according to the **principle of Howard 

flow ". Similarly we. agree that the non-academic represen

tation on different bodies of the university is necessary, 

but it should not impose its views on the university, but

I
content merely with bringing them to the notice of the 

university. Thus we are in broad agreement with sub

sections (1) and (2) .  V/e are, however, unable to agree to 

sub-section (3) of this recommendation, as we do not feel 

that colleges can.be autonomous vis-a-vis universities.

This h8F also been mentioned in our re mark s’'on re- 

commendation ]\To.132(2) in our letter No.CDN 2o66-Chapter 

XT-B dated 5.11.1966 regarding Chapter XI;-

('5') Recommendation 1^0.155f4!̂  . We are not able to a^ree 

that s+udent representatives should be associated either 

with the Academic Council, or with the Courts of uni- 

versitier, though Wc agree to the formation of a Departmental 

Joint Committee of teachers and students, and->a' Central 

Committee under the Chairmanship of the Principal of the 

College, for a discussion of students’ difficulties, and 

attempts at their solution. . .

(4 )Recommendation No. 156. A/rreed.

;5) Recoamendetion Ho .157. Agreed. The procedure already 

prevailing in the Gujarat State is more or less'on the lines 

indicated by the Commission, in as much as block grants are 

5aid to universities, on trienial basis, and:; in''add ition 

There are matching grraits paid by Government on the
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developmental expenditure of universities, the S ^ate 

share generally being 50 per cent of ail approved 

schemes, further, thcere is provision for outright grants, 

or part loan ^nd pari;~grant, from the State to those 

schemes which for some reason or the other do not receive 

assistance from the UGG but are felt by the Bii^to to be 

useful. In our opinion it would be desirable to evolve 

system by which a block maintenance grant may be' made 

payable to the universities directly by the U .G .C . if 

this is not possible for the entire unl"yersity expenditure 

it  should be done at least so far as expenditure on 

post-graduate education is concerned. The Commission 

themselves have advocated in their Report that post

graduate education shiould b'j more and more the concern 

of -̂-hê Centre, and it would be only logical for the 

Centre to take up the responsibility for paying maintenance 

grants as well, for all post-graduate education. This 

would also enable State Governments to divert more funds 

for other necessary schemes, which for some reason 

or the other, do not receive assistance from the UGC 

but are nevertheless necessary >and important to the 

universities ' in view of local circumstances.

(6) With regard, to Mediical Euucation referred to in para 

1 3 . 7 0  (2) of -the report, the State i'^redical colleges and 

Medical colleges run by the I^Tunicipal Corporation 

received certain grants from the Ministry of Health 

occasionally for specific purposes. It  will be quite 

desirable if  Government of India places the lumpsum 

grants at the disposal of the UGC type of organisation, 

which will look after medical education the country.

In this connection it is suggested that ii:ist ad. of putting 

up a s^pjirate orgar..isat:ion for medical education. Government 

of India may explore the possibility of utilising  the
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Inaif^n Medical Council for th^ purpose. Since Wedical 

Gouncil is a statutory body  ̂ CQmposed of teachers nnd 

scientists of repute, it wpul^ be possible to make these 

bodios responsible for disbui^seiiient of grant to medical

colleges for specific purposes. v~

(7)' Regarding grant to Ayurvedl H»iversity and Colleges, 

Government of India may plaq# necessary amount at the 

disposal of proposed ” Cvntr?il Council for Indegenious 

system of modlcine” or whatever name it is give.n by 

Government of India. Till such time this body is const it 

the grants may be processed through "central Board of Sh 

Ayurved Education*'.

(8) Regarding para, 13f^@ ©f tfee report at present

Gujarat has no agricultural universityi’ A^ricv^itura:

Colleges are undor general purview of aoQ-tecbjaiical 

universities. In the Fourth Plan there is a proposal to 

set up an agricultural university In ^ujara^t. It its 

presumed that the UGC-type organisation for agricultural 

universities, as recommended the Education Commission,

is not to deal with agricultural colleges directly but 

that the grantss wi  ̂1 be -placQd with agrieultural 

universities only. The recQmm^i^dation as such is 

a very valuable one and is bound to be of great 

advantage to agricultural ^^uqation. This Government 

therefore endorses the recommendation*

(9) Recom:;iendation No«158; Agreed.

(10) Re_comraehdatloa Mo.lSqflV AJ’2̂  Afiroed. As regards

the proportion of extornal Members on the Executive 

Council, it is felt that it not be half, but a

little less than half the total, number, say 7 to 8 iii

a body of 2o»

Recommendation No.l59n^ t This is a radical change 

from the existing practice, since today the courses of
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study ap. well as the standards, are detGrmined by the 

Syndicate and the St.nate, and not the Academic OounciD..

It .  also mist bo rciiicmberod that overy University does 

not necessarily  hav .̂' an Academic Council; the 

ITniycrsity of Baroda is an example, this  Czovernment 

therefore can only agree broadly to t h is  recomftondatioi.

(12) Recom:gendation No . I S q C4 )- (1Q ) > In  gen .r o l ‘ agreorr/.nt 

with (I'O ( 5) ( 7) (6^) '̂ aid (lO)^ As r-. g-’rds sub-section No. (8) 

this is n very import-‘'-nt matter, and would affect almost 

every university  in Ind i n , s''nce the Acts of the
1 ■ ........ . ■ •■ rr • , ■

different universities  d iffer  in many points today, and 

' hence may be affected dii^ferently by the numerfe.-Qati,; 

recomrnendations made by the Commission. I t  wuuld, tho-re-

V •li.' ■ '
fore, be necessary, f i r s t ,  to consult the different 

un iversities , before undert-^king leg isla tio n  for am’.;nding 

their ActSy ";nd in r^ny'c'-se the I .U .  Board -would need 

bo consulted before any -''ction is taken b '̂ the U.G.C* 

or by the: Central hinistry  of Education.

( 1 3 ) .  Recommendation No ,l6p  ^'/here' the 'Position of the

universities  vis-a-rvis the Law courts^ is  considered by

the Commission^ it is :■ doiibtful how far  the Supreme
be

Court wouj_d be ,airie:Jif?bl*i to^involved in such a d i scussioa, 

•:¥e.;-would await with interest further developments in 

this-.:regard.
No,

(14.) Rg.commendations/161-,162 and-163: -Already dealt with 

elsewhere. , - .

(15) Rfeconracndn t - g o  -lg4:;:.,Agregd to s.ub-sections (1) nnd

(2) ;  Sub-section tor .-Cuntrfa’ Sov:;rnment

to consider. , , .
■ ■ 4 ‘ ' ■ ■

^1^)*  Recommendation No.165 . Not many remarks from this 

Government appear to be necessary, but we, could; poi.nt out

that xft; fully  concuj’ with the observations contained in 

sub-section (b) of this  recomnendation, namely, that" 

separate UGC type’ bodies should not be set 'up  in the States,
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XXV - vnnATIQ-^AL, TSGHNTCAL AND ENGINEERING- 
e d u c a t io n  ( "Chapter XV -Paras

As pointed out by the Commission the wealth F>nd 

prosperity of any nation depends on the effective 

utilisation  of its human and material resources 

thUtiDugh industrialisation. R.„sources, however, r ”: ch 

go unutilised without proper and abund-mt technical 

know-how; whereas proper and competent technical 

know-how can more than -compensate for lack of resources 

It  is, therefore, nocessary' for any country or a State 

to allot the highest priority to technical and pro

fessional .education at all levels, be it research, 

post-graduate or under graduate down to that of 

secondary school level and to even to the basic 

training, at the primary level.

(1) Rcc .mm-.nd^tiOns 31 & 3 2 . In general agreement.

( 2) RwCommendations 33 to 4C : In general -:C-'  ̂ ?

but it ,is for the universities to design their degree 

courses in conformity with the recom'aendations of 

the Education Commission-

(3) Recomm.endation 4 1 ; In general agreement and wc:uld 

also suggest that the subject Telecommunication could 

also be added as an alternative to the subject of

Electronics.

(4) Rv^commendation 4 2 ; In general agreement. This 

Government has already accepted in principle this

recommendation about grant of increased scales of pay 

of technical stafi to teachervS of i'''^a,thematics and 

Science in technical insfitutitons. As, however, the 

State Governinent h'.s appointed a pay commission the 

question has been kept pending the recommendations of 

the commission in this regard.

The Commission has alaso recomm.onded that ”an 

appropriate number of posts (+ or <;ven 1 /3  of the total



strength of the department) be reserved for persons 

with suitable qualifications in basic science subjects 

in engineering depnrtinents, and an equal number of 

posts for engineers bo roserved in S c ’ ^nce depart.nents’*.

The former ciay be feasible but it is doubtful how far 

the latter would be useful or necessary.

(5) Rt;- com^gendation 43 * The Gomnission has laid stress 

on practic^'l tjxperience and knowledge of the working 

in Industry by each gr--:iduate and diplo^aa student. The 

necessity and import'-nee of such an experience and 

training need little  emphasis. It  also need hardly 

bo stressed th'^t such an important training should be 

properly org^^nised and "^Isp p roperly supervised by 

nhe personnel, .specifically .and solely, appointed for 

the purpose, by the Industry concerned. Such training 

can either be during the tenure of the course in an 

institution or nt the end of the institutional train'"ng.

So far as the former I s concerned ,■ it would give rise to 

what is known as cooperative or sandwich system of 

courses. It  is obvious that with such a scheme the duration 

of the course will increase by a" year or two, depending 

upon the exact system and amount of practical training 

imparted during the course. Unless the industry comes 

forward and, agrees to giv.^ to the student ’ l iv ing ’ 

wages in the form of stipends, such a system would be 

economically unacceptable to the public and rightly so, in 

these hard days of inflated prices. The second danger of 

adopting sand’̂ l i  systems of courses in institutions 

would bo whether it would be possible for the institutior. 

or the Governaent to f^nd so many places for d11 the 

students in the industries or public utility  concerns, 

and wh- th.;r necessary cooperation of the employers in 

this r e j e c t  would be forthcoming.-.
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Besides , an ideal institution catering for a 

sandwich course, the examination system and its stages 

will also have necessarily to he altered, thus, 

recuiring separate examination with necessary additional 

expenditure for separate examiners etc. All the same, 

the idea is practised in certain foreign countries and 

is worth experimient ing with.

So far as the training at the end of the 

institutional course is concerned, this aspect has been 

discussed by the Corinission in paras 15 .67 , 1^^.68 and 

1-.69. The necessity/ of such a post-institutional 

practicr-. 1 training, if properly organised and supervised 

would certainly be useful. Such training was coveted by 

young engineers in the pre-independent period when life 

was e<?sy and cheaper. In these days, the system does 

not find favour with young men for two reasons viz.
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( i )  engineers are in short supply and the fresh 

graduates more or less find immediate lucrative 

employment and ( i i )  the rate of stipends fixed by the 

G-overnment namely Rs. 250/- for a degree student and 

US. 150/- for a diploma student are far below the wages 

they receive under actual emplo;yment, taking the 

dearness allcwances also into account.

Unless therefore Government raises their 

stipends to a economically comparable level with that 

of employment, this scheme would not find favour on 

a large scale. It  is thus that many of the training 

places (5000 as mentioned in the report) are found 

to be going unutilized at present. It may be that, 

in the years to come, when the supply of young 

engineers is augmented as compared to the demand, such 

training facilities  may be fully utilised .



Recommendation 4 4 ; Generally agr'eed. It may be 

possicle v.rith thfv right type of workshop staff and their 

administrativt heads to take up some production during 

vacations or in slack periods during week, if any, 

during the terms, of certain equipment ;as needed by the 

institution or to-specialise and concen'trate their 

attention towards the production of one or two of the 

apparatus or eauipment used in the engimeering 

institutions on k large scale. It woul(d, however, not 

be possible nor perhaps even be desirab2e to take up 

production for the public or for the Industry in an 

engineering institution, as it is likel^r to side tract 

the energy and attention of the institultional staff 

from their main task of training. A certain  amount of 

liaison and co-ordination between an institution and 

an industry to tackle problems of developmental interest 

and also the co-operation of both to solve the problem 

confronting them- or for the manufacture of an equipment 

or an apparatus or to take up a project jointly is, 

however, necessary. This, could be: feasible  m.ostly at 

a research level hy the senior staff members of nn. 

engineering degree.colleges. To this end, a more 

liberalised attitude needs to be adoptedl by those in 

authority, ‘ t cwards pemitting consultation work bj/ the 

senior professors of an engineering college, as has 

rightly been pointed out by the Commission. Summer 

schools is also one of the wpys of attaining 

professional contacts between the instit?dtion and the 

industry.

It would also be gainful to the individual to 

join an institution for post graduate wo>rk after a 

year or two of practical experience in the industry.

The question, however, would be whether such a student
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eould ever return from the industry for a full  time 

post-graduate course without breaking his coxitinuity 

and the consequent benefits of employment, unless the 

industry rises to the occasion and not onl3r p'ermits 

but encourages some of their own selected staff to 

undergo post~^;raduate course of studies for their own 

eventual benefits,

Regarding the suggestion made for allowing 

groups of electives in the final year of the diploma 

course, this would also be equally applicable to degree 

courses, where such groups of electives could be 

introduced in the fourth and fifth years of the five 

year degree courses.

(7) Recommendations 49 9 30 & 5 1 * It would be useful or 

even .necessary to compulsorily arrange and “'end the 

teachers, for practical training in industries or in 

large public utility  concerns for about 2 to 3 months

at a time and for 2 or 3 vacations continuously. They 

may, if necessary, be given certain incentives for the 

same. This w il l  not only increase their practical 

knowledge and ejcperience but also enthuse confidence and 

enable them to (develop contacts with the personnel in 

the industry, which would eventually create an 

increased prospects for consultation work and also 

obtaining problems or projects to work upon in the 

institution. Regular teachers' training schemes, both 

in the methods of teaching as well as for increasing 

their theoretical training by post-gradua'-e work should 

also be followed up.

(8) Recommendation 3 3 : In general agreement with the

recommendations made in this para and would also u ^ e  

that one of the additional cause of wastage in technical 

institutions is Its  faulty examination system. It
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wcala , • indeed^; b® profitable and reduce subetant j.ally 

t he-T /̂astage j if we could adopt gradiLsallj '̂  ̂ "o he sexes ter 

sy3t3m of instructions and examinatlens .as is in 

vogU5 tn U-/3.A'."- ■ . ■’ >-r *

(9) fiecdiTiLiendation 62 Tn general- aigTeemen;.:^, It

is; very* likely stat&t ics  of the' man pow/er requirement 

findings are^''ccnflic’tIrig as deteriained biy the.three^ . 

different units mentioned under these paras . The 

(^oYeininent of India in the Ministry of Eidiication has  ̂

]?6j:=haps> r ightly ■ appoilited;' very ■ re''ceiil:'ly , a coram it tee 

undei th.e. Chairmanship of T't ’. Rcao t3 |-̂ ya.mine

the estimates of-technicai pyrsonnel alreeady assessed 

for the -IV and subsequent p l a n s  a n d  to rte assess them 

on some more, realist^lc tasieetc^

(10) ec ommendat i on - 64 “' iK gener £.1 ag m  t.me r.t. The 

number r f  sch.olarship ir. engineering co l ’leges needs to

er^anced and at least 40 per cent of tbl' e students 

should receive it since tl-cugh they are mie rlted the ir 

financial position do. not permit them to ccncentrste 

on their studies a s ■they ought-to.

Rgpomnendation. 73 »• It' aaS been su^^gested 'chat 

the professional -soc ie tie's'-cou Id u se fu lly  associate 

themselves with tne programmes of g i ’̂ /ing part'-time 

training . . creas, such bodie s c ouId in scme cases y 

impart some part-time training at the id e a l  place 

where such training could be given effioitentl^r arid as 

a who:.e, are the technical'institut ions- V7'it;h their 

experienced staff, and the institutions having the 

advantage of possessing we ll-equippedl.' la/Do.ratori.es 

for such disci;:lines,

(12) Recommendation 7 4 ; It is true that cc{|intries 

like U ,S .A . ,  L '.o .S .R . and Australia run corxespondence
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courses even for^ p ro fessio m l  and technical courses, 

using the laboratories of the technical institutions 

in vacation periled s. This scheme, however, requires 

extremely carefull detailed  v/orkir.g, and as the .Repoit 

points out, identtifylng many prollems involved In  the 

s'ame and finding out appropriate solutions should be 

entrusted to only/ a very few selected institutions with 

a whole-time con]reten1: staff appointed for the .same.

(13) Recommendat.ions 76 and 7 7 : It has been

recommended that the heads of institutions have adequate 

powers over both academic matters and the recruitment, 

retention and promotion of their staff as also in the 

development of su ita b le  training fac il it ies. Vvhile the 

lieads cf institi t ions , particularly those running 

University courses have sufficient academic freedom 5 

generally un(3er tb e  statutes and ordinances prescribed 

by the U niversities , tlhey have not much freedom for 

recruitment, retemtion and, promotion of the higher

(Gazetted) staff . In  Government Departments it would
)

be difficult to enitrusi!; these powers, to the Heads of 

the institutions. A ll  the same they virtually enjoy 

good deal of authority over the appointment and 

retention of non-gazetted teaching and other staff.

( 1 4 ) Recommend at i (on 8 6 ( 4 )? In general agreement, 

but where the Public Service Com.mission is to recruit 

staff for gazetted posts, it w ill be difficult to 

empower the Heads of Departments, saisre for a particular 

period to make appointment to these posts.

(15 ) Recommendatlon 8 2 r In  general agreement. V/e 

would a] so suggest that the Co-ordinating Committees 

and Boards of Studies co'Uld further be expanded so as 

to have benefits cf a large number cf academicians.



( 16 ) Reco m e n d a t i on 83 . and ,86 : The reeoiiLriendation t o

s e t  up a p 8 , r a l le l  to d y  l i k e  the- U.G.-G; s o l e l y  f o r  

t e c h n ic a l  and p r o f e s s io n a l,  e d u ca t'io n  i s  v’e lc o m e , hut  

th e  menhersh ip  o fth e .. U ..G *G . t ype  Vof hody f o r ' 

t e c h n ic a l  e d u c a t io n  and t h a t  o f" t h e  n.GoCV i s  

I i ] c 6 l7  "to be Q v e rla p p in g .. -.r' - .

It is a common ex-perience,''while preparing

and steering, changes and hi-odlficat'ions in^the , , .

pattern and in framing of eng ineering^ curi.iculuD, 

as Weil as in modifying patterns of -examinations, 

interxal evaluation, etc ••. that t he sane ' have got 

to he steered through ‘ at the tJniversity level, 

initially through the 'Acadeiri Council’ of the 

ccnceined university. It has also been experienced 

that in the academic council meeting, where thec - 

representatives of Arts, Science and Conrierce- 

Faculties predominate , it 'bec.om.e-s. ver^- difficult 

for the Engineering FacuIty: representat ives’ 1 0 

steer through nev/ .and' experimental changes or 

modifications of the existing courses and their . 

pattern as well as introducing new courses.^ .

cr"
E v id e n t ly  t h i s  p o s it io n  v e ry  f r e a u e n t ly  p r o v e s ' a 

s o u rc e o f d i sc ouragemcint "and * hamper s t  he 

i n i t i a t i v e  o f th e s t a f f  of th e  e n g in e e r in g  

c o l l e g e s .
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XXYl. CIVIC RIGHTS OF TEACHERS 
(lie c OEme ndat i on 24 .11)

' (1) The teachers in the employ of Covernir.ent

cannct be, treated differently from the other 

Government servants and the restrictions placed 

on such servants in the matter of participation 

in politics w ill  apply to the teachers also. As

they hold office of profit under Government, they

t

are disqualified for being members of Parliament 

or State legislatures, in view of the Constitutional 

provisions,

(2 )  Similarly, the teachers employed directly 

by the Universities w il l  have to abide by the 

general rules framed by the Universities in 

this regard, and it would be invidious to give 

them any concessions as envisaged by Commission 

vis-a^vis other employees of the Universities.

(3) The teachers in aided schools and 

affiliated colleges are generally free to participate 

in politics e tg , ,  except so far as any ,particular 

management .may have framed regulations debarring 

them, from such participation in politics. The 

policy of this Government has been not to take 

objection to such participation in politics.

The Grant-in.-aid Code provides that employees

nay attend political meetings and become members
/ ^

of, or take an active part in the activities 

of any political party other than a party whose policy 

or programme has been declared by Government tc be 

unconstitutional-. They cannot, however,, engage 

them.selves in political actirtties' while on duty or 

on school premises. The State Government is of the 

view that no restriction may be placed on their 

participation in elections.

. .


